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Farm, Garden and Household,

Modern

Agricultural Experiment Stations in

Germany.
A- usual, tlir most numerous ami imtaw is -i arches in Agriculture, especial
•iio-e relating to agricultural chemistry,

journals bring us accounts,
Huropean. ami especially
ti- -’iii. agricultural experiment sta44.
rii.T- are. in general, chemical
n
■mncetetl with stables, fielils.
greenhouses, whore questions
Household Hints*
mportaiiei' in agriculture are studied.
a. tigli tile 111 sL tine was founded
Mu-. Smith's Cake. Four eggs, two
only
half a cup
uty-two \* irs ago. yet so useful have onus of sugar, one cup butter,
ci
titat, up to tile present date. | of sweet milk, ten ounces of flour.
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seventy have been estaldisht far I rom hall' hat e been
,
[last lit e 5 ears. They
[iicd with experiments on
i.,1,1c nutrition, and the

Hi .u.iNii Virtues of tiie Geranifm. It
seems

!'’rtiii/1-r>
Some, however.
'lev- t.-dt" other
special investigations
'no ii
-Widen I', instance, w devoted
'ear. I,.
Another
wine culture
ter
at.-lt osm
-hot! in the celebrat■iu.rutig disiiiei I J.odi. m Xorthern
Ita.t
in clmi-se-making
st:g:i’
ami kindred -u.a
lion of these stations
An it
atic- testing <-f the value of comi• iti 1. -ets lo chemical analysis,
i-etuiiies' el this control system in
e. -utiiig
it ands in tln-se articles has
.g_este iiic apj.dieation oi a similar one
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another claim

very short time.

Fish Chowder. One layer of thin slices
and sweet pork undone of iresh fish, season
with pepper, etc., one layer of split
crackers, and so continue to repeat until
sufficent to cook. When done cover the
whole with cold water and boil slowly one
hour, keeping it just covered with boiling
water.
After the whole once boils add
scalding new milk, let it boil up once and
Thin slices of onions can he
serve hot.
added at first, it desired.
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popular plant has

esteem aside from its beauty and
fragrance. It is said that an application
ol one or two of its leaves, first bruised, to
a cut or abrasion, will heal the wound in
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Take cold
Potato for Breakfast.
boiled potatoes, slice them thin, put a lithave
led
s-.ixony.
tle butter into a shallow frying-pan, over
t
hi-..•tv of oiio-motis frauds
praehot lire; spread the slices in a pan, not
ii icrmant
1
’I
by the ad- more than an inch in depth, sprinkle with
turnip and other -alt and pepper, and pour in a little boiln
lie
! o
u ni*
against these i mg water.
Cook without stirring till
sever;,i
-tations for the exam..ip.
brown on the bdttom, then turn over. 'Die
at
seeds hate been established in |
I tire should be hot enough to finish the po:
a’.lei
1'hc moral
par’s ,,[• riermany
tato in eight or ten minutes.
;
i..
i, mi'tanner-have t. draw from these
;a* t- is obvious
A Scotch Dish. Cut up fresh codfish
Kuhn.
lii*- -tatiou
it Moekern. in
in
pieces four inches square; lay them on
sax* :
ha- '.lilt
p 'll* ! a -erics ot ili- the bottom ot the frying-pan; slice over
estigations m tin digestibility ol freshly them verv thinly a layer of raw potatoes
is
■»
ipared witlfthe drv hay and some bits of butter; if onions are liked
*
1 »
iv n d dur.iig one
\ :
period with add some of them, chopped fine, and a
’!**
green, and ihiriiia another with the sprinkling of salt and pepper. Fill up the
tried hay. analysis being made of the tod- frying-pan with the layers, and finish with
ler and excrement., and the amount di- a layer of hard crackers or slices of hard
gested determined In
I'lie bread. Fill up with boiling water, and let
litference.
general result was that ‘■digestibility of : it stew for twenty-five minutes to half an
illt iltoi
hour, or until the"potatoes are thoroughly
ed le, drying,"
cooked. Cover it while stewing with a
mol
important labors plate or kin
'!..•..• -tations
lately reported
Tapioca Pl i>i>ixc, \\ rnioi r hues on
ng e\j>• iin. tit with lambs, by
Mii.k. Soak a teacupful ol tapioca in one
.1 1 ire-deu. which was pei.-t• r
ami a half pints of water over night. Pare
ne .1 witn a view I" the solution of the
and punch out the cores of eighteen apples
-tt hether m the
-:i.
ol
rearing
young
with white sugar,
,n
additii ;. 1 [ihosphatp ol lime and till up the holes
over the whole, and pour
P
t.'ddei will exert any definite nutri- grate lemon-peel
of boiling water over
tfe
is reg rdsthe formation ot bone one large coffee-cup
Then turn over the tapioca,
1 pr du ; .1 of tie-li
A- the result it the apples.
first thinned it to the consistency
iddit
ol phosphates having
Hake for
of custard with boiling water.
'promoted the builtlwith sugar and cream.
■•! in any marked man- an hour, and serve
wine sauce.
o' bone.''
"
; '*•’11 at.
.*,
The theorv I or a butter and sugar
'ii.-ly I*.-.'* i- tlms eonlirmed, that
(litAiTON liisci it. Boil and mash line
orgatii*'
all'timinoid) nutritive sub- two large white potatoes; add to them one
* I
I tin- t
plat everywhere the small tablespoouful ol sugar; pour boiling
*p‘>rt:.:il par* in the loimation ol hot water over the potatoes until they are
am. tli—Ii. and the addition of
phos- about the consistency of gruel. When cool
tat. ,*t lime
an 1>. of ti-e onlv when it I
enough add to it one' small teacup of yeast
leani-i'.;
mking in tin
j Harper’s ! and let it rise for three hours; then heat a
Magazine f.n Aprij.
! pint of milk warm enough to melt two
; dessert-spoonfuls ol lard or butter; add a
Potatoes
tor
Seed.
Selecting
little salt; turn it to the potato yeast and
stir enough Hour into it to make a stiff
It :
>( I potatoes
Sow
i.
-iii.
iunt.iig time there is no selec- sponge. When this is risen very light
i V -r arc taken tliat happen to be mohfit over for twenty minutes; then put
tlh sinai!
mishappen speei- it back into the pan and let it rise again.
tliai have
dl unsalable or hare Now roll out, molding well first, into a
cakes out with a
electing the best for thin sheet, and cut themelted
butter over
Bub a little
the ::ti> 1
l.argi -i/e i-a matter of less tumbler
■ed piitatoes than smooth, the surface, and turn one halt over on the
well -hapt
Ilie crop is grown other, making a half moon. Let them
tri : : a
!
I. anil there is this stand until quite light; prick in half a
minutes
:u|l. r e ! 11iIfcl'e |te, belli cell the seed ami dozen places, and bake tor twenty
..Vi
in a hot oven. They are the best biscuit
that vvl.i.e tbe tii-st almost
initiated he Xobbe. director ot the
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variation from its parent by cross
• .r
i.'.izatiou. the c
eutling tonus a
wsa

i.

Mwilt which

tuition-

must

you

prineiple

ate.

Pare and quarter apAiti.k. Pi niuvi
perpetuate ples enough for two layers on the bottom
application of your pudding dish, which we will sup-

■teristies.
fin1
in selecting seed potatoes
;
;- obvious.
in tin- same variety there are
■in ’.'.tlh
"! itors
m.'
better shaped
others
Most buyers ami hotise...
file Early
ng potato
pi'
lio-e. wli'-ii
gi.-uif gotmI si/e. takes
th."in. vv hi;,
the smallest potatoes are
'.
lift
r..!m11.
file same i> true of the
l;y •••lofting the longest anil
-|>< linen for planting, this
w 1w ill I...
habit t
lived anti aihl
it
liue id' the crop
This 1
if su
by experiment. 1 have a
theory that In
lining oil' the seed end
this

ever

■

pose to be a yellow nappy, the bottom
about the size of a breakfast plate; the
apples should be sour and juicy, and the
quarters should be nicely packed in. one
Add a teaspoonful of water, half
bv one.
a cup of sugar, and a little piece of butter ;
Make
a little salt, spice to your taste.

a
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paste exactly like what you make
strawberry short-cake, spread it oil

the apples and bake. When done, cut
around the crust and turn the pudding
Lat
over, apple upward, on to a plate
with wine-sauce or sugar and cream.
When baked, the apples should be perfeetmil planting nily tlie eyes or the long,
lv soft, but unbroken and adhering to the
smooth part >1 tie potato, this habit of
crust.
Do not. spread tiie crust too thick;
growth would ie accelerated.
half an inch is thick enough. The crust
It i- certainly Vfi-onable to -appose that
is sometimes shortened with chopped suet
eves from
...
end. which is often
instead of butter.
w
slid
route!,
more
nearly
produce
potaei tliat -lupe than it cut from a
long,
To Sweeten Butter Firkins.
lie loth surkf.
file seed end of potatoes
so crowded wit;,
Our readers who are engaged in the
eye-, and this also is
unde- able
quality to perpetuate, manufacture of butter often experience
"s..uietliing may also be gained by cutting considerable difficulty in keeping the
out eye- that an t >0
deeply set in the po- firkins sweet, A failure to accomplish this
tato. or to,, prominent on the surface.
very frequently entails upon the manufactI he-e
an'bj. "tionnble features and urers a severe loss, and to them we preshould be guarded against
The size of sent the following information concerning
es is of minor
importance, ex- this matter which will be found of considcept from the fact that the best shaped erable benefit. Before packing butter in
specimens are of medium or large size. | new firkins, put them out of doors in the
Monstrosjtbevery shape should be vicinity of the well, till them with water,
avoided. \\ itii the best i are in select- I and throw in a few handsfull of salt. Let
ing seed there will be some mis-shapen [ them stand three or four days, and change
>otatoe
aused by stones or other obsta- the water or.ee during that time. Butter
M inuring with coarse firkins should be made of white oak, and
manure is said to make
potatoes grow this process effectually takes out the acid
pronged irknonlr. lint seiue experiments contained in that wood and makes the
lade this year d.. warrant this idea. firkin sweet. If the butter is well made
I thing that ashe
ml gypsum on potatoes [ and
rightly packed, it will keep good all
tend to make tubers large anil well shapSummer; even if the tirkin be kept in
If seed potatoes an-kept in the cellar store above
ed.
ground. To dense old firkins
j
they should be covered with a few sods to : in which butter lias been packed and left
keep them irom dry ing up, and thus injur- exposed some time to the air, fill with
ing the eye- The -oils will also retard sour milk, and leave standing twenty-four
the sprouting of large var.eties until plant- hours, then wash them clean, and scald
|
ing time, thus insuring a more vigorous I with brine. This makes them as good as
Almost
even
growth
year some Early new.
Rose, planted about the lirst of June, fail
t"
grow because the eye lias started once,
Corn Stalks for Horses.
exhausting the starch in the potato which
an inquiry in the Rural Now” York1
saw
■has dried up until it is almost worthless
loi seed.
A little care at this time will er, asking if corn stalks were good for
when dry or cured; also, how to
savi
a
great deal f vexation and loss in horses,
cure the soared corn. J thought a few facts
the potato crop next season
J.
F.,
[VV
from the experience of an old farmer might
in New York tribune.
be of service to the inquirer, and might
benefit some others. I would say, you maySheep hating Their Wool.
cut up your sowed corn with a corn cutter,
t sheep
Instances
eating their own or you can reap it with a sickle, or you can
Wool are quite common, especially during
cradle it with a short, stiff cradle, or you
the latter part of winter, and early in the
may >lash it down with a reaper and self
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from the presence of small paraminute as the red spider of some
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rake, which works
lie to wilt, then bind in small bundles and
set, each bundle in a shock, then bind them
together at the top. in good weather they
will cure in about four or five weeks, ready
Such corn fodder is the best
to draw in.
food for horses 1 ever used. The horse’s
wind is always good, they are not subject
to disease, and 1 think will stand a longer
well,

l-ci

which produce an irritation, and’ to aliay this the sheep acquired
the habit of biting his own skin and thereto eating hi~- own wool.
It is generally
believed, however, that the habit is analag H, to that ot liens eating their own shells,
and tin abnormal appetite of cows for old
drive. Should the horse have the heaves
bones, woolen rag-, “te and is caused by
or a
cough, feed corn and corn stalks, in a
an exhaustion of the phosphate in the soil.
short time he is free in breathing and can
* lid
that
have
or
fields
long been stand work. It the horses should refuse to
pastures
cropped are deficient in these elements, ea‘ the stalks and cause too much waste to
lienee the absence of them in the feed and
please, then wet and pat on meal and
consequent want of them by the animals. shorts in proportion to the animal’s wants.
As a preventive, mix a small quantity of
[A friend in the Rural New Yorker.
bone meal with corn meal, and give them
an occasional feed.
Sulphur also lias been
Cultivation of Smilax.
biund to be a preventive ot the habit, and
Mr
many farmers keep their stock constantly j
Vick, than whom there is no betwith it
it no doubt assists in
giving a ter authority as a florist, gives the followhealthy tone to the system.
ing directions for the househould culture
of this plant, now so much used in floral
Pruning Blackberries.
decorations, for twining the hair, anil for
IVr-mhaving cultivated the New trimming party dresses; “With a little
Kochelle blaekboivy, arc possessed of care it can lie grown successfully as a
sufficient knowledge to understand the house
plant. The seeds should be sown in
I let that tlie longer they allow the canes a box or in
pots in the house, and should
to remain unpnined, the lateral branches
be kept moist till the young plants appear.
are proportionally shorter, and the fruit
The seed being rather slow to germinate,
l'o obtain the largest sized ber- you must not thick it bad it it does not
smaller
ries ami the largest quantity, too, cut back make its
appearance in two weeks. The
the leading canes to not exceeding four
young plants should be potted off into
feet in length, and shorten in also the later- three-inch pots as soon as they are three
al branches. This will lie found to increase or four inches
high. Once a year the bulbs
also the breadth ol the stool, affording should be allowed to
dry off and rest.
more bearing room, and generally to reThey will start into growth again in
sult in greatly improving the crop,
it is about six weeks. The vine does not renot too late yet to shorten in. where it lias quire the full sun, but will
grow well in a
been much neglected, as we often see it partially shaded situation. It can be trained on a small thread across the window
in some of our gardens, &c.
In July the young wood, which by that or around pictures.
It is a climbing vine,
time has grown over the tops of the old,
and will attach itself to a string in just
bearing canes, should bo clipped, especi- about the right condition to use for
ally the lateral branches. It will have the wreaths, etc., or when required for lighter
best effect upon next year's crop. [Ger- work, the branches which become entanmantown Telegraph.
gled can be separated.”

flowering plants,
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Work in my Vineyard.

‘‘-Ilien you mean to tell me that m\
husband is sick.”
“I do.”
“Perhaps you will go still further, and
say dangerously ?”
“If you do-desire it.”
“Oh, Doctor Ellis, how cold and unfeelWhat am 1 doing for Him?
ing you are ! 1 should think you ought to
Am I laboring day by day,
know by this time—” and just here Mrs
•Striving to win some straying one in.
From the broad to the narrow way?
Stephens broke down entirely, and sobbed as if her heart would break.
Trying to follow the Master's steps,
the Ma ster's voice to obey 1
“Ought to know what, Mrs. Stephens T
inquired the Doctor, with uncalled-for deHow can I do aught for Him,
liberation.
Who needeth nothing from me?
“You ought to know—to know—that
Ah. a deed wrought from love to the Master
above.
husband’s health and life are of
my—my
Will ever accepted be;
a good deal more
consequence to me than
“Inasmuch as ye did it to one of these.
my own.”
Ye have done it unto me."
“Ah indeed,” interrupted the physician,
with an elevation of the bushy eyebrows,
Perhaps my tasks are so small.
seem
almost
to
unnoticed
be:
They
immensely suggestive of a contrary opinYet some little place in the vineyard's wide
ion, as well as several very excellent reaspace.
sons for said opinion.
1 know is allotted to me.
“Doctor Ellis, will you be kind enough
And sooner or later God's blessing will nune,
If I till it faithfully.
to tell me what's the matter with mv husband ?”
And I'm glad that he knows it all:
Mrs. .Stephens was now on her teet—
My trying, my failing to win:
And will still look in love from the heaven tears all wiped away, eyes flashing with
resentful spirit, and only the little quiver
above.
And help me and pardon my sin:
of her lip, to sl^ow how deep a wound the
And give strength to conquer, that I mav at kind heart in her bosom
had sustained.
last.
There she stood, reproachful, defiant, deHear this welcome, ‘‘Kilter ye in."
termined, womanly. The Doctor was delighted. and such an honest face it was,
that lie carried around with him from
John Stephens Pericardium.
door to door, from sunrise to sunset, every■■\ow I am going to tell you just what
day in the year, that it was a mighty hard
my husband said to mo this morning, Doc- matter to keep it from an immediate betor, word for word,” and the invalid. Mrs. trayal of the whole purpose.
“Mrs. Stephens.” said he, “you have
Stephens, lay hack on the sofa pillow, the
very picture of misery, The family phy- no cause to lie alarmed. If 1 can only get
sician, who was called on an average to your co-operation in this business, I feel
the Stephens mansion three hundred and certain 1 shall be able to make a well man
sixty times a year, drew a chair close to of you husband in a few months, at the
the couch, and waited quietly for his
pa- longest; but, as true as 1 sit here before
tient to open her book of complaints.
you, I cannot do this alone.”
“Last night, you sec. Doctor, I had an
“Why have 1 not been informed of this
ill turn, and he wanted to come for you; before?” broke in Mrs.
Stephens imperibut when 1 got so he dared to leave me, ously.
he concluded then we'd better let you
“Who was there to inform you, madam ?
Your husband does not know his condisleep.”
“Much obliged to him.” said the Doc- tion, and 1 should
really like to be told
tor—sarcastic emphasis on the personal
when you have been sufficiently calm to
Last night was the first un- hear all that was necessary for you to
pronoun.
disturbed night's rest 1 have enjoyed for know ?"
a week.”
"mu, Doctor runs, 1 should mink you
Mrs. Stephens continued :
ought to have understood that my own
“This spell is the same as I had the last health and comfort are nothing, compared
time you were sent for. Doctor—”
to my husband's."
Mrs. Stephens was
“A slight nervous attack," broke in the
weeping again. “There is no sacrifice
that I would not make for him."
physician, “nothing more.”
“Well, it don't make any difference
“('iirious creatures !’’ muttered the docwhat you call it, it was mighty hard to tor:
“delightful bundles of contradictions;
bear; but let me tell you what my hus- llow the mischief should 1 know, Mrs.
band said first. Doctor, before we go into
Stephens, how much you care for your
symptoms. When he was going down to husband? 1 am sure you have spent the
breakfast, lie says to me, ‘Kate, what shall last hour complaining about him. Is that
1 send you up ?’
the way women generally testify their re“Says 1, ‘1 don’t want any thing in the gard for their husbands ?"
world but a good strong cup ot tea. Tell
“(), don't. Doctor Ellis, please don't, I
Bridget to send it up in the little tea pot." will never complain again—never—if you
1 saw, Doctor, that ho didn’t move alter 1
will only let me know what I can do for
said this, so 1 turned and looked
up at him. Do you know. Doctor, L had begun
him, and such a picture of rage and dis- to think
lately that something must be
gust 1 never saw in my life. Finally, amiss with him, he was growing so irrisays he, ‘Tea! tea! tea! it's nothing but table. Poor dear! how wicked and thoughttea from morning till night, Kate,’ says less 1 have treated him."
lie. -you are the color of a Chinaman now.
“This, then, is the trouble. I shall take
Why don’t you order a good piece of beef- it for granted, madam, that you know
steak, and a slice of brown bread, and a something about physiologv. and can folcup of chocolate; that would be a sensible low me without difficulty '?”
breakfast!’
“(>—yes, for mercy’s sake, go on."
“But John," said 1, “you forget that 1
“Very well; I find that the pericaram sick and have no appetite.”
1 was all dium—"
“The pericardium?" repealed Mrs "Steready to cry, but 1 was determined that
he shouldn’t have the satisfaction of seephens.
ing the tears fall.
“You know what that is. 1 suppose
“Forget,” says lie; “forget? 1 wish
Evidently Mrs. Stephens' anatomical
to Heaven 1 could forget!
It’s nothing
She shook her
was limited.
knowledge
but grunt and groan from one year’s end head in despair.
about tin“Something
to the other
I have lost all patience with heart is it not ;J" she asked at last.
you,” says he. “When we lived in a part
“Yes. the pericardium is the membraneof a house, and you did your own house- ous sack that holds the heart Well, somework, you were as well and happy as any- times this sack—it is no matter about parbody. and no man ever had a pleasanter ticulars, Mrs. Stephens," and Dr. Ellis sudlittle home than John Stephens ; but what
denly came to a standstill.
have 1 now to love, or to come back to?”
“It is enough, though, for me to say
and this. Doctor, is what he ended up that we are both
passably anxious that his
with—
heart should remain where it belongs.
“Kate,” says he, “you arc nothing more Mr. Stephens must be amused, lie wants
nor less than a drunkard, and in the
sight the opera, the lecture, the social circle,
of (iod, more culpable than most of the
entertaining books—a happy home—music.
men who stagger through the streets; beYou play and sing, do you not, Mrs. Stecause the majority of those poor devils
phens ?"
have some sort of an excuse for their con“Oh yes—I used to," and Mrs. Stephens'
and
haven't
the
You
duct,
you
tones were so pitiful now that big Doctor
slightest.
have a luxurious home, a husband doing Ellis
really and truly was obliged to wipe
his level best to make you happy—every both
eyes and his nose. Before he was
the
thing under
light of the sun to please aware, the laerymal duet had gotten the
you, and yet you will persist in swilling upper hand. "Well, try it again; get a
tea." Y'es, Doctor, swilling was the word
teacher, and go to practicing."
he used—boo hoo! boo! Oh dear me 1
“But how am 1 going to manage my
to think f should ever have lived to have
spasms ?’’ sobbed the lady
heard such dreadful language out of mv
“Well, perhaps between us both—you
husband's mouth; and then he says—“and
using your will power, and thinking of
making me as miserable a wretch as walks your husband, going with him, and taking
the earth.”
cave of him—and 1 doing my best in my
“Pretty plain talk," interrupted the way—we may be able to subdue them;
Doctor, with a shrug of his broad should- but you must remember this, madam—do
ers.
not let Mr. Stephens have the faintest sus“Oil, yes,” sobbed the victim, “and so picion that you think anything is the matawfully coarse and unkind. If I had had ter with him ; and above all, do not treat
a spell, and died there before his
very him like an invalid. Just amuse him.
lace, I don't believe he would have cared and all that, you know, just as you used
a snap of his linger.
1 tell you, Doctor to when
you were first married."
Ellis, there is such a thing as a man’s getAnother series of sobs from Mrs. Steting hardened.”
pliens.
“Evidently,” replied the physician, with
The Doctor arose to go. llis patient
a laconism absolutely painful.
had entirely forgotten that he had lett no
“But my husband has nothing in the
prescription.
world to trouble him but just my poor
“About tea, Doctor ?” she asked, as hw
health ; and 1 am sure I can’t help that.”
“Do you think it very
to leave.
prepared
This remark was more in answer to her hurtful ?''
companion’s tone and manner, than the
“As an occasional tonic, I have no obone single word that had accidentally esto tea; but as a daily beverage,
jection
caped his lips, and this the Doctor felt.
madam, it is an invention ot the devil.
“Anybody would think by the way he Good morning.”
goes on,” continued the irate woman,
John Stephens sought his home that
“that I enjoyeu myself with spasms, and
llis wife he
with a heavy heart
evening
cramps, and fainting lits. Anybody would believed a confirmed invalid, or hypochonthink it was a pleasure to me to feel, even- driac—it mattered little which; one was
time 1 see a funeral procession, as if the as bad as the other, llis remonstrances
hearse was going to stop at our door next. were of no avail, he was doubtful even
On, yes! such a life is very enjoyable, whether his wife loved him. lie opened
very, indeed.”
the door softly with his latch key. This
Doctor Ellis took no notice of those last had became habitual; seldom did the
genwords; the man’s eyes grew luminous, tleman show himself to his beloved wife
and his whole face declared that he conuntil after the dining bell had summoned
sidered himself master of the situation; the
family to the dining room.
and if Mrs. Stephens had not been so enA strain ot music met and transfixed
tirely taken up with her own ailments, him on the verv threshold. Abt’s beautimental and physical, that honest counte- ful
song was being rendered, and Ins wife
nance would have betrayed him.
lie was just in time to
was the musician.
“You say,” he began, settling himself hear—
in the large easy chair, and assuming a
“The eyes that cannot weep.
strictly professional air. “that your husAre thie saddest eyes of all.”
band has nothing to trouble him but your
For a full year this charming voice had
health; how do you know that, Mrs."Ste- been as silent as the
grave.
phens ?”
“Company, perhaps,” he muttered.
how
do
1
How ?
know
Why
any- Curiosity overcame him. lie opened the
thing? By the evidences of my senses. parlor door and stepped in. There was
Don’t I know that John Stephens has a Mrs. John
Stephens, becomingly attired,
splendid business that looks after itself, all alone, as enthusiastic over the fine rena
magnificent income, and money enough dition of a piece of music as he had ever
to live on the bare interest, as well as a seen
her.
family need to live, if he never entered
this mean. Kale?” he asked,
“W'hatploes
his office again while he has breath ?”
with outstretched arms.
“But money isn’t everything, Mrs. Ste“That 1 have given up tea, and am gophens,” proceeded the physician, with a
to try hard to he well.
1 guess my
calmness almost Mephistophelian. “There ing
voice will come back, John.”
are other troubles besides
troubles.
money
“I guess so," lie replied, folding her
How about health, madame?”
to his heart.
“Health?” repeated the lady with a tight,
Three months after this the cure was so
smile she intended to be sarcastic to the
radical, that Doctor Ellis made a clean
last degree.
breast of the whole thing; and there is no
Ellis!
there
Doctor
“Health?
Why,
word or set of words that can provoke so
a
or
a
isn’t
healthier
sounder man than
hearty a laugh in this happy home of the
my husband in the United States. Ho Stephens as this
physiologically scientific
eats more in one meal than I do in three
one—Pericardium.
months.”
“There is nothing the matter with your
There are many fruits that never turn
husband’s stomach, Mrs. Stephens.” Doctor Ellis shaded his lace with his hand, ; sweet until the frost has touched them.
and waited further developments. Mrs. There are many nuts that never fall from
Stephens mistook this attempt at forced the bough of the tree until the frost has
And there
concealment for emotion, and immediate- opened and ripened them.
ly assuming a sitting posture, brushed her arc many elements of life tliat never grow
eyes, and looked piercingly into her com- sweet and beautiful till sorrow touches
thorn.
panion’s face.
“Why do you accent the word ‘stomach’
so strongly, Doctor Ellis?” she inquired
Everyman’s past life should be his critin anxious tones. Mrs. Stephens was for- ic. his censor, his guide. He who lives
getting herself, and this the Dbctor hailed and is*done with life the moment it drops
hour by hour from his hands, is not half a
as an excellent omen.
“Only that 1 might make you under- man, lie is like a plucked plant that
stand that a man’s digestion could be most stands in water without roots of its own.
unexceptionable, and yet, he be far from and can have no growth, and soon lades
and passes away.
I sound in other directions.”
What am 1 doing for Him;
Who did so much for me?
Who suffered the agony, sorrow, and shame.
The death on the eniel tree.
What am I doing? doing for Him,
Who suffered all this for nit*.

••

Match-Making

l-'rom the >V\v York Commercial Adv cni
In France
housekeeping lias become
expensive that most men hesitate abon
marrying: at all events men no longi
V ina:
marry young in certain society.
must have liis position insured belie
thinking of marrying, and when that i
done lie is no longer of the age when no

Tho

Pettibone

NUMBER

have the privilege ol gazing! Through
My name is Esek Pettibone, anil 1 wish how many long years these fond, toolisli
had lighted their unflickering
to allirm in the outset that it is a
good thing virgins
to be well-born.
In thus connecting the lamps of expectation and hope at this
mention ol'my name with a positive state- cherished old shrine 1
I was now on my way to the family rement. 1 am not unaware that a catastrophe
lies coiled up in the juxtaposition, lint I pository of all our greatness. I went up
We all knelt down
cannot help writing plainly tiiat I am still stairs “on the jump.”
before the well-preserved box; and my
in favor of a
distinguished family-tree.
Efito perpetual To have had somebody proud Aunt Patience, in a somewhat
reverent manner, turned the key. My
tor a
great-grandfather that was somebody
is exciting. To lie able to look back on heart,—I am not ashamed to confess it
it is forty years since the
long lines of ancestry that were rich, but now, although
in search of family honors,
respectable, seems decorous and all right. quartette,
The present Earl of Warwick, I think, were on their knees that summer afternoon
must have an idea that strict justice lias in Snowborough,—my heart beat high. 1
been done lnm in the way of lining was about to look on that which might be
launched properly into the world. I saw a duke’s or an earl’s regalia. And I was
the Duke of Newcastle once, and as the descended from the owner in a direct line!
farmer in Conway
Mount 1 had lately been reading Shakspeare’s
described
“Titus Andronicus” ; and I remembered,
felt a
1
the
Duke
thought
Washington,
there before the trunk, the lines,—
Someto
"hunch
some.”
propensity
up
“Ohsacred receptacle of my joy-.
how it is pleasant to look down on the
Sweet cell of virtue and nobility!"
crowd and have a conscious right to do
The liil went up, and the sisters began to
so.
Loft an orphan at the tender age'of four unroll the precious garments, which seemed
years, having no brothers or sisters to all enshrined in aromatic gums and spices.
prop me round with young affections and The odor of that interior lives with me to
sympathies, I fell into throe pairs of hands, this day; and I grow faint with the memexcellent in their way, but peculiar Pa- ory of that hour. With pious precision
tience, Eunice, and Mary Ann Pettibone the clothes were uncovered, and at last
All the whole suit was laid before my expectwere my aunts on my father’s side.
my mother’s relations kept shady when ant pyos.
Reader! 1 am an old man now. and
the lonely orphan looked about for protection; but Patience Pettibone, in her state- have not long to walk this planet. But,
ly way, said,—" The boy belongs to a whatever dreadful shock may be in reserve
good family, and he shall never want for my declining years, 1 am certain 1 can
while his three aunts can support him.” bear it; tor I went through that scene at
So I went to live with my plain, but be- Snowborough. and still lived !
When the garments were fully displayed,
nignant protectors, in the State of New
all the aunts looked at me.
I had been to
Hampshire.
During my boyhood, the best-drilled college; 1 had studied Burke's “Peerage" ;
lesson that fell to my keeping was this— I had been once to New York. Perhaps l
•‘Respect yourself. We come of more could immediately name the exact station
than < rdiuarv parentage. Superior blood in noble British life to which that suit of
was probably concerned in
getting up the clothes belonged. 1 could: I saw it all at
Pettibones. Hold your head erect, and u glance. 1 grew flustered and pale. 1
dared not look my poor deluded female
some day you shall have prool of vour
relatives in the face.
high lineage.”
“What rank in the peerage do these
remtmoei oner, on uetng tow mat i
buttons
must not share my juvenile sports with gold-laeed garments and big
the butcher's three little beings, i begged betoken?” cried all three.
'"
■It is a suit of servant's liven
to know why not.
Aunt Eunice looked
gasped
at Palieme, and M iry Ann knew what she
1, and fell back with a shudder.
That evening, after the sun had gone
meant-.
•Aly child,” slowly murmured the eld- down, we buried those hateful garments
est sister, “our family no doubt came, of a in a ditch at the bottom of the garden.
very old stock ; perhaps we belong to the Rest there, perturbed body-coat, yellow
nobility. Our ancestors, it is thought, trousers, brown gaiters, and all!
came
over
laden with honors, and no
V:iin pomp :md glory of lliis world. I liule vs.'*
doubt were embarrassed with riches,
though the latter importation has dwindled
How Ben. Looks At Itin the lapse of years.
Respect yourself
and wien you grow up you will not reXkw Yokk, April 18. lien. Butler in
gret that your old and careful aunt did not. an interview with a Herald reporter yes
wish yen to play with butchers’ offspring.’’ terday said he knew nothing about inflaI felt mortified that I had ever had a de- tion.
Nobody was in favor of it. What
sire to “knuckle up" with any but kings’ ( ( dngress wants i< to expand the currency.
sons or sultans" little boy s.
1 longed to Why should not a greenback ot to-day's
be anti ng my equals in the urchin-line, issue lie worth as much as one of day beand tl\ my kite with only high-born fore yesterday’s issue. If Congress were to
issue .■5.-|(tO,0(io,OOb greenbacks, and with
youngsters.
Thus 1 lived in a constant scene of self- them take up Sbbl),01)0,01)0 ot interest
enchantment on the part id the sisters, bearing bonds the interest would lie saved
who assumed all the port and feeling that and the greenbacks as part of the national
properly belong to the ladies of quality, debt be enhanced in value. The cry ot
i’atrimi nial splendor to come danced be- ruin comes from holders of the bonded
fore their dim eyes; and handsome settle- debt, amounting to about one-fourth the
ments, gay
equipages, and a general total value of the country. If there could
grandeur of some sort loomed up in the be such contraction of currency' as make
future for the American branch of the its value equal to gold all the properly of
House ot' 1 Vttibone.
the country would be depreciated about
It was a life of opulent self-delusion,
lb per cent annually, probably :!0 per cent,
which iny aunts were never tired of nurs- except the debts owned by capitalists,
ing: and 1 was too young to doubt the which would increase as much. The very
reality of il. All the members of our lit- men who were on the Sunday of the panic
tle household held up their heads, as if tearing the skirts of the President to preeach said, in s,, many words, ••There is no vent, his going to church in order to peroriginal sin in our composition, whatever suade him to issue the .*144,non.000 re sen e.
of that •omminlity there may be mixed went to Washington to ask him to veto
up with the common claw of Snow- the bill which legalizes that issue, lie had

borough.”

no means of knowing, but did not believe
Aunt Patience was a star, and dwelt i the President would veto the bill He (Mr
apart. Aunt Eunice looked at her through Butler) was the only member of the New
a determined
pair of spectacles, and wor- 1 Kngland delegation who felt himself inshipped while -he gazed. Tile youngest j dependent. of the capitalists, and was
sister lived in a dreamy state of honor- to [ acting according to his best lights, uncome, and had constant zoological visions 1 awed by the power of wealth, and un-

of lions, griffins, mul unicorns, drawn and
quartered in every possible style known to
the Heralds College
the Reverend!
Hebrew Bullet, who used to drop in quite
often and drink several compulsory glasses
of home-made wine, encouraged his three
parishioners in their aristocratic notions,
and extolled them for what he called their
“stooping down to every-day lile.” lie
differed with the ladies of our house only
He contended that the union one point.
corn ot the Bible and the rhinoceros of
to-day were one and the same animal My
aunts held a different opinion.
in the sleeping-room i>t my Aunt Pa- !
Often during my
tit-nee reposed a trunk
childish years I longed to lift the lid and [
spy among its contents the treasures my
young fancy conjured up as lying there in
1 dared not ask to have the cover
state.
raised for my gratification, as 1 had utten
been told 1 was "too little" to estimate |
aright what that armorial box contained. |
••When you grow up, you shall seethe in- 1
1
side of it," Aunt Man Ann used to say to
me; and so 1 wondered, and wished, but
all in vain. 1 must love tin; virtue of j
years before 1 could view the treasures of
past magnificence so long entombed in
that wooden sarcophagus. Once 1 saw j
the laded sisters bending over the trunk |
together, and. as I thought, embalming !
something in camphor. Curiosity impolled me to linger, but, under some pretext, I was nodded out of the room.
Although my kinswomen's means were
far from ample, they determined that
Swiftmouth College should have the distinction of calling me one of her sons,
and accordingly 1 was in due time sent for
1

preparation

to

neighboring academy.

a

Years of study and hard fare in country
boarding-houses told upon my self-importance as the descendant of a great Englishman, notwithstanding all my letters from
the honored three came freighted with
counsel to “respect myself and keep up
the dignity of the family." Growing-lip
The Arcadia
man forgets good counsel
of

respectability

is

apt

to

give place

to

the levity of foot-ball and other low-toned
accomplishments. The book ot life, at
iluUi |n,r luil,

ci-lil

,it

I'ii

,iml l’i

>11»

and the

insignia of greatness give the
school-boy no envious pangs.
1 was nineteen when 1 entered the
hoary

halls of Swittmouth. 1 call them hoary,
because they had been built more than
fifty years. To me they seemed uncommonly hoary, and I snull'ed antiquity in
the dusty purlieus. I now began to study,
in good earnest, the wisdom of the
past.
I saw clearly the value of dead men and
it
the
former
moldy precepts, especially
had, been entombed a thousand years, and
if the latter wore well done in sounding
Greek and Latin. 1 began to reverence
royal lines of deceased monarch*, and
longed to connect my own name, now
growing into college popularity, with
some far-otf
mighty one who had ruled in
pomp and luxury his obsequious people.
The trunk in Snowborougli tro; bled my
dreams. In that, receptacle still slept the
proof of our family distinction. "J will
go," quoth 1, "to the home of ruy aunts
next vacation and there learn how we became
mighty, and discover precisely why
we don’t practise
to-day nnr inherited
claims to glory."
i went to
Snowborougli. Aunt Patience
was now anxious to
lay before her impatient nephew the proof he burned to behold. But first she must explain. All the
old family documents and letters were, no
doubt, destroyed in the great tiro of ’!)8,
as
nothing in the shape of parchment or
paper implying nobility had ever been
discovered in Snowborougli, or elsewhere.
But—there had been preserved, for many
years, a suit of imperial clothes, that had
been worn
by their great-grandfather in
England, and, no doubt, in the New World
also. These garments had been carefully
watched and guarded; for were they not
the proof that their owner belonged to a
station in life, second, if second at all, to
the royal court of King George itself?
Precious casket, into which I was soon to

deterred by slander and calumny
Being asked the opinion of -Mr. Washburn’s election. Air. Butler replied, Alt
Washburn was never elected to any office,
but as a compromise candidate. Very
amiable, respectable gentleman, but not
the choice of anybody, for it took them a
month to agree upon him. He was the
tirst (lovernor of Massachusetts who demeaned himself by being a candidate for
Senatorship. His election is one of the
accidental, immaterial facts in politics.
The

Secret

of Butler's

Power.

The following spirited portraiture of
lien. Butler from the San Francisco Bulletin will be read with interest by out
readers.
“There is more of the bandit about the
Kssex representative than a law-giver,
lie is at this moment committing ravages
ie. every department of the government
that he can subjugate to his will, lie
occupies the background of the picture in
which Sanborn and Jayne are the foremost
figures, lie intercepts the revenue on its
way to the treasury, lie seizes on the rich
caravans of the merchants, and levies
tribute under the direst threat, lie is at
Washington tor the purpose of circumventing, bleeding and squeezing the government, and. as a consequence, the people, wherever ho can get a chance. Such
a man
could not long maintain himself
but for the peculiar and exceptional circumstances by which he is surrounded. If
the halls of national legislation were tilled
with earnest, upright and strong men,
who could afford to laugh at his threats
and disregard his malice, he would have
long since been driven forth with stripes
and ignominy. But, unfortunately, there
are too many glass houses around the national capitol in these days.
Nothing is
calculated to excite more universal horror
than the stone-throwing, or the threat of
such a pastime, lienee Butler struts about
unmolested. The Senate is powerless in
the protection of its privileges and the
House quails before him. And if no change
for the better is soon brought about, this
Hr rules nut lj\
man will rise lilglier.
kindness or argument, but through fear.
Fie is eternally cracking his whip, and the
retiring forms of those who are afraid of
him are constantly visible.
The wedding of Miss Grant and Mr.
Nartoris is still a theme of conversation
among the fashionable. It is to be a real

Centennial

The

Lineage.

We
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to

:
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Exhibition.

publish the following

obey the impulses of the heart at the
pense of the head. Often men who thi:
of marrying, there are nine who put tie
questions in tho following order: Is
rich, pretty, healthy, of good family
Then tor most men marriage is first
money matter, next a matter of scll‘-lo’.
and liuallv of domestic peace. The nth.
questions come alter.
Hence men do not leal- to apply to m •'
l'imomal agents directly, or to get them
selves recommended by a mutual friemi
Ilie agent receives his client, lie -ttidi
him deeply enough to be able to
say up 10
what point lie is elegant, ilislini/u•, gs
hint, and well-bred, or else to what degree
he is awkward, innocent, bashful, or h
norant, of the habits of society, in evci
marriage there are two parts—that of the
intermediary, and that of the interested
party, and the agentsahvay> succeed belter with men who have no
great advantage to offer, but who make personal ell’orts in the cause, than with men who
could do nothing by themselves Hut it inot so with young ladies who want In:
bands. A young lady would never forgi.
her future husband f >r having married In
through an agency. “What ,-ir." she
would say to him 'You have married m
then, only for my money! Through an
agent! Ilow horrid!" And the couple
would he forever unhappy, lienee the
agents vanish so soon as the first formalities are accomplished. The aspirant signs
a written agreement to
pay six per cent

To the. People of the State of Maine:
it is'fight that the people of the United States
should know that the day ami year which closes
the century of American independence—July 4.
ISTti— will he commemorated with ceremonies
expressive of tin* gratitude and pride of a great
nation; and, in accordance with the act of Congress of June 1, 1*72, which created the Hoard
of Finance, the following report is made over
the signature ot the President of the Hoard:
The original law of Congress, enacted March
1S71, provided for “the celebration of tin*
Centennial of American Independence hv an
international exhibition of the arts, manufactures, and natural resources of this and other
countries, under the auspices of tin* Government of tin* United States."
And the act of June 1. 1*72, fixed tin- capital
to complete this great commemoration at $10.000,000, which was by the Commissioners apportioned among the several States and Territories on the basis of population.
Of this sum the State of Pennsylvania alone,
aided by a subscription of $100,000 from tinstate of New Jersey, has raised, in the form of
subscriptions to the stock and by appropriations
from its Legislature and the Councils of Philadelphia, about $4,000,000, or nearly one-half tin*
amount necessary to insure success.
This provision having been made, designs for suitable
wen*
and
other
buildings
approved,
preliminary
and incidental arrangements have so far advanced as to justify an immediate commencement of the work .of construction.
The commissionci* have appealed to tin* ( on- on the dowery immediately alter his mai
riage with a person named in tho treat\
givss of the United Stab's, on tin* basis of these
subscriptions, appropriations, and preparations, and the the obliging agent is seen n
to maintain tin* *pint of the two law* above renunc
ferred to, and tin correspondence of the State
Hi- pl us', however! is the.li taken
by in
with
has
induced
foreign powers
Department
th.- Governments of the Netherlands, Helgium, tcrmediaries, such as many others you
Switzerland, Germany, Sweden, Liberia, Equa- meet even -where ; such as men mu elbow
dor. the Argentine Confederation, Chili, Mexi- in all salons, and who are overwhelmed
co, Ilayti, and tin* Sandwich Maud* to express
with tender care, because tlicv pass f.
tln ir intention to participate, and tle*\ have
having numbers ot young men to man
every reason to believe that thi* appeal to < onThe latter then goes to work, i I.- pa\
gres* will be generously responded to.
11.
Subscription* to the stork have also been visit to tile hamily of the young lady
made by individual* in the States and Terri- then learns, for
instance, that next n
tories of Missouri. Illinois. Nebraska, Montana,
she will be at a ball, lie then,
Indiana, Nevada.' >rcgon. California. Louisiana, ning
Florida, Maryland. < Miio, Wisconsin. Michigan, hook or by crook, procures an inviiati m
At the ball
Arizona. New Jersey, Delaware, Rhode Gland. to llie ball for the aspirant.
Arkansas, Alabama, New York. Virginia. Iowa, while the
intermediary is talking io tin
and Kansas.
to be married, or with h.-i
Such'in’brief i* tie* condition of the organiza- young lady
tion for the international commemoration of mother, tlie aspirant comes up and bow
the dose of tin* century of American indepen- to the intermediary, who i- ehanued at tli
dence.
meeting and introduces him to tile ladi.-Ill** City ot 1
Ulpliia w as M-n-rtnl ;i«i the The aspirant dances with the ... !a l
most fitting locality at
which to celebrate the whose name he does not
know nor tli;11
birth of American Independence tor the reaot her family, which only makes him tinson' :

That from Philadelphia the .Magna (. 'harta
human liberty, the immortal Declaration,
\va- uttered.
The buildings in which the convention >at remain substantially as they were
on that historic dav ; and
J. (>f all the points of Revolutionary interest,
Philadelphia is the most central and accessible*
to the whole country.
It is the Republic's celebration of its hirthduv at tin* very place of it*
birth.
The Finance Hoard earnestly urge their felfoyv-countrymen to keep in mind the great fact
that the •" cut t<» be commemorated is the
grandest and mo>t momentous in history, that
tie* commemoration F to take the form of an
exhibition of the stupendous progress made by
the American people in the first hundred years
of their independence, in everything relating
to the natural resource* of the country and
their development, and. especially, it' progress
in those industries, art*, and institutions which
benelil mankind.
1 low diver-hied are the objects which nni'l
niter into that exhibition—how vast the buildings and tim space required to present them
with full effect, are suggestion* that need only
to he mentioned to bring home to every American the colossal magnitude of tin* undertaking.
C onsider for a moment the industries, product*. and device* necessary to an adequate expression of the progress of your own State, and
the space that w ill be essential to their full
presentation, and v on an hardly fail to preeeiv e
that your State alone will require an area in tin*
exhibition buildings and grounds equal to that
occupied at \ ieuna l»v Hngland or Frauen.
This i* inn* of not le** than ten of tin* older
1 In* other tvveiu\-'t,vi*n Mate* and ten
State*.
Territori* * will each of them require space in
l.

of

natural.
l'he intermediary a feu
becomes the interpreter
:
raised in the young man lo
this first meeting, other interviews are :o
ranged, and, if marriage follows, neitlna
the young ladv herself nor her family evei
know that it was done by a matrimoniagency, and when the mother and daughter announce the marriage, the form.a
mo er tails to observe :
V
dear .Madam,
people are quite right when they -av th e
marriages are made in heaven.'
Sometimes, however, agents hav.-t.. .1
with ungrateful fellow-, who retus. .... pa.
more

days later
the feelings

■

after

having pocketed

the

duwery

lit.—

thorns in the trade, for agents must :
to law. and even it they win tin* profe—i. ,a
suffers. But otten. too. they nii i will
delicate and grateful soulIn one ol tincities of tin- North was an interm. liar,
win) called an agent’- attention to a youn
lady with three millions fur her portion
who would only marry a man with a till,
and who should marry her for hcr-elf and
not her money The agent chose from th.list a Count, an engineer, without am
fortune, very respectable and very e..
lie got liimsclt appointed to a post ill th
town in question, went then- ..e-nit
saw the intermediary, who sin.wed Ido
the young lady then went aw ., an .in ;
return in time for a hall given by tin- I’ei
a
feet, to which tin- intermediary had
proportion.
lie took his stand m-ar th.
1 aat the 'lock oi the < enteimial Hoard of him invited,
Finance might In* within tin* reach of every
d"or, and when the voting lady is,i.-red h
citizen, the * oiigre'* ot tin* Failed Slate* fixed uttered a
cry ot admiration, so -in. r.
every
share at Shk which yy ill be represented !
naif, that she herself was startled, n.d.
by a handsome 'teei-engray cd cert itieate. e\«three months after lie married ln-r
W.
V
«*Ott*d by tile Tl- :e til*;. 1 *epui*t llielll <>| the <
ernnn nt, and littinglv designed in eommemorasir, -aid the agent subsequently. in- n
tion of the event. Tin* Hoard, in soliciting only paid me the sum
agreed .., I.
subscription* to iis stock, feel assured that ever since he lias been most obliging
\
there i' a patriotic de*ire to render the exhibifor the Countess, -he is as happy as -h
tion wort by of the occasion.
Notice i' hereby given that cheek' and drafts was tin* first dav and quite a- i-.»n\ it.. .I
an he addressed to the Financial Treasurer,
as on tin-first day
that her hu-l.aud d l
Frederick Fraley No. nut Walnut street. Phila- not know in- was
failing in i s. with -.
delphia. for any number of 'hares, ;it Sqo each,
dowery of three millions when !. -aw
and certificate* of 'to. k yy ill be promptly returned.
The International Inhibition will lier."
commence on tin* l’.Mh of April. D7U. and close
are

«

..

tin* inth of * Jctolier, D7b.
Wii v r Gi:\. Guam' < Hti i:i:i> i. > ,11 i..
T he undersigned. President of the Hoard of
Finance. 'peaking for his colleagues, and. In* j Hi.At K. The Washington Correspondent
believes, for tin* great body of tin* American 1 of the sit. I.ouis Uepublieaii unfold-, th:
people does not doubt tin* unsyyci of that tale with a head to it :
people to this earnest appeal. They are not
One day during the late unplca-antiie-unmindful of the patriotic interest in the (Vntenuial of their own independence, nor of Un- concerning the Chief Justiceship, win
high duty of honoring it as it deserve'. Phila- among the wild rumors that were th i:
delphia, tin* seem* of the immortal Declaration, about the How and the hotels, vva- >:n- :
not only in the old hall where it was written
the effect that alter Cushing would conn
and whence it win proclaimed, hut in the extensive Park yy here tin* exhibition is to he held, Jere Black, I met the famous Penns,lv a
saered as the resort of Washington and tin* liian pacing up and down a corridi r in lie
Revolutionary worthier, lias given many times Ebbitt House, as his wont after dim
her share to the memorial. It is not her cele- Said I
bration—it i* the atioif'. History has simply
“Judge Black, is it true that the Credesignated that city a* tin* spot when; the nadent has signifiedliis intention i-t uumin.i
tional sentiment can be historically expressed.
a-r
Mr
Fvery otlu r city and State F inspired by tin- ting you for CIlief Justice in
*
same sentiment
Fvery man and woman. North
is rejectt>d
('ashing
\P
and South. F stirred !»> the aim- impulse.
:
I'ht Judge raised Ids hat,
the people of the earth ar.* earnest, spectator*
a id
proceeded to say
and students of our pi •: iv-- The work, there- wig,
"The President has tendered ..
fore, is at on«*e national and international. !.
reaches every class and **verv inb-iesi. It v, l|
I have accepted the highest and me-:
be tin* most remarka ble •••*mpari*on ano iut<
'•
honorable position that can
In l-i
change of ideas and inventions, of art and his Administration.'
science. of tin* product* <*f the arth. and brain,
Here I wailed c\peetant
and the liaad—the most friendly and e.»mpl--i
■Tli*; proud position of a pi nitre
of all e.aiuni
intercom-*'- I'etweeii th* rae.
in modern civilization. It F impossible to F- pursued Judge Black, iinperlube. J
lieve that any portion of the American |*e> p
Ml," said 1.
will hesitate to unite in what F a *a< ;ol
Yes.1 said the Judg<
memory am’ a sacred obligation.
"All I' said 1
•loiix W I -it.
<
Well, this reminded me of a m
Pre-ideiit of ih
iiieunial Hoard of l in ne
The small boy was at a Methodist revival, and the minister at the close f a I
vid exhortation asked everybody wli
Marriage Under Difficulties.
wanted to go to heaven to rise up. Aii
months
a
at
Several
ago
young couple
"Now." said the man
rose except the boy
lit nnuu commenced to play with C upid
of God with awful solemuit t "if there iami found him a
little fellow.
any one hero who wants to go to hell, let

on

■

—

charming

The father of the young lady found out
what w as going on and forbade the young
man, to visit Ids daughter. The only apparent reason for this action of her father
seemed to he that trouble had some time
been had between the families. The lovers
made no protest, and the father flattered
himself that he had broken up the match,
lie was mistaken, lor no sooner had the
lovers received the mandate of her fattier
began to court on the sly. A
ago thc\ made up their minds
that they could live without each other no
longer. Accordingly the miss made all
preparations and went with her beau to an

than they
fow day

him rise up."
Instantly the small bov became perpendicular. A groan sounded over the -am
tuarv.

"Poor

really

boy,''said

the minister, "do yi

want to go to hell

"Well,” replied the small hoy "I can t
ay that is my main object; but I don't
fancy this crowd, and I am bound t
oil

of it if I have to go to hell to do it

Key.

i.

Miry Ward Heecher

was

applaud

during the sermon last Sunday by tl,
of hands and stamping of feel,
clapping
Squire's, where they were made happv. and stopping short the eloqnent wag said
Shortly after she had left the house of her
•‘Some people will be sadly troubled
that individual discovered her abfattier,

voting man with him
started up the road with a team in search
of his daughter. They soon met the hapAmerican wedding, with groomsmen as
when the fattier ordered his
well as bridesmaids. The ceremony will py couple,
into his carriage.
The husband
take place in the East Room in the eve- daughter
protested against this saying that they
n ng, and the young couple will leave the
w ere legally married, and the whole party
same evening for New York to sail for
went back to the Squire’s to satisfy the
Europe. Miss Ressie Stewart’s engage- father of the truthlnlnes of the assertion.
ment is to be ol short duration.
May l is The Squire corroborated the statements of
named for the wedding. The preparations
the young man, which seemed to enrage
are on the most magnificent scale. It is to
the bride's father more than ever, and in
be a daylight affair, but the invitations
ot the bridegroom the young lady
will be general, as the house is sufficiently spite
was placed in her lather's wagon, taken
commodious to accommodate all the
home, and locked into her room, the angry
triends. Miss Stewart's only bridesmaid
llie caution to tirst nail up
is a younger sister, who is not more than parent taking
the window. Eugene's wrath knew no
15 years old. All the girls are rather conbounds and lie aided in making a beaten
centrating upon Senator Jones, who with- road, by walking back and forth in front
in the past week has proved himself to
of the house all night. In the morning he
possess brains as well as a silver mine, lie threatened the father with
legal steps to
lias taken a large house, and called to his
recover his wife, and the father concluding
assistance two sisters, so that he means
his ease was a decidedly lame one, allowed
business, or, in other words, that ho will his
daughter to go in peace, and the young
receive and entertain. The gentlemen tell
folks were made happy.
of a musical ring of gold pieces that ho
The affair creates a sensation such as
carries in his pockets, and sometimes playllermon has not known for many a day.
fully gives a twenty-dollar gold piece The
of the people are entirely
merely as a souvenir or gift that is pos- with sympathies
the newly married couple. The
sessed of no value to himself.
young man is steady and industrious, and
the bride is a good housekeeper and we
of
In the preparation
epitaphs, says hope they may meet with the prosperity
Lord Karnes, conciseness is quite as desir- their
perseverance merits. [Bangor Comable as truth. We do not remember to mereial.
have seen any epitaph in which a man’s
virtues are more concisely stated than that
“How much did he leave?” inquired a
upon the late Mr. Mink:
gentleman, upon learning id the death of
The angels to-night, in their mansions of light,
one of our wealthy citizens.
"EveryAre a waltzln’ ’round Anthony Mink;
was the reply, "lie didn’t take a
He was faithful and kind, as anv vou’ll find. thing,”
dollar w ith him"
And gin was his favorite drink.
sence.

and

taking

a

ed

that. Ilow would they hare got aloii"
with the teachings of Christ, whic h wer
often interrupted and broken by questic •
and answer? For myself 1 do not km m
why what is an appropriate response e
demonstration of approval in one place
and on one day. is not to be allowed in
the assemble of freemen in Christ Jesu

We are brought into liberty not bondage
1 like it, but don't let my liking betray
you into any impropriety."
And here is the passage1 which wa :ip

pluuded

“To make the way of saltation hard
and gloomy is contrary to the spirit ot
Cod’s Word. No just man teaches the hard
tenet of predestined, inevitable, eternal
damnation, cruel as a lion's paw holding
a mouse, from which tlieie is no escape,
and calls that good news. That's a grim
joke. Foreordained to eternal damnation,
and hold still responsible as lbr actual
transgression! To say that such a doctrine of relentless fate is taught by Cod'
Word ! Egypt, with her grim deities, and
Greece and Home, with avenging turie
had more human theologies than that
-I
have good news.’
What is it? Am t released? Have 1 a new trial? ‘No;
you
are to be1 cut into inch
pieces, and your
children are to stand by to rejoice over it
So we were to be the
angels in heaven
were to be delighted spectators of the torments of the damned in hell.
.Monstrondoctrine ! The Devil could have preached
that.
Any presentation of Christianity
that does not show it as balmy to tin1 soul
as sunlight to the birds in June, fails as a
system of theology. The system which
shuts out hope from the soul is blaspheme
to God and His love."

wmmm.

The

Veto

of Inflation.

Tin? following i** tin* full text of tin veto i:— |
>.ige sent to the Senate by President (Irani
“To the s mate of the tinted States :
Iierevv ith 1 return the Senate bill number <>17.
entitled ’An act to lix the amount of l lined
>t:tte?> notes and the circulation of National I
banks lind tor other purposes,* without me
np- !
proval. In doing so 1 mud express m\ >-»gr : ;
at not
being able to give my ir ,n to a measure
which lias received .t sanction of the
majority
t legislators chosen
by the people to make
•re > for their
guidance, and 1 have studiously
night to and sufficient arguments to justify
s ieh assent, hut
Practically, it
unsueee.sstully
i' a question whether the measure under diseassion would give an additional dollar to the
irredeemable paper currency oi the countn or
not, and whether, by requiring three-lourths of
tile reserves to be retained 1>\ the banks and
prohibiting interest to be received on the balance,
r might not prove a contraction: but the fact
cannot be concealed, that
theoretically the bill
i u reases the paper circulation
$K»u,000.<)00, lcs>
only the amount of reserves restrained from
circulation by the provision of the second see* *H‘ measure has been
supported on the
ilie-n
y that it would give increased circulation.
It is a fair inference, therefore, that if in
practice Congress should fail to civat. the
a mmlaiiee of
circulation expected of it. the
friends of the measure, particularly those out of
Congress, would clamor for such inflation as
would give expected relief.
The theory, in my
•; dief, is a departure from the true principles of
nuance, national interest. national
obligation to
« re litors, <
ongressional promises. party j ledges
on th" part of both
political parties, and of tin
personal views and promises made by me in
very annual message sent to Congress, and in
« ;.-h
inaugural address.
hi my annual message to Congress in l>ecem1,1
l-s<i!<, the following passage appears:
“Among the evils growing out of the rebellion. and not yet referred to', is that of an irredeemable currency. It i*. an evil which l hope
will rceeiv e your most earnest attention. It i>
a
duty and one ot the highest duties of (»o\ernment to secure to citizens a medium of exomgc of iixed, unvarying value.
This imjdies a return to a specie basis, and no substitute tor it can be devised.
It should be commenced now and reached at the earliest practicable moment consistent with a fair
regard to the
interests of the debtor class.
Immediate nnnpti m, if practicable, would not be desirable.
It would compel the debtor class to
pay bey.out
their ontraets. The premium on gold at the
date m their purchase would bring
bankrupt •>
ii d ruin t*> thousands.
The fluctuation, hovve>
i\ in paper value of the measure of all values.
d. is d •trimental to the interests oi trade, it
makes th<
man
of business an involuntan
cubic;-, for in all sales when future pavment
i' t<> be made, both
parties sp.euiat. as to what
will he the value of the eimvia-v to be
paid and
received.
..
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The

Centennial.

Tlic celebration of the luimlrcilth anni-

■

versary

cl tin- birth ol this

nation, by

a

1

and sent,

was one

tit to be observed with

public rejoicings, for delivery from a great
peril. Despite his many public declarations to that effect, we did not believe that
the President possessed the nerve to free
himself from flic thraldom of those who
were known to have been heretofore his
advisers, and to resist the pressure of appeals from the south and west. But he
has done it, to his honor be it said, lie
has killed that mad scheme, not for the
advantage of the north and east, or the
disadvantage of the south and west—but
for the safety of the whole country—and
in the endeavor to make a sound currency
national.
It may well be doubted whether the
executive negative

was ever

fraught

with

greater consequences. The people ot the
country, the laboring men and those connected with the great industries of the day,
the farmers—in short every one interested
in a firm and reliable currency—may now
be

assured that the future is
not to threaten them with panic and loss
of custom, prices and employment. The
capitalist will be encouraged to invest,
assured that for gold advanced he wdl not
have to receive depreciated paper. There

reasonably

CUAl'TEU IX.

ultimately

with

street running .it a right angle,
leaving the square intact; but the aesthetic was (burned to yield to the practical,

CW10-11.)

meeting-house

chopping wood, and other manual labor in the open air, found it uncom- occasionally
in

fortable to work with their coats on. .lust
before night the wind began to blow from
the north with snow squalls which increased in severity as the night wore on
In the morning of the tilth and during
that day the cold was so intense that all

is a

grand

woman.

A schoolmaster of Chicago }>**l iti uu d to have
his salary
razed,” and it was promptly done
by the committee.

out-door work

was

suspended; piling

on

wood in the old-fashioned fire-places furnished snflieient employment to keep til
hands out of idleness.

During

the

night preceding

a

schooner

Prussia, Austria, Russia—and the nations
of the east. The teas and silks of India
and Japan will he shown by the hands that
make them.
II there exists in any portions of our

great crime, but ridding tie* country ot a
pestiferous organ grinder ought to offset it.
—The members of the Centennial Board
will meet at Augusta, May 7th, for
organization and discussion of plans for Maine’s
Falls, Ac., $510; St.Croix and Penobscot, common
the
remembrance of
country
representation in the great exhibition.
$810. It is understood that all tin- railroads will meet the lax except tin- Maine wrongs, real or fancied; if there he sec- The Board consists of Joshua
Nye and
( entral. Atlantic and St. Lawrence, and
tional jealousy or embittered feelings; Charles P.
Kimball, Commissioners; and
Dexter and Newport, which roads claim what more
likely than an occasion like James H. McMullen, F. A. Shaw, E.
exemption under their charters. The this to calm and subdue them ?
Looking A. Sprague, Charles W. Roberts and W.
State will test the question if they resist
hack over the wild waves of the
stormy II. Simpson, Directors.
payment. About thirty thousand dollars
of the tax will go to towns where share- past, and remembering only the sufferings
—The verdict of the jury at Rockland,
holders reside, and the probable balance and achievement of our common
ancestry, in the case of
of nearly seventy thousand dollars, it
Hart, the man found dead
paid, and the glorious possibilities which
to meet State
on a schooner, is that said Win. Hart came
expenses.
through them we have inherited, what to
his death on board the schooner William
State Chance—Patkons ok llrs- room can there he for
any hut feelings of E. Rolf
HAN'intv. 1 he
lor
from the effects of intoxication, exthe
meeting
organization brotherhood and good will?
of a State Grange, Patrons of
Husbandry
posure, neglect, and inhuman treatment
These are some of the many reasons
at Grand Army Hall in Lewiston, was
by George A. Closson, master of said
called tu order by Deputy (). 1). Hicklcv. that suggest themselves for making
every schooner. Closson is held on
a warrant of
assisted
was
T.
by Dudley
Chase, effort for a grand success in the CentenniDeputy
assault and battery.
Esq., Master ot the State Grange ol X. II. al. ft is not so difficult as
may seem,
The session opened at 2 P. M. Tuesday,
—The Cincinnati Enquirer asks Senator Thu rt
with a full attendance, every one of the either in plan or execution. If it he only man what
authority lie has for the statemenseventeen Granges in the State being rep- received and acted upon as it should he that the Democratic party is a liard-monev
and
asserts
that no sueli doctrine can l/e
resented. The afternoon was spent in disby the authorities and people, difficulties party,
found in any National Democratic platform.
cussions. At the evening session the State
will lie smoothed
Senator Thurman might answer, if he
away, facilities will he
Grange was organized in the choice ol Ilic
opened, and everything will help on the thought it worth while, that there is better
following officers—
Master, Nelson Ham, Lewiston ; Over- grand occasion.
authority than platforms for the statement.
E. Gilman,
seer,
lloulton; Lecturer, L.
The date ol the Centennial is
yet two Andrew Jackson’s bank veto says—
B. Dennett, Deering; Steward. E. II.
hut so much is to he done that
Clement; A. Steward. Hartwell Little, years away,
•‘Congress have established a mint to coin
Brunswick; Chaplain, P. E.Norton, Farm- it will he necessary to move at once. The money, and passed laws to regulate the value
thereof. The money so coined, with the value
ington; Treasurer, C. 11. Cobb, Poland- Committee for the organization of Maine so regulated, and
such foreign coins as Congress
Secretary, J. M. Jackson, Lewiston; Gate- for her
may adopt, are the only currency known to the
national
in
this
celebration
pait
Geo.
Clement; Ceres, Mrs. Harconstitution.”
keeper,
riet P. Ham; Pomona, Mrs. Sarah Jose- will meet next week, and it is quite time
Mrs.
Wealthy J. for our people to he considering the manphine Dennett; Flora,
Will R. S. Ellis, who sent to this office
Cobb; Lady Assistant Steward, Mrs. Har- ner in which they will be represented by a sum of
money by express, please give
riet L. Jackson: Ex-Committee, A. K.
the products of their skill and industry. his
post-office address? We can’t credit
Walker, Ilampden ; N. Dyer, Pownal; J.
O. Keys, N. Jay; Herman Sawyer, Dur- Our state pride should spur us to proper money without
knowing to what office
ham. [journal.
efforts.
the paper is sent.

highly gratifying performances

this occasion.” What those “performances” were does not appear of record;
possibly tlie “Ode on Science” and the
on

“Dying Christian”; those being about the
only anthems known to the sweet singers
of those days, and let olfon all occasions.
Fourth of July only excepted, and that
only

so

far as the last named was con-

cerned.
The Academy went into operation immediately under the charge of Mr. James
Porter, the orator referred to above. He
was a brother of Zaccheus Porter, Esq.,
Counsellor at law, who came here to reside in 181;!, and died in 18iM; and who

The woman crusaders of Portland. Oregon,
who were sentenced to pa\ a line of live doleach, are serving nut their time in jail.

lars

The trouble so far has been, and it i- a little
curious, that nobody can spot the man who
drew the big prize in the Louisville- lottery.
Caleb Cushing is being entertained in Baris.
Dinners have been given in hi- honor b\ Col.
Hoffman, Ceneral Turhct. and Ceneral sickle-.

The town of Beir\ i- ahead thi- tone. She
has elected three ladie- for tier S -bool < ominittee and exercised good judgment in tie -election aNo.
aiedieiory oi hi- I Imre t Ji« Mavoroi Denover
with!
I
ver, Col.,: "Thank (bid, i;
wouldn’t tak it again fc
kin-d mi. net if !
knows ii
\

\ ml lew J aeksou >mv -inn k i- un Ih r- *11 of
ilu navy a lieutenant. h
,m e
|t, did not pav
bis board bill to a widow wit b w leun b" boarded in W ashington.

the father of Mrs. Conner, widow of
highly esteemed and lately deceased
fellow citizen, Willliam 11. Conner. Mr.
Porter did not long continue as Preceptor;
he became a clergyman, and afterwards
resided in Pomfret, Conn., where he died,
lie was succeeded by George Downes, afwas

our

terwards lion. George Downes of Calais;
he also is dead. 11 is successor was John
Ilulfmch, Esq., who is still living, in

grove.” To that design they adhered with
laudable pertinacity; it is to be regretted
that they were not permitted to carry it
out.

When Church street

located,
in 1819, its southern terminus was north
of the Academy Square, the intention bewas

H"V. L

••Which ut tin i'n i 1 land ate \ on from
asked a visitor of one of P.armmfs cannibal
other day. "Tipperary, bedad." wa- the
reply of the ravenous savage.

Ii

-,

“i

Daniel

1*1:»

allege-

!s;i, defendant hauled two

large

X

-ton.

vegetables lie needed for hi- family omitheil.se of
defendant's horse and carriage. In the tall of tin
-aine year plaimilV
bargained tor the farm agreeing
to pay si;,(M».
flu. farm consisted of a f.o acre
piece,
of w hich Flisha Mozier hold a
acre
mortgage, ..
of
which
one
Sherman
hold
piece
a mortgage, and a
!•> acre piece which the plaintitl’could
give a rh-an
title to. Plaintitf says that it was
agreed that when
In- should pay SJ00 the defendant should
give him a
-iced of the Id

piece; that

acre

lie

paid .<1?o

affecting sight

that witm---ed in St.
Louis last week. A poor woman w ith her only
child, which had died in her amis on the street,
and she seeking the board of health office to
procure a pauper"$ burial fur the little one.
was

Troy rremationist asks, wouldn’t it be
pleasant to receive a dispatch something like
this some day
A

Diu:

day.

M<

*'i'iii-:i;

Ashe- by mad.

William died at
'i

our-,

in

inmii

>-

sorrow.

J'»M\ S.ui

rn.

'There has been i w. u:y--i\ -now stnrne -in.-.*
Xov. HUh. >o far in Ajuai there have l.eeu tP
snow storm-, against two in March and three
in February. ‘There were live in Jatuiarv, six
ill December and live in Nuvemb r. About
seven feet of .-now has fallen.
worse than
Sairey (Limp has turned up at
Hartford, < ’onn. She was nursing a rich invalid;
she put- some chloroform on a towel, and held
tin* towvl to her patient’s nose; then she loaded
herself down with rich clothes and greenback',
and departed for other tiehls of usefulness.

>

In the ease of Henry Hudson, indicted for resisting Deputy Marshal Head in the pe<T»»rnianee of duty. I 'nited State- I >i-tri**t dudce Los
delivered an opinion overrulin" the motion for
new trial, and Mr. Hudson will
await Sentence.

a

iheivfo

v

President Cram's veto f ihe tinance bill is
commended by tin* London piv.--, the po-.t -tatin^ that it deserve- till I \ as much applau- and
erratitmle as the victories of Yiek-hur- and the
Wilderness, and that President Cratil ha otur
more saved his country from a "rear
peril.
Anotln r one of those benefactors of the human race has made hiappearance in Worcester, Massachusetts, with an invention wlm-h lie
calls‘‘the boy's pocket arrow." There i- not
much excitement about it just at pre-eiir. but
lively times are expecten a I he number of on
eyed people increases.
Mr-. Hannah Furbish, wile of
e
Furbi.-h
of Lebanon, was so severely burned by her
clot lies taking tin* from an open liiv-piaee, that
death rame to her relief twelve liours alT twards. She was 7s years and one month old,
and was the mother of twelve children, ail ,,f
whom are married and living.

understood that

Jo-eph Woods
give
Harding his dangii.
The plaintitf’s statement is that in l,-:.d tin de-

ter.

fendant

the

came

to

note to

Mrs.

iiim with the old note,

d.-iriug a
mortgage, -aying that the mortgage
assigned to him by hi- father, that lie gave
a new note and
mortgage, and in 1-f.j made two
payments on it, one of .-*.'»(» and one of sr.V In IV.s
and

m-w note

had been

lie called lor the old

mortgage and discovered for
mortgage was not assigned,
to recover what lie
ha.-paid
with $■_».* mi, f,,r two halt day'- work.

the tirst time that the
and bring.-this action
the

oil

note

Defendant

>a> s that under an arrangement f.»r
hint to take care ot Iii- fatf. r. mother and two
-isters, this note among other thing- was
him.

given

that he did
wa-

not

as-igned,

represent to plaint ill'the mortgage
and only d< -ired id have a new mort

gag,- because plaintitf had -,dd the laud cover* d by
the old mortgage and wished to mak, a
chang.
Verdict for defendant. Abbott. .Mehellan,llamnian.
dolm W.

A

A Mr. Pussy of Lake Lily. Wi-., had has Uninsured for Siio.oon, and a few dav- a"o was announced as I*«-inyr dead. Ilis remains could not
he seen and he was buried *nii• 11 y. Thar i- a
coffin was buried.
Sunn bow tin eopp-e haturned up in Colorado, alive a.uain and veil.

being

to

Sprovvl

vs.

order for

i-on an

Charles Abbott.

given by the

Thi-

town

i

of I rank-

fort to on.- Henry T. Trevet fur
enlisting on their
«|tiot:», and by him a-.-igm-d. Plaintitf claims that
under an action Henry f. I revet -. Inhs.of Frank
fort, this money was paid to < ha.-. Abbott or hitornev, that in tact the money
lu-long- to him and
therefore Abbott should pay it to them.
Defendant
-a_\ I ;i. er have received the money from the town,
nor has any
attorney for me, and I claim nothing
from the (own. The jury were unable to
,U

Pierce, Williamson.

Mcl.ellan, Vos,..
James A. Dutton
Deorgo A Simmon-. A re.o
iieii.m to obtain pos-es-ion of a ; acre
piece of laud
in ;Waldo.
Plaintitl claims title under d.-ed f.-. e,
1,1 nry F. Ilavv kinDefendant claims a deed { m
1 iradstred M. Hawkins, and that -aid Haw kin
gained hi- title hy a levy on the propi rtv under a
judgment in Bradstm-t M. Hawkins v-. Ili-nrx 1Haw km

Law

report. William on. Abl...fi
Parker Donahue, John Bovd and <
p.
I nder this indictment Parker Donahue i-

State

iliggim
tried for

on

larceny of a boat belonging to the brig 1
Tuesday April vllst. l)*-lendant Iam

W. Parker.

that in whatever be did, he acted under the order
ot John Boyd, -econd mate of the brig, who \a- in
command at the tint:. Verdict not
.* i J *
| .,..|*
1 "initv
Mr-.
John-.ui
••

<

lb

unit

Damage

to

Shipping,

A ilri\ iug northi.aM'i, April g11.
ern t -mow
storm came oil lu re l ist,
iiiglu
ami has ftmtimieil with alternating snow
>'

K

—

modifying

sioners’ act.

the

Shipping

pass
Commis-

The bill exempts from the
operations of the act all coastwise vessels,
uul shipping with British provinces. This
tonlines the act to loreign trade. The bill

passed.
is writing for the Portland
series of sharp articles on the coning election of U. S. Senator from Maine,
l’lte writer is in vigorous
pursuit of Hamlin's scalp. At the conclusion of the leader
in the Star of last
Sunday is the follow-

—Somebody

star

a

iilml Hamlin upon an
unwilling people, it will
not Ire very surprising if Ihe latter should take
natters into their own hands and elect some
;ood Democrat, like E. E. Pillshury or ('. 1>.
Kimball to the Senate. Both of these
gentlenen are
generally believed, and we have no
louht with good
to
be
as
reason,
spotless in
heir private character as Mr. Hamlin himself,
doth ol them are
comparatively young and
rigorous, and they are certainly men of ability.
*
*
As Republicans most of us would
d course prefer a
Republican Senator, but if
?lUernatlve ot Hamlin or an able and uplght Democrat like lMllsbury, Kimball or Bion
dradburv be presented,
party allegiance will
iot in all cases bo the predominant considera1011,

persons who have added to the \<dume of the
currency by mean.- of private bank note-, com
monly known as counterfeit-. No lev- than
140 of these gentlemen ar -ervin.ir term- in 111*•

penitentiary.

A Bockland fish merchant sent an invoice of
smelt- to Shattuek A Jones. Boston, telling
them “he could supply Boston.'’ and asking for
returns,
lie received returns in the shape of a
circular from tin* -Massachusetts Angler-* Association quoting the law “that whoever oilers
for sale, or who has in hi p"-session anv smelts
between March loth and June 1st, shall’be lined
$1 for each smelt."

The latest, estimate of the iee crop iu Maine
for the present season, including old iee on
hand, i- 1.500,000 ton-, and it may possibly
reach 2,000,000 tons, of this amount probably
300,000 have been sold or bargained for at #3
per ton, or a total of nearly #1,000,000. |f tin*
rest of the crop is sold at'the same figure, the
total amount realized from Maine's ice product
will be between #4,000.000 and .#5,000,000.
A boy twelve years old. named Bennv Davis,
whose parents live on the river road, broke bis
some months ago, and lias been confined to
the house ever since. He has during the last
three months trained a rat to conn* forth at his
whistle, stand on its hind feet, roll over, leap
through a hoop covered with paper, and so execute various other maiueuves. The family
own a big eat, she has been trained to stretch
nit and let the rat leap over her, and the two
ure great friends,
though Grimalkin is death on
rodents. The lad ha- an exhibition
iill(other
twice a week, and secures quite an income by
charging an admission fee of live cents. [Wis?asset Oracle.

leg

ot

Thursdav la-i. Mr. I.ewi' M. \\ etherb.
P.elinont, eoinmltted suicide. Ife ham id health, and not in hi- rudit mind at time
Hi' triends had kept watch
upon him, bu
Hull las lie eluded them, and held hi' head m
On

sprinjr in the liidd. until he drowned.

beneral B. F Butler was tpiestioned,
liv a representative of the Boston Herald as to his
opinion regard in"1
(Ien. (IrauCs ve(o of (lie inllation bill. (ien
ltutler said that he did not want to lie
interviewed, but he would say that the

Thursday,

veto was a great
well as to ethers,

‘himself as
lie had expected the

surprise

to

President would sign the bill and had n- t
entertained a doubt that lie would not do
so.
He had not read the veto at that linn
but could not see how (Irani could get

act of last fall in issuing
the 8:111,(MM),1100 reserve. In tact, he aid,
he didn't understand it. brant had gone

around his

own

“Well." said Butler,
back on himself
“if the President will deny hi> own acts
let him do it.” ben. Butler could not conceal his chagrin and diseomforture at this
backsliding ot brant, as lie seemed to
think it.
—lie was a very obliging mail wbo in N,w
York called at a newspaper office, gut a
reportr to go borne with
him, and there

swallowed

laudanum enough to kill himself.
sideration is very touching.
I he

railroad

Such

con-

bridge at Jlattawamkcag
Point, was burned on Tuesday. It was a cov.
'red bridge. 1st feet
long, and its loss will greatV

delay hiuiucss

the late
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"really resj.ted.
Last damiary, doim p. Aim-', Ks.p, a ti
eity, died after a lin"erinv sieknes-, an
event wa> duly noted in these column-*,

I

I'

base startled the friends of the d« e-ato see rln* Pro". A"c of Iasi week announce tie
death of Mr. A. as has in" occurred w ithin

must

fesv

days, with eomment' on hi' disease, a
There i- nothin" like enb rpri'e.
We are informed by one ,»f the Main
<
Lull difeetois that the extension of the tra
alon," tin- water front of this city will b, ma-

soon as the "round has settled.
It will h
laid as far a> « after A « o.Y shipyard. Tn
ssill be an important matter for lieiia-i.a- a
will open all tin wharves of the city to railr » m
taeilities, except tin- Sanford wharf, and n.
will In* reached a! all earls .las.
ns

;

IM.

>ri’i'i.N

v in.

«

Monday

m

afterno

.i.,

about

list- o’clock, a' Mr. A. .J. Libbs ss
waikm." toward hi' house, on Ledar street,
in e.iinpany w ith bavid Alexander, Mr. Lib

am

'topped. reinarkin that he felt faint and -a-k
and immediately t II to the "round.
Ii
ascertained that le-

soon

of

wa> one

wa> dead.
Mi
Li‘*io.
iiidU'trioii' md rc-pe.

most

our

eiti/en.'. 'Oil of the late Abraham Libby,
was about dll years of a"e.

am.

oltli’sd IM\lO.\

s Wl

w hich Wi
;!
will say to our friends, is one
the most valuable article- that can be kept in
family. It come- in the form -■! eon. ntr u.

advertising,

\ve

liijuiM. whieii reipun
and aets like ma_ri
eomtortable ['■

taken for !

when

!hi--

in the

:

reduc-d fot

be

to

t-imc-h

un-

.--e

wlm i.

t.,

art
siibje, r. It i<* w armiii", r* freshilie.
and capital > an antidote f-i eolds, We kno-s
families that svoul.l not be without it on ans
aeeoiint, and all who try :! are loud in it- pr

loans

liisprepaie.il.;.

W eek-A

sold in tliis city bs
I»i;a

I

Potter. Hosjon.

low-- A

’o.

Mu. mi.i-iii nmin.
Hutu-* I
Meplien.'-m. d tliis eity. died on Sunday ho
Ateo, New
de|--e s
lb- lutd befl! ,il faii
health for -ome time pa-t. vnd wa nt south
far a> \ iruinia in to imp.
m-tinia.
hi

oi

.■

health.

He

ity, under

fn* a tinn ai Norfolk
of 1 >r. Moody. <*f tlii-

was

eari*

1

n

■

ii\.

was wintering fliere.
be.-ea-ed wa-fortif
years with the lirm ot' >. y. How, A <o., oi tin••it s. dnriii" live of whieii he w a- junior
partm :
lie was a y oil ti" mam »f mo.-t excel lent 'jiiaiil.espeetcd and beloved by all w ho knew him an-:
whose death i- a leal loss to tin- eomimini!

lb-

about

wa-

of

.ears

arrived bs

tile train
the hmeral took jdaee

The remain-

a"e.

Tm-day e\euiii", an
Wednesday afterim-n

ot
on

will bo seen that the lirm of H.
"U A
Sou ha been ,ii. lived, and
‘-enior member withdraws from the
from the hii'iiie-li i- in event in
It
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an

history of a locality
important branch oi

almost

hall

a

rentin'a

e;ui

pr>

sent

a

ss

1 »hu-

II.

that *!..
lirm

,n.

the bu>

pioiieei

hen rL.

trade

retires alb
continuous eateriii" t

-i

the wants of the public
men

liule

••

<•1

in money

not

intended

at the time.
l ie
fiom limn-w u-k (.a., for N

An i 111 ] > ro v un nt i' in < out dm i> hit ion ai n
'ho.- factory which w ill enable them to aeeom
l‘li*:h more work. I in- fourth story, now unoccupied. will !>.• converted into a stitehin.*
room, and tin* present one used tor oilier
puposes. It i- thought they will -u-penit opeip
lion fora short time to takean account of -to. I.

thi- action ..n an account annexed for labor and for
tin- ;*l?o. Defendant tiles an account in set oil and
-a'
lie relused to give a deed
becau-e

payments, it

a

■

balance in labor, but the defendant refused
give a deed, and to settle the matter, lie brings

would

w

Fridas morning Iasi, the -oot in the rime
(b-orge
Harding's house on Spr.ng
•li'eet, look lire, and b\ some means wa- eon.
muniealed to the tinisliiii:>; around the ehimn
ill the chamber. An alarm was given and tic

ami the
to

gale prevailed

\

On

cows, all the egg-, ami

two

Ileav

ne\

upon

Iliratn Harding vs. Benjamin ,1. Wood.-. In l-t>
plaintitf purchased ot Joseph Woods, his father in
law a 'JO acre lot, giving therefor his notes secured
by a mortgage; on that note he very soon made one
payment ot si*, and for several year- he made m.

Ail

A

(

schooner
York.

In

Daniel McFarland, w ho killed Richardson,
has commenced a libel suit against the l nit- d
States Publishing Company, claiming sjo.uoo
damages, for statements in the hook entitled.
•*History of the Xew York Tombs.”
A fearful warning to physicians in Si. Louis
the other day. where a lady Mew on I a doctor’s
brains ypon bis presenting his bill to her. 'The
bewildering figures of the Mini total are -opposed to have caused temporary in-anitv.

ha- h»-t aindlier of her eiiterpri-iii,apt di*-eph (iriffiti. of -eh. .l-**.epn
Segur, was knocked overboard hv the mini
sheet, ami drowned, on the mih. off Halter

pa--, an
ami settled bv

of

use

it\
i:

Stoektou

citizen*-.

in

only
plaintitf
give him a mortgage as security a- agreed,
that as plaintitl has taken his
place in regard t• tinf.u acre piece he is entitled to the sgoo. Verdict f.>i
defendant, sir. .".'. Wallace. Mcl.ellan.

are

was captured in Hoekland, taken to this
and lodged in jail. After paviier over hianee. lie w a- k-t off.

ion

only two women in the ConnectiPrison. Lydia Sherman and a colored
woman. 'The male convicts number 22s.
Thus
women furnish only one per cent, of the convicts.

There

cut State

( apt. Brackett
has recovered the boat ■
which hi- crew c-eaped last week. One man

■

house rent, the

ro-bv.

man

lire department turned out, but the fire walingui-lcHl wifii bucket
Damage -light.

-dim-tim.-

Soon alter tin-

a

mat) into tic mud.

Torru.

lemeht.

that

<

driving along iu front ot
the New Kngland House was run against by
horse which a boy wa- riding. The blow broke
the hind axle, elo-e to tin- wheel, pitching tic-

11 ■ | \

O. <

Saturday

On

was brought before a justice,
parties referring the matter, the referee > d« ciile
where the boundary line was between
plaintitf ami
defendant. Before the referee reported this action
\>a
commenced.
By the report it is decided that
the «t..11.
were oil plaintitl- land.
Defence. 1 waaboui to build my part of the
boundary fenc and
l«jr that purpose had a
right to g upon \,.ur iand.
N
diot for plaintitl sM.g.
\ ,,-e.
Hubbard.
lolin Ames v-. Benjamin Tompkins lathe
pring
of 1-;-.', plaintitf went on to def, ndant's farm under
an agreement to board
lam, having then for hi-

A trapeze performer, named A. 11. >carles,
fell twenty feet from a bar w Idle performing at
Theatre Combine. Jersey city, Tm lav
night, and sustained probably fatal injuries.

Mrs. (Purge >. Carter, of Hartford.! t., has
received S'sou from the Hartford and Wethersiiel«l Railroad < »mpanv for being (brown from
her carriage, ow ing to the bad end it ion of the
railroad track.

has been referred to Hon. W. (i.

the

the

ing.

V s.

Plaintiff

April
\

action

Last Saturday
afternoon, Mr. I-aae \\ a
while at work oil Smou>e‘- wharf, W aldohoro.
a
timber ve--ei. wn- thrown into
the dock and -o badly injured that lie died.

A female circus rider told a P.altimor.
reporter that jumping through lumps did not prevent her from Irving to do good, ami that she
was a member of a ehu;v!i and in good stand-

K i' I:

her land an,l left them.

disehargiug

'Think oi the mermaids fair, at the bottom of
the deep blue sea, waltzing around in the latest
spring styles, selected lrom tin* cargo of Parisian finery in t lie hold of the lost steamer Kurope !

i» I. Belcher
lre.-|,a

.M

horrible double murdei near stoniugion,
in Connecticut. committed by "tramp-" in pursuit of plunder. Judge Lynch will open e uirl
in Xew Kugland oon, at thU mlA

Dl<

<i.

anil sleet iltiring the day
The gale has
been the severest experienced here I'm
Tile Newbury port Labrador il.-.-t lb: \ ear years, and has resulted in much damage
to the shipping which wa,
will consist oj Olllv tvv * \e.--el-.
I of a I Oil"
unprepared for
time this fishery, once <<> extensive and
employ- it. and live or six vessels are ashore.
ing 7n vessels from this port alone, ha- be, w Schooner Kmpress, lime laden, had her
confined to Nevvbnrv port. and ha- dwindled to
t'oretopnnist.s and part of her lien.I gear
two vessels, and these will probabiv l>e withcarried away by a collision with another
drawn this season. |T ; !ol|ee-ter Ad',
vessel, and was run in mi the tints in ihe
i he old aipieduet |o;.- unearthed in lYem-mt
South cove anil will probably escape withstreet by the workmen who are relavin- lh
out
mill'll further damage.
Sehooni r
water-pipes in that thoroughfare mv' be.-a in
position upward of it»riy year-, and He- fact t Iregon drifted and is aground close (o
that they are apparently a- sound a- ever p- Ihe wharf near
Schooner K.xee] drag
by
sets the theory that wood will -1*«■«-*lily de. ,\ in
£ed and went ashore on the rocks smith
a sandy or erav ell.v -oil.
j P.o-iou .bmrnal.
d "hire lvdiis." is badly
damaged and
A clor^ymau at < I nan la. Ohio, vviaway
may break up at the. next tide if the gale
from home when the eru-atle beyan. lie re•oiitinue-i.
Schooner \V II. Steele went
turned in the evcmiii”, and *-a\v hi wife standaslunv mi tin; rocks south id' ('omnieri’ial
—\V..). Curl hell having declined to ms i-pl tin1 in" at the bar of a saloon. siua'in" a- loud ali*‘ <-oil I y. 11
wharf, leu! her deck torn out, bilged and
I,
|nillp
N..
appointment ol Assistant to iho Supermt. u.n m amt
enterib" the saloon, the tears rolline down
i- almost a total wreck.
Schooner Kmma
ol Schools, N. A I,nee of' Freedom Inis Invu
his lace, lie -aid :
Come home. wile, voii ha ,•
I. (Iregm-y is ashore a few mils farther
ruined
to
that
me—drunk—drunk---drunk.*’
appointed
position.
north, hut lies better and is not vet badlc
A Xorili < arolina paper sum- up tie- rc-ult
—Thomas Nast has been drawing loo mm h.
ilamageil. Schooner Belle Brown dragged
ntd has overdrawn his physical resourees
lie of the Bald .Mountain -<-aiv: 5tl eonver-iou- to and drilled a
long distance across ti. the
lias been obliged to give up lecturing, leaving a
religion, J7 illicit di-tilieri*- broken up, two si ml It of the harbor,
where she grounded
number of engagements unfulfilled.
sub-revenue oiliecr- driven from the country,
on the flats at low water, lint w ill
"probahh
This will be a great relief to lecture and several column- of reading matter lor the
j newspapers. <)n the other Icmd the damage is escape without much damage. All the
Nast
can
for
had
it
draw
broken
above are ot this port.
light,
?oers.
up all the crock* \ in
Schooner tienrgc
tolerably well, but I the
mountains the cost would not have been '■•in. Sludtiick ot
is a lecturer lie is the
Thoinaston, came ashore,
greatest bore iniwith no one on board, at Ames' wharf,
The Chicago Tribune <a\ that -in*-* Man-h
tginable.
iiurt,n end. and waseonsitleral.ilv damaged
1 still, the l nited State- ha- been employ ing < ol.
lit Congress oil
chief of the I'nitod State- -rciv’l ser- Other minor damages are
Monday Hon. Eugene Whitley,
reported
vice, to put a stop t*. inilation b\ arresting nil
Hale moved to suspend the rule, and

ing—
NValdoborough.
If the
It was the original design of the trustees states Republican office-holders, led bv United
Marshal Marble, persist in forcing llan-

to preserve the square, near the centre ot
which the building was erected, as a
public park, to be ornamented with trees, in
due time, perhaps, with statuary, making
il in appearance at least an “academic

alilo S. «J. Court,

the

Long Island burglars chloroformed the watch
dog and the whole family of Thomas Mason in
Flushing late on Monday night, and then robbed the house.
The family are terribly sick.

i he ease ot < aklerwood against the ( ouuty
of Waldo, in which the late sheriff sues foi
S;>2«;.io for services in enforcing tin- liquor law

I lie Biddetord 'Limes relates the
following
good siorv Of one of the Biddeford milkmen:
Recently a lady requested the man who left
milk at her h^use to furnish an exira amount of
milk, which he agreed so to do. li so happened
that a boy came round with the milk the next
duv and having left the usual
quantity w as about
to depart, when the
lady informed him die was
to have an extra
quart‘or so. The hoy km-w
nothing of the pre\ions arraiig -nient. but :i' I lie
bidy insisted he poured out the ••extra'*, iv
marking “1 shaJI have to use your pump."
-tai led lor the water w iih which to mak<
up
lor tile ’extra" lie had h’t't to accommodate lielad \

Jacksonville, Fla., is losing it- lumber trade
account of the ditlieult passage over a bar
in the harbor, and the citizen- are growing,
anxious.

on

occupied from
time by public and private schools

fill Snow.

«

Judge \ irgin has rendered a decision in the
Bid<t«ford election ease, sustaining the action of
the Republican organization of the council.

After that it was

I he king of tile robin tiib
wa- seen <»u
Sunday with a pair of arctic overshoe- on and
a mutlleron In- throat,
trying to warble Beaut i-

I he Belfast Age comments unfa\orahh upon
tie- announcement made In
.Miss Delia A.
Lurtis.one of the S. S. < ominittec of Searsport.
that any person who uses
intoxicating liquors
or tobacco need not
apply for a position a
teacher in Searsport. and now Miss Curtis replic' in the Belfast Journal, fortifying her
position by law and logic. [Lewiston Journal.
The Hon. William McChntock of Bristol and
tin- Hon. Mack Dennett of
Littery are the two
oldest ex-ineml>er.s of the Legislature now 1 i\ing in Maine. The former represented Ids town
in the .Massachusetts Legislature in the yearlsiD. ism and lsll; the latter represented' Littery in the Legislature of Massachusetts ill 111«>*“:•»'- DI L lsio. lsit;, |si7 and PMs.
Mr. M.
( lintoek is now hi
years of age and Major D. linen I is years of age, and botii 'till in the
enjoyment of excellent health.

During the present year eighteen States will
elect (fovernors, thirty-five Congressmen and
twenty-five I’nited States Senator.-.

open day and night, tantamount to an invitation to all tramps and night-walkers
to enter and take possession
the haunt
of the muses was no. longer
elas-ie

bill

Ihs. Mr. Bo.-- has consented to repeat Intemperance let-tun ot Pierce's llall Monday nr.
May 4th, at 7 1-2 o'clock.

A London correspondent of the New \ ork
l imes declares that the Duchess of Ldinburg
i' not only without bcauly, but L also without features.
She has a round head, Hat face,
-mail e\es. and a nose so insignificant that one
may almost describe it a con>piei;ous by i!*
absence.*’

A medical correspondent of an Lnglish.journal says that rheumatism and gout can he cured
by the free use of asparagus.

1

< )1 this
and thirty-three cents.
sum. fractions omitted, the Grand T runk pays $8o.078 : Boston and Maine, $25,.‘142; Maine
(entral, $28,4114: T. S. A 1’., $22,428;
Dexter and Newport, $1,171:
Portland
Horse Railroad, $;594 ; Portsmouth. Great

wharf

**

all

--

M. K. Bickford i- making an extension of hion He- eastern side, to facilitate the shipping id* ice and brick*.

was

hours.

A St. Louis widow ha- nine girls, and an old
Mormon offers to take the whole tamih to hibosom at one fell stroke.

indiscreet enough to give them
credit. For awhile after that, until ls:!ii,
it was left to take care of itself; its door

idea.

.-now i-said to he the poor mail's fertilizer.
The poor man ought to raise good crops thiyear.

#

Builalo lather ha- per-naded hi- bad bo\
stay in o’niglits. The chain en.-t jyt.so aiui
the padlock 7b cent -.

on

from >

Sunday Mr. .lane’s Sarg'.mt of Parson.—
examining a loaded revolver, when
ti \v;i' discharged, the ball entering the side of
his little girl, eight years old. Sh died in two

A

last Sun-

out

conn*

twenty drunken men were seen on tin
Where doe- the liquor coin*
Monda;.

About
reel *

si

On

field

to

were

ground."

New spring suits did not
to an;.' great extent.

Whig.

Mrs. Livermore*' subject- lb,- next season
are “Concerning Hu shaiids,” and tie
••lu-urrcction of Women.”

Connty.

day

\\ e learn that three ships, one of a thousand
and two of five hundred tons each, are on their
way to this port to load deal' for Liverpool.
There will probably be many others here during the summer for the same freight. [Bangor

The widow of the lale e.\-l’re:-i<h ut T> ler is
described as still a beautiful and fa-'inating

In the summer of 18-_<;>. it was occupied
for awhile by a troop ul strolling playactors, who succeeded admirably well in
who

News of the City and
i 'o-morrow will 1>«* May-das.

Mayor Cobb of Boston on Saturday authorized the .Mayor of New Orleans to draw for tie
second ten thousand dollars contribution.

is said til:d the star lisli destroy rJe.OOO
worth of oysters annually in Nonvalk'llarbor.

built, it was occupied
public religious services.

murdering Shakspeare and victimizing

I,. IS. Brown late of tin* Augusta Standard is
» have editorial
charge ot tin Concord. N. II.
Patriot.

It

was

tor

..

l

present-

gaged

1
-.-..

Last Week Ib'b’Tl B uilli'i- \va ollVn ti >!!)!).000 ill gold for Dexter, and In- declined it.

Samuel Houston. Jr., John Mcrri- ed a
very elaborate protest, replete with
am, Henry Goddard, Selectmen ; Jonathan
arguments against the proposed continuaWilson, Clerk; John Wilson, Treasurer; tion, which in these
days would have been
three of them residing on the east side of
regarded conclusive; it was of no avail,
the river, two on the west.
and the street was accepted and built. A
The nineteenth day of January wasuit, was subsequently brought by the truslong remembered as the “Cold Friday ': tees to test the legality of the proceedings,
in tlie almanacs and newspapers for several
but the decision of the Court was adverse
years succeeding mention was made of it to them. \\ ith that event-commenced the
by that name. Williamson in his History decadence of the institution as an acadeof Maine speaks of it as the coldest da\
my.
known in this locality since the cold winWhile the British were in possession of
ter of 1784; yet the mercury in the therthis place in 1814, it was occupied as a
mometer stood at only 13 deg. or lti deg
barrack by a portion ot their troops.
Afbelow zero. The day preceding was unter that time and before the Unitarian
usually mild; so warm that persons en-

were

.-JL

Oeneralties.

The population of Belfast
atebiding to and at a later date Church street was locatthe census of this year. 1810, was twelve ed as it now
runs, through the square to
hundred and seventy-four.
The town ofHigh street. At the town-meeting called
ficers eleeteil at the annual spring meeting to act on the matter the
trustees

at anchor otf Know lton's cove in Nortl
Philadelphia,
is no industry that the sun shines upon
time to
The occasion should be
poi t M oke from her moorings, was driven
which will not be safer, firmer and more
until December 17, Is Fj, when it was
one to stir llie blood of every citizen havacross and stranded at a place then known
desirable to those who pursne it, lor this
A vote was passed Dr
as Grinnell's Point, on hong Island.
8he destroyed by lire.
ing the least ptide in this his native or
check to the wild schemes of inflationists.
comber
to
rebuild, and to raise
1817),
was discovered in the morning by the
adopted cotintrv. A hundred years have
Whatever comes in the shape of future
funds
for that purpose by mortgage
tln>
come and gone since that little hand of
as
islanders, who boarded hoi ns soon
action, must be in a directhey were able so to do and found all the or sale of the lands granted by the Com
daring patriots, assembled in Independ- Congressional
1
1
re. nimiieiii
tion
to yon. turn, -1H1
opposite to the bill now so happily crew
and in 184(1 7 the present
legislation a- will ensure a gradual return to ence Hall, signed the act declaring the
insensible.apparently frozen todeatli; monwealth;
of. Anything further in the line
disposed
brick
was erected.
-|m ,-ie payments and put an iimnodiaf- -o p I
of
the
thirteen
and
building
the
colonies,
was
not
on
board.
independence
captain
They got
iliietnation- in vain-* of tie eurrenev."
ol inflation would be hopeless.
And the
In is 11 the Baptist Society, which had
them on shore, however, ns soon as possi1 -till adhere to tie views then exprc-sed. pledged t<> the success of the work they
A-early a 1 V, ember 4th, lswo, the House ol had undertaken "their lives, their for- public have reason to be thankful for once ble. and to the nearest house. i>no of been for some years gradually increasing
itepre-entaiiv e- pa-sod ;t resohttiott by a vote
that the President is, as Mrs. Grant says,
i 144 yea- :■> 0 naythem, wlio was the best clad of them all, in numbers and strength, was incorporatconcurring in tlie views of tunes. and their sacred honors.” How lit“a very obstinate man."
tie’ 'crctan nflhe Treasury in relation to tie
and who proved to be the mate, was laid ed. The old < ourt of Common l’leas was
tle at lids day we realize or comprehend
iieee-.sity of contraction of the eurrenry with a
v iew ti.i an early
aside as deatl beyond question. The others abolished, and the Circuit Court of Comresumption of specie payments, the d ing of that net
Viewing it calmly
What "Reconstruction" is Doing.
-itlie business interests ol the nuuii'n will
some
and
the
chalices
of
or
success
exhibiting
weighing
signs ol vitality a mes- mon Fleas was established ; the counties
permit, and pledging co-operative action to this
The bloody instructions of reconstrucend a- speedily a- possible. The first a- t pas-, d failin'' it scan- an act almost of madness,
of Hancock and Washington constituted
was immediately despatched to tliisenger
tion arc returning to plague their republitlie -list
ongress, on the 1 sth of M ,ivh. and \et sublime in its heroism.
the
Third Kastern Circuit, and lion. Wilneatthe
for
a
this
The
being
physician
iStis*. vv as as follows :
can inventors.
The game of violence place
\n aet to strengthen the
est point at which one could lie found. Be- liam Crosby of this place was appointed
puiiie. -i-i-ilit nf tin splendid, inageii of Webster does not which was
l nited States.
taught by the administration fore he reached the Island the ibu.tl mate t 'liiel .1 ustire. I uder the last census there
lie i! enacted, that in order to remove
paint it in colors too .strong—
in Louisiana is, naturally enough, imitated
any
ui bt as t.. tin
had come to life, and it is a singular fact, had been a. new apportionment of ltcpivm tliis question of principle, while actual
purpose of the government hi
I seliarge all it:
obligations to tlie public ereili- sulfenng wa» let afar off, they (the Colonies) elsewhere by all sorts of players. A few that he was the
only one of he number sciitatives to ('ongress ; by this apportiont"f- and to settle conflicting questions and interlai-cl tin it tlaa against a power, to which, for weeks
ago there was a pocket revolution who
pretations of the law. by virtue of which such porpos of foreign conquest and subjugation.
to
in
!
not
be
frost-bitten
any ment seven were allowed to Maine, and
proved
obligations have been eoutraeted.it i- hereby Koine, in the height of her glory, is not to lie in Texas. Just now the row is in Arkancil Ins lim!is.
1 lie others wen so badly lion. John Wilson of this
and
declared
that
the
faith
provide,!
of the compared,—a pow er which has dotted over the sas.
plane was electThat state has two governors, each
1 nited States i- solemnly pledged to the
frozen flint amputation of one nr more of ed to
pay- surface ot‘ tile whole globe w itli her possessions
embracthe
Fifth
District,
represent
ment in coin or it- cjitivsilent of all lie obligaand military post-, whose morning-drum heat, contending for possession, and only pretheir limbs became necessary to save their
tion- ol tit, l tilled states and of all the interesttin; counties of Hancock and Washfollowing the sun. and keeping company with vented from
ing
war
open
by the fortunate
bearing .litigation-, except win-re tbe law the hours, circles tlie earth with one continuous
lives; one of them lost both leg'-. As soon ington. This year the Durham house, on
authorizing tin- issue ol anv -m b obligations anil unbroken -train of the martial airs of Kng- lack of deadly weapons. The republican
as it could be done with safety they were
ha- expressly provided that tin- same niav be
land.
Wilson's Hill, opposite the house then ocparty is to be congratulated on their work
P-dd m lawful money or in any other currency
across to Xorthport where medi1 >v l bid's help thnse men prevailed,
other than gold .>r silver, but none of said intercupied by Mr Wilson, more recently by
of reconstruction. The model lor it seems brought
est bearing
cal aid could be more readily and con- Hon. A. (1. Jewett, was built.
obligation-, not already dm -ball through endurance, toil, blood and suffer- to
have been taken from .Mexico c r Centedei-tued or paid before maturitv inile-s at
\
hundred years have gone by. The
veniently atlimled. their sullVring con< >11 the fourth
-neb times as I nited State- notes shall be con- ing
day of March, died .lames
tral America.
vertible into -oin at the option of tin- holder, or thirteen ieeble colonics on the Atlantic
dition appealed loudly to the -empathy
Nesmith, Esq., in the forty-seventh year
President Grant has telegraphed to each
unless at such times tin- bonds of tin t nited
and charity of the good people of this
'tales, bearing a lower rate of interest titan the seaboard have grown to thirty-seven pop- ot the
of his age. He was nae of the most promgovernors ot Arkansas that lie deh -lids to be redeemed, can he sold at
par in coin : tie 'its, enlightened and powerin' States,
place, and received a prompt and most j inent and worthy members of this little
and also tlie ! nited States solemnly
sires
to
take
no
in
their muddle. This
part
pledge- iiliberal response. Many years afterwards
across the fairest portion ol the
faith to make provisions at tin- earliest
practi- stretching
is eminently wise.
community, and his deatli was deeply deIt is federal interiercable period lor tin redemption of ( nited statethe sailor who lost both his legs made his
from
Atlantic to Pacific. The
continent,
note- in coin.
ence that has
plored. He had been for many years the
introduced anarchy and
1 !ti- act Still remains as a
appearance here; lie did not come, lie
continuing pledge feeble population of three millions lias be- chaos in the south, and
only
Notary Public, and was emphatically
of tie- faith of the Id nited States to make
certainly the princi- said, to hunt
pm i« come a powerful nation of forty millions.
up his legs, but t see once the
i m at the earliest
td the place; the one liethat like cures like is not the one to be
practicable moment for the
magistrate
ple
more the people who were so kind to him
redemption of Ignited States notes in coin.
.Agriculture, commerce, arts, manulacfore whom all actions within tne jurisdicot remedy, no matter how
A declaration contained ill the aet of dune 20.
applied
by
way
turi's fb'urish without precedent. The sons
when he lost them.
l'ot. created an obligation that the total amount
tion of a Justice of tin; Peace were brought,
the case may seem. ()n the con! I nited States Hole- issued Ol- tu be ,-siieil
have proved themselves not unworthy of desperate
This veur the Belfast Academy was lie
if the administration will but let
-hotlid Ilf V el- e XI e d S'44M 1.0011.(11 III. The alllOtlllt
possessed in a remarkable degree the
trary,
the sires.
built.
A brief history of this institution,
in m utual eireulation was
confidence of the entire community, and
the state and local politics of the south
actually reduced I..
>:;..ii.ono.non a, which point ( oitgre'ss pa-se.l the
which lias lived ncarlv up ti ii> three- hi.- decisions were almost
Scarcely any thing can be conceived of
'! 1,1
uniformly acalone, the people of that section will
February 4. fstis. suspending the further
score years and ten, may not be out of
redu.-lion of eurreney, and the sfdVono.otiii have more calculated t" awaken enthusiasm
in. He was the first one who
lind
means to set their own affairs
quiesced
speedily
"1 been
regarded as a reserve to In- used onlv than the proposed national and internahere
It was incorporated by the
in easeot
to rights. This is as true of Louisiana place
emergency, such a- have occurred oil 1 tional
opened a store in town for the sale of merobservance of this great occasion.
-cv era! occasions, and must
General Court of Massachusetts in Feboccur, when, from
chandise.
and
South
Carolina
as
of
Texas
and
ArCommencing trade at kittle
any cause tin- revenues suddenly tall below the
In the magnificent park at
Isos. Tile act of incorporation emPhiladelphia kansas. As
expenditures, and such reserve is necessary I
Uiver. ho subsequently removed to the
the first named of ruary.
regards
will be erected a building larger than any
ui-c tile traetional
braced a grant of one half township ol
eurreney ainouuting to S.'iO.these states we have the testimony of re" M.imiii Is
village where, after tiuding for awhile in
redeemable ill legal tender on call. 1,
1'nder its roof will be asland s|\ miles square in the county of
yet
attempted.
I.-said
that
sneii a return of fra.-tbneiI
may
senators that without the prop of
a building that stood on the site of Mipublican
signed a place to each of the States, in federal
eurren.-y for redemption i- impossible, lull let
Washington, now Aroostook, on condition Clintook block, he built on the
support the Kellogg usurpation
opposite
-top- be taken for a return to a specie ba-is. which to
that within three year.- from the passage
place whatever its citizens may
and it will be found that silver w ill take the
would not stand ten days
side of the street, long known as Nesmith’s
The situation
place ot traetional etirrciicv a- rapidly a- ii can desire to exhibit of their productions
of the act tile sum of three thousand dolin South Carolina is precisely the same.
Corner, and continued to trade there un-upplanted.
1’hore will be the magnificent grains and
lars should bo raised lor the endowment,
U'h. n tie- premium on gold readies „ -uili.-i.
It is well described in Harper's Weekly,
til the fall of lsiXs, when h« was compellow
with
the amount of t nited fruits of California, with her ingots of
ently
of the academy and appropriated to that
point,
the well informed editor of which says:
'late- note- to 1.. issued
led by failing health to retire from active
permanently witliin
the
The
timber
of
use.
ot
the
Trustees lor ormeeting
Oregon, the silver
proper limits, and tin- Treasury so strengthened gold,
The machine is worked bv the ring in South
business. He was for several years Postas to lie able to redeem them in coin
on demand,
bars of Nuvada. the grains of the western Carolina under the supposed authority .of the ganization was held on the thirtieth day
it will then be safe to
a
Tolford Durham, who
inaugurate sv.-tem ot'
administration
in Washington. The
republican
of March following, and before the twenty- master, succeeding
• re,- banking with .-itch provision as'to make prairies, the Cotton, sugar and rice of the
representatives of that authority in the eyes of
lirst held the office in this place, am! was
compulsory redemption of circulating note-of south, the splendid iron and other manu- the mass of the new voters are the national seventh
of
then
the
amount
next,
day .Inly,
banks in coin or in Tinted States notes, theniofficers in this state. Xow if those officers
.succeeded by Thomas Whittier, Esq. lie
>.* 1 v,
was raised by subscription,
'the
redeemable and made equivalent to coin. factures ol Pennsylvania, the magnificent were selected from the most
and up- required
intelligent
V- a measure
preparatory to free hanking or products ot New York, the diversified, right citizens—from men brave enough to be largest portion of the funds was raised was tile father of James Nesmith of the
t-.rplaeing Hie government in a condition to reholiest at all hazards and to scorn all complicity
old firm ot Nesmith and Leeds, formerly
de,-in its note- at the earliest practicable mo- useful and elegant manufactures of New with
rascals, and shrewd enough not to be de- hero; there were some liberal donations,
ment, tin- revenues of tin- country should lie
an extensive business in New York,
ceived
bv
would
be at once sus- however. Tom non-residents
knavery—they
llnglann. -Maine will be there, gathering tained all
owning lands doing
a r.-ased
-ii ato pay the current expenses
the better part of the
by
well known to our merchants and ship
provide lot tin sinking fund required I,v law from her wide territory the products of and the mass of voters would begincommunity,
in
the
to suspect
vicinity. The general depression
and also a surplus to lie retained in tin- Treassoil, mine and the arts enough to make a that the honest national officers, and not the in business and various other causes com- owners of twenty years ago. A daughter
ury ill gold.
state rascals, represented the national republiol his becalm; the wife of the late William
1 am not a believer in anv artificial method of handsome and creditable
can party to which they wish to defer.
There bined to delay active operations lor a
display.
making motley equal to coin. When coin i- not
is no doubt of the situation in South Carolina.
Cunningham, Esq., ofMontville; she and
The
of
and
it
was
not.
.Maine
will
while,
until
this
that
be
owned --i- in-id read', 1 redeem tlie
people
there, for Tile testimony is conclusive and
year
promise- to
overwhelming.
her children are tin; only descendants of
pay. for paper money is nothing more than this wtii be the
It
is
time
that
the
the
erection
of
the
heard
and
was
heeded.
people's
country
grand gala-day,
building
complet,-rotni-es to pay and i- valuable exaet !v in proIn
southern
and
we
state the federal ad- ed.
-shall want to greet our cousins of
It was of about the same dimensions Mr. Nesmith living in this vicinity.
every
protion to tin amount of coin that it can he inverted into. While ,-oiii is not used as a eiivu- the
the west, the tar Pacific and the ministration, by its office-holders, is in and model as the present brick building,
j
south,
biting lm'diuni, or tlie eurreney- ol the eountrv
We have within a few* days learned that the
Middle states. (’heap excursions will lie league with the robbers and oppressors ot with a tasteful portico; it stood nearer lx
i- not convertible into it at par. it heroines an
mils which were last year given by the
article of commerce as much as anv other proa id our
great steamers will go the southern people. Break up the league, High street, the front of it being but a I -w victuallers and inn-holders of 'this city were not
duct. The -urpllis w ill se.-k a foreign market, organized,
as the Weekly
will any other surplus. The balance,.f trad.' thither with their parties of
suggests, and the plunder- feet westerly of the westerly line of what drawn so as to cover all the requirements of
participants
has nothing to do with the question. The dtitiein the grand occasion—steamers that can ers would not long prevail against the is now Church street, which was not lo- law, as it now stands. Previous to ls;i> sn. Ii
on imports
being required in coin, create a
bonds were not required to contain a provision
united efforts of their present victims. Xo cated until
limited demand for gold and about enough to be homes to the
many years afterwards: the that tile
passengers during their
-atisfy the demand remains in the eountrv. T,,
prohibitory law should not lie violated :
renewed federal interference, but rather
As
to
it
the
was
an
avenue
exhibition
will
in
approach
stay
this
by
increase
leading hut in that year tlie law was so amended a- to
open
April
supply i see no way open but !,v
the
total
withdrawal
of
is
tin- government hoarding through the mean's and clo-e in
what
is
needit,
from High street. It was the habit of the make it
October, there will be ample
imperative that the bonds of victualler.abovc given, aiiil possibly to requiring the naed for the redemption of the south.
choice of season and
boys of those days who attended the Aca- ami innholders should provide that they should
tional hanks to aid.
opportunity for visits.
,
it is claimed Ivy the advocate- of the measure
Not the least interesting feature of the
demy to utilize High street, when school not violate the liquor law. liv an oversight
herewith returned that there i- an unequal dis—The Bangor Whig thinks tiiat Senator was dismissed, during the summer time, this new requirement was not embodied in the
tribution of tlie banking capital ot the country. exhibition will be the progress made as
1 was di-posed to give great
weight to this v ii vv shown in a hundred years, in all that tends Morrill is to he the new Secretary of the by playing -‘leap-frog” limn in front of it bonds given last yeai : so that these people
ol the question at tirst. hut on reflection it will
have really not violated their bonds.
This
t" the comfort and
be remembered that there still remains
to Xosmith's Comer.
84.non
security of fife, mater- Treasury.
omission will take (he pith out of that portion
i„10of authorized banknote -itvulatlon
assigned id gain, economy and elegance. There will
—A
writer in the Ellsworth American
It was formally dedicated on the eigh- of the ladies petition vv liieli ask- the
to the 'lutes having less than their
city officers
quota not
yet taken, in addition to this tlie States hav- be the graceful light carriage besides the urges the building ot a horse railroad from teenth of May, A. 1 >. 1811. Tint character to proceed against these men for violation of
less
than their quota of bank eireulation
ing
cumbrous affair of old : the locomotive con- the village to the Falls, a distance of two of the services on that occasion mat be their bonds.
have the option of 82d,0()0,000 more to he taki u
from those States having more than their pro- trasted with tlie mail
wagon: the Pullman miles.
Tin- President'* veto came up in the
gathered from the following votes passed
portion. When this is all taken up, or when ear and the
stagecoach: The
lumbering
are
specie payments
fully restored, or in rapid
—Perhaps the veto won't split the re- by the Trustees at a meeting held on that senute Tuesdayon the question of passprocess of restoration, it wiil then lie the time Hoe printing press and Hen. Franklin’s
publican party, but it is tile most power- day. "Voted, that the thanks of the Trus- ing the finance bill by two thirds—and it
to consider tin question of''more eurrenev ."
Ratnage; the steam loom and hanitweav ful maul and wedge Hint has been used tees be presented to Mr. Portci lor hi ; ele- was rejected, yeas fid, nays :5o. The veto
r. a. (ittvM
(Signedl
Kxeentivc -Mansion, April 22, 1X74.
mg; Mol oiTuirk’s reaper and the hand upon it.
gant and appropriate oration delivered at was preceded by a lengthy debate. A bill
The Tax on Railroads.
sickle: the patent mower and the
the dedication of Belfast Aca lomy, this
scythe ;
“Waltz, the murderer, confined in the ('atsappropriating $1)0,00(1 for the l.ouisiana
the sewing machine, the
telegraph, gas kdl tail and sentenced to be hung on the 1st of day, and that a copy be requested for the sull'erers lias passed the House
Ait;i:sta, April, 21.
ilic (loveriior and Council adjourned lights, besides the wonderful fabrics of May, has confessed that he killed an organ
grinder three years ago and buried the bodv on press.” "Noted, that the thanks ot the
this afternoon after a very busy session.
—The Japanese have become -'ll i-ivilmeta], glass, wool, cotton, silk, Jfce.
the Waltz farm.
Trustees lie presented to William Moody
Hie tax on railroads was completed and
I lie countries ol
Then the man should be pardoned. The and the other musicians for their
ized that they are preparing to steal the
assessed. The amount of taxes is one hunEurope will be there
approdred and live thousand thirty-nine dollars with their products—England, France, murder of an inoffensive citizen was a priate and
neighboring island of Formosa.
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For once, all

praise to President Grant.
and in a manner the
unexpectedly,
IHURSDAY MORNING
Ft ill'Hi i» EYEin
most gratifying, he has come to the rescue
of our imperilled country, by interposing
WIL LIAM II. SIMPSON.
his official veto to crush the designs of
EDITOR AM) PROPRIETOR.
>i n>< kiption Terms.
Morton, Logan, liutlcr, Cameron and Co.
In advance,
a year;
within the year, ^^.50; at the expiration of the year,
The day on which that veto was signed
$:t.00.
Till KSDAY.
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to connect it,

the

on

like ...

-pot. I

aim
in

v

these u.v-

change,

or look hack upon a business built
from -mall beginnings 1 > a large and pr. -p
oils trade.
Mr. Jolilt-on i- -llee. ..led by h>
son, ('barbs I!, dolin' e,. wlm ha- oad -•■vei.i
1
-in— and unde
year- experience in llie
“tands ii- requirementII will be associated
with « apt. \n l L. While, who ha- tir-1 i.t
abilities a- a im.-ine-- man, and we doubt n
will give excellent -ali-factiou to the friend
and patrons of the old establishment, file n*
lirm will star I w ii li e*. -llent advantage-.. kl,.\
there is
va ry
rea-oit to believe will -ati-is
■

holti

eustoinefs.

I'll

Hew

Hr. uttii

I'

and «dd.
1

u|

>i

til i:

-I'lUNo-

11.

Joimial :
hid you ever know Midi a ha.a
Wald -pling
hid will ever hear of -u :
Weather:"
Mm have heard such imptinemade, or otliers of a -imilar eliaraet. i.
blv, within the last few day-. I was tempted
■

make them iu> -elf when I moked out ot
window thi- morning and -aw -iv incite
to

*:UI.»ll

.>11

SHi.U

111.,

.if

1*011 Hi

I

\

fill*-. >IV

examination of my hiarv for nearly for;v wupa-t. eonviueed me that I had known a la
number of spring- full a-baekw aid and lie.lf
large amount of m- -imh w -alh a a- h
v i* w hetore
pa—ing in
for the
two weeks.
In no in-lane.- have they been
low«.1 by lamiiie the -ced has been -own, a
>>l

a

h.-t

ii

eariv ami tile latte) rain- have fallen, and ha.
n est has
laughed at tin* idle tears of the tiller
the soil and falsified the predictions of the croak
iirs. You are at liberty to make such it-, avv. «,.
please of the following memoranda
lie!fast. April 27. 1*71.

April

until 11

2"

Snow

1SJ2.

a. ill.

to-day.

fell a:1

la-t night

an

2s, ls:;4.
lAnvim l\
dd w.-ai ■<
heav y frost- every night.
one of tin* heaviest
I
Sob.
2>.
April
stormrain and -now,
for a long tine
April 2s. is;;:. Ouit mild. Mav-d.iv n»|.i

April

■

as

*•

November."

M'.il is-.l.m Ki.st I>;iv,
lleavv full
i:l'l m^lll :.1"1 llliinuniillif; -Iiiil'"><

"

leiek Ot

IIS

April
AHiv

l«"-i.'K tin- tin\. 'iVemictli,
-11 VV
nearly U foot deep.

,.i

,.i

1

2., ls|o.
... Is 11

squalls.
April 2s, 1*42.

H

Hain, hail and miuvv.
a'v. cold rain, with
\

trusts.

i*rv

cold weather:

-m>w

heav

^

April 2(1, istb. Suovv storm.
April 2(1. Ist(l. Hi ,i\\ iVo-f la-f night. M
13th. same.
April 2b, IS47. <;round white with snow
May 7. 1n,‘>4. I. made om-halt inch thiek.
April 2b. isbb. (juife ;l >M°w Morm thi

..

■

morning.
April 21, l*b7. H. a y -torm—snow ami
April 27. isbs. Hain. sleet, snow.
May ;t, lstil. Mereurv al lrcezing point
a. m.

lee

made la.-t night uiic-third of

an

at

im h

thick.

April 2b. is. 12. lee made last night thre.
fourths of an im h thiek.
Violent storm; rain and
April 2b, l*nd.

-now.

and 4, 1*0«.
lee made every night.
May 2,
May b, l*o*. Snow fell six inches deep veterdav twenty miles back of us.
May 2, 1*70. lee made la-t night one-halt
an inch I hick.

Tfflliy
Th«*

brig ! W. Parker

dhil Tin

go, and it was only after urgent solici1 Miring tin. .-UM-.a o: *und.y.
i.‘ > ol thi.-city
MoNitoi',, l.a., April 24th, <> p. m. It i- tations that he was induced so to do.
was drivi n ashore on < ondon'.- beach,
she will bit\ lien lie came to the coffin, he looked
impossible to give an idea ol the extent of once
got off w ithout se rious damage.
upon the face of the dead and turned
tlie overflow here. The water is
higher
\ -cho.-mr lad- n
uhh brick-and barrels i- rethan was ever known before. The town awav.
“Did you ever see that boy before?”
ported a- driven a.-hore and abandoned near the is an island 2 1-2 miles
long by 1-2 mile asked the officer.
< amp ground, in ti-est-um of last Sunday.
wide from which there is no exit except by
“Yes, sir.”
boats or swimming. From the crossing of
le Id at Pierce- Hall
uo-etii-.- w
A temperan
He was then asked how he cleaned the
the railroad and Desard street back is one
nil g. use: j
s«male by ladies
mi Mosul.-;
blood trom his knife, and said that it was
wide sea. Boats come and go from Oakand others.
done by thrusting the blade into the mud
rear have been
in
the
leys.
People
living
in market this .-prill".
vihe.o” w :11 i.
in the marsh,
lie seemed extremely condriven in. All the vacant houses have
I.a^t >< nr tin- tit-: one wa-uln nal lor -ale here
and «xpressed a hope that his mother
been taken, and several families are living trite,
would know nothing ol the matter.
"ti the -ixth of April.
in the Court House. Business is almost
w
< apt. x.iihiseverely iujumlu lew suspended, but houses are open.
el-d m-da—e- rolling up.
la .-ago. j-\ a h u -1.
Fullv lo,OHO people have no rations tor
The Louisiana Flood.
Stock of
three davs nor money to buy.
-*n his tool.
EXTENT Of T1IE IUSASTEK.
is
On
Desard
starving.
every description
i lu 1 to.-!oil 11--; aid C
who
-pondent in tiii.New Yoke, April -_'7. A Washington
l.-laud almost all the plantations are under
I- a great alaerirv at g- cing thh.gwrong, credit;
Of 1000 acres belonging to ('apt. despatch says that the prominent citizens
water
with eighn-e;, •!•••!
ot -m v\ .*r, Sundae, which
Phillips, only about 15" remain uncovered. ol the Southwest now in Washington repi- t-- much bv :. foot.
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1 he 1 "i‘imi- »•! :!ill:111• ii June*
}>ivtl\
much given up tin* idea ot
obtaining tin*
pa-sage .»1‘ any measure which will em*vcn in a moderate form.
body* their \ lew
A euhiereuee ol tin*
leading friends of the
•a-nate bill in that
.In*dy wa-had Thursday,
.uni tin result
the interchange of
opinions wa- dial when the veto is discussed
there will be no yielding of the. views
already e\pn —ed by any. and that the final vote on passing tin bill over the veto
will not vary much from that
by which it.
was pa-\scd
The indication- ol a break ;
with tin President are unite as marked
among -mie prominent -eiiator- as thev
were 1 hursday
Tin* Piv-idcnt has rereivd numerous in arty
congratulations from
wlm oppose expansion, and the veto
is treely spoken *T
by -tu b as the most
important ami e .mmendable acL of his
entire administration, and one that will
go
tar
toward -l r«*ngt hening the nation's
credit abroad. Those on the oilier extreme
-till declaim that it will inevitabh
disrupt’
the republican partv at the West
In the
house there is an evident intention to

dispatch from Vidalia, < uncordia Parish, says a public meeting assembled today. Five thousand people of this section
represented their sufl'ering lor food. A
committee was appointed to procure supplies. The mayor ot Trenton telegraphs,
are

l.ess than two years ago a lioy of about
fourteen years of age was found to lie the
perpetrator of felonious assaults upon
nearly thirty smaller hoys at Chelsea
Ma s., and nearly half that number in
South Boston.
Ilis age made it necessary
that he should be tried in the court having
jurisdiction in the eases of juvenile otl'enders. and many of his victims were present
bearing marks of the knife he had so
freely used. He was sentenced to the State
Kel'orm School during his minority, and it
was the hope id the public that the community would be relieved of his presence
But by the injudicious
for a few years.
interference of executive authority lie was
pardoned oul in February of this year, and
now it is reported that a number of boys
have been cut and stabbed by him since

his release.
On

Wednesday evening some boys were
take imax-lire to secure the immediate en- engaged in digging clams on Savin Hill
forcement of the law for redi-tributino- the Beach when they discovered the body of a
^2o,i*00.1mio uj national bank eurrenev by little boy with blood oozing from many
wounds in its breast, arms and head. It
withdrawing ii an j.u-t a id giving to the
The bov ice
West and South
1 wo resolutions looking was frightfully mutilated
dead.

to

by

this end wen* introduced in the house
Neill and Heck, and referred.
'There

»»' mueu

tioor

u

ik

looking

among tin* mem hors

on

the

to an

agreement upon some
compromise measure, such as it was
the
President
would sign. The
thought
Speaker took an active part in trying to
arrive
some < mehi-ion.
The general
plan on which It was thought the conflicting interest might unite was tree banking,
coupled with tin retirement of the greenbacks after the national bank eurrqpey has
reached a certain limit. The inflationists
wish the limit at which the retirement
shall begin to be fixed at £40,000,000. the
proportion of greenbacks to be withdrawn
to be one in four.
'The other side desire
the retirement to
begin at the present
volume and to be in still
greater proper
lion.
These working to secure harmonious action
hope to be able to unite both
Sl
Sl,1“e me(lium
proposition.
uMiUPon
Hills
were introduced in both houses
1 liuisdav
providing that hereafter the tax
on the
currency State banks shall not in
ease
anv
exceed that paid
by national
bankhe mends <d this
measure claim
that ii this discrimination
against State
banks is removed, a local
currency will
appear in answer to the wants of each
■community, which will remain at home.
The bills appear as one means for providing additional currency, yet not comiiio
within the class of measures which they
claim the President lias v irtually notified
Congress he will veto.
—'idle Arkansas row continues about a>
before reported. Both sides are in arms
and no agreement has
yet been made tr
submit the matter to the courts.

h°y Pomeroy, who confessed the murdei
of the baby Millin at Dorchester, the oilier dav
now denies the crime.
•

{*"'

••

—

.suspicion at once leal upon Jesse 1 omeroy, the Reform .School boy above referred
to.
lie was arrested. When asked by the
officer, if he knew he was accused of a
crime, he replied: “Humph! suppose I
am, you can't prove it.”
The Boston Traveller of Thursday eyeing tells the following story of Pomeroy’s
confession:
"At one o'clock this afternoon. Officer
Dearborn and Wood, of the secret service,
took him from his cell into the guard1
room of the Sixth Police Station, when
Mr. Wood said : “The proofs are strongly
Mow can't you tell us
I against you, Jesse.
whether you committed this murder?”
The boy—“1 can’t remember.”
Mr. Wood—“ Try and refresh your
recollection. Can't von tell us whether
you did it or not?”
The boy—(hesitatingly)—“Well. I supkpnse I did, but 1 can't remember all the
i circumstances.”
Mr. Wood—“Don’t you know whether
you did or noi
The boy—(after a brief pause)—“Yes,
sir: I did.”
The officers then told him that they
wanted to take him to the undertaker’s,
to view the body of his victim, but he
shuddered, and did not want to go. lie
trembled like a leaf at the thought of the
murder, and the name of the victim seemed to throw him into partial convulsions.
When the officer told him that it was the
Chief’s desire that he should go. however,
he finally and
reluctantly consented. He
'vas placed m a
carriage and conveyed to
the undertaker’s
shop on Washington
street, where the body was being prepared for burial. Alighting, he walked
into the iront room and there seemed almost overcome with emotion. The officers
repeatedly urged him to go into the back
room where the body was, but he refused
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Iu this city, April J-ith, Mr-. Mary Heath aged si
years. 1 month and 7 days.
In Searsmont, April Jlst. Mrs. Mary Andrew-,
aged f»J years, J months and 0 days.
In Xorthport, April JJd, Frederick L. Hutchins,
aged Jl years and Muonth-,
In Bu'cksport,
Isth, Mr. (ieo. 1.. Bradh\.
aged l'.» years.
In Burnham. April J.ili, Fvelena K. Broun, d
daughter of John 1'. and Juliana Broun, aged l.i
Maine standard please cop-.
years and J mouth.-.
In Kockland, April Jd, Maud L., aged :» years,’j
months and lo days; also lMh, Carrie
\ ears,
months and lii days, only children of «'apt.
K. J. ami Klitlia 1 Smith.
In Kockland. April 17>111. Mrs. Salome, widow of
the late Joseph A. Spalding, aged 08 years.
In Kockland, April 1sth, Lmrna F. daughter ot
Johnson and Lucy A. Staples, aged la years.
In Kockland, April 10th, (jertic F., daughter of
James and Alvesta A. Savage, aged 1 year, J mouthand Jrt days.
In Kockland, April 10th, Bridget L... daughter of
Michael and Catherine Foley, aged J mouths and

CALL

Notice.

AND

(.OOP

Leather

s

Bellas!.

on

hand.

A*pril

F.’aged;

days.
fu Kockland. April JOth, Milton B. son of (leorge
and Mary < amphell, aged 7 years,
months ando
day-.
In Kockland, April Jlst. Mrs. Municc, widow of
the late Henry McIntosh, aged >J years,
inonthaml 10 days.
|u Yinalhaven. April Kith, Mrs. Sarah, widow ot
tlie late William Vina!, l-‘p, oged *1 years, lu hid-.
and JO days.
In Thomaston. April JJd. of Scarlet inn, Aioada,
daughter of (ieo. S. Hull, aged > years, .s moaths

and 10 days.
In FJls'worth, April 1 >th, Mrs. Mary Ann Scott,
aged JO years.
In FJlsworth, April loth, Alfred
son of ('has.
A. and Kcbecca S. Austin, ag* d Jl years and 1! mos.
I u Fllsworth, April i:»rh, James (irant, son of Mr.
and Mrs. .John (irant. aged
years and (5 mouths.
Ill Buck sport, April ICtii, l'aik-r -t «-|Ui<-n.-, at-. .J
JO years.
hi (iouldsbu:o, April JJd. Mr. Samuel Young,
aged si years.
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lath, Sehr. Earl, Cunningham, Ellsworth.
Agnes, Hall, Boston.
'l't.
1*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Harbor.
Jack Downing,
cane Island.

■

Patterson, Hurri-

Orion, Osborn, Surrv.
Malabar, McCarty, Boston.
Banner, Pattersh’ell, Ellsworth.
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SAILED.
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consent.

April

1. Kb

DfNSMOBE &

c ic

April ’1, lsTL

K

mily lleliitMe (lift

ID (.LYE NOTH 1: that a Petition has
presented to the ( ourt. this loth day of
187 1, by Emery A. Calderwoqd of Waldo, a
Buukrupt, praying that In* may Or decreed to have a
lull discharge from all his debt-. pro\ able under the
Bankrupt Act, and now on tin J7ih day of April.
I.>7-1, upon reading said Petition,
ourt that a hearing he
Ji is Ukl»i-.ui:ii by tin*
«*1

j»t<

in

her, A. D. 1874, before tin* < »-urt in Portland, in said
District, at In o’clock. A. M., and that the -.coml
meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt, be In-Id
before ( bus. Hamlin, Esq.. Register, on the -'7th
day of May, 1874, ami the third meeting of the same
on the _*7ih day of May, ls74, and that notici there
of be published in the Bangor Daily Whig & Courier
uml the Republican .Journal, new spapers printed in
said District, once a week lor t lin e successive week -,
ami once in the Weekly Bangor Courier, tin* last
publication to be thirty nay at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debt*- ami other person.- in interest, may appear at said time and place, and show cause, if any
the*, have, why theprawrof -aid Petition should
not*be granted.’
WM. P. PREBEE,
:jwl;{
Ch*rk of District Court for said District.
s

In th, District Court if tb I nit.d St,,l, s- for the
District of Maine.
In the matter of ISAAC NE>
MlfH & TH ADD El'S I. Ill \
lianl-rnptei/.

Thirty-Four
suitable lor
< dn be seen

for Sale from Iowa.

Head of Hood

Livery, Stage,

at 85

and
West Dedham

u

Teaming

purpose.-.

Street, Boston.
D. COLEMAN.

Book-keeper
Store and Vest Shop.
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to
tw

Apply
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Variety

S. Id. DODGE. Brooks. Me.

CANADA OATS.

Have just received
nary Oats which

keep

books in

a

w. pitcher & son

good supply

\ye

DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S. At Belfast, the ”d
day of April, A. D. 1-874.
undersigned hereby gives notice of bis appointment as assignee of Joseph Jackson, of
Prospect, in the County of Waldo, and State of
Maine, within said District, who has been adjudged
a Bankrupt upon his own Petition, by the District
Court of said District, fib d < let. 1>, 187:;.
3\v43
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
District Court <f tlic I uilcd Slides.
Maine.
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fPHK second and third general meetings of the
JL creditors of said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, in said District, on the L'7th day of May, A. D.
1874, at ten o’clock, A. M at the Custom House, before Clias. Hamlin, Esq., one of the Registers in
Bankruptcy in said District, for the purposes named

in the Twenty-seventh and Twenty-eight Sections
of the Bankrupt Act of March 2, 1807.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
J>v4J
Belfast, April •*:, 1874-
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Lazarus & Morris

to

!

whom

$1.00; Six Tickets $5.00
Tickets $10.00; Twenty-five

Tickets

Spectacles,

Tickets $20.00.
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a description of tile manner of drawing, and o tlu-r information
in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to anyone ordering them. All letters must he addressed to
MAIN office,
L, D, SINE, Box 88,
IQI W. Fifth St.
Cincinnati, O,

Weighing from 1200 to 1600 Ills.,

well broken, and suitable for teaming oY other heavy
work. To be seen at the Stable of
DK.YPEK & If ALL,
*•"» West Dedham st.
1874.
1 wl,’
Boston, April 13,

Plated

Rogers Superior

hundred and sixty fathoms eight
inch Manila Cable in nice order (Plymouth rope
laid in Tar), Leads, Lines, Hooks, Trawls, Dorvs,
Dory Anchors and Koades, Booby Hatch, Storm
Trysail, &c., and all gear used by Fishermen ; also
1 will sell the above
a lot of large and small Blocks.
which is now at Winterport very low. For further
particulars emiuire of
•JOHN ATWUOl),
108 Smith Market St., fiostun, Ma<s.
Or, I.. 1.). Cl It \'IS.
*0wJ ?
Me.

I71011

one

Winterport,

TEINT

YEARS,

l do not In-hate to
oases.
t all and see me ai

No.

>

v\n.

tor

v.unmntee

Ltavlord

IBBLF.% NT,

-aii

i.i.

a

Hiook.

Jl 4 I \ i’.

3XT Ei W

Tabli*

TeaPattern*.

Ware.
h>« A

Mimmhh.

TABLE KAIVKM A

FOItli9.

file Moods are heavily plated on line Nickel sih er,
and can he warranted at
IIKRYKVS dew. lry Store.

Ol’KXlXi.

NOW

3000 YAMBS
-in-

Q-A-T-S-! HAMBURG EDGES
CANADA OATS l(tl{ SLI
thistle.' an,I tlirl. tor sale bv

WillTK

Clear IV,mi
PCI1K
tft„

C.

r.

D,

PITCHER.

Which

My Morgan Colt Ml.NF.UAL (.HAN'T,
six sear< old in dune, may he found in
f\
my stable this Season.
I believe him to be the most valuable stock horse
ih this section of the State for beauty, business, and
travel, combined.
Four of his colts, "peaking for thetnsehes, ran be
examined in my pa"tlire
I liev are hand
day.
some, powerful and fleet.
I'o Warrant SI".
dm 11
A. «, dLWLTT.

Rare Chance.

Clocks!

Clocks!

large assortment of CLUCKS,
Fine Styles of bronze (’lock s|Q to *|5. ^Vlso
and
i;os«
wood,
Walnut.
Mahogany Cases. Correct

NOW

(ill

rimers that

hand

can

a

he warranted at.

HERVEY’S

Jewelry

Store.

being strung

low

Extremely

fig-

Prices,

I2.jc, 20c, 23c,

6c, 8c, 10c,

A N 1>

Those

up

and for sale at

ures

aiiy

AIM’ ehance tor Investment, County and Town
V s per cent Semi annual bonds for Sale in sums
to suit, l'erlectlv reliable. Call and examfm*.
JnllN C. IlF.ALS,
3ml I
Searsport, .Me.

are

and marked in plain

Notice to Horse Owners!

F IS H ERMEIT. t>
Sab*,

Goods.

Fancy

C. HERVEY, Phenix Row.

Just Arrived and for Sale

^PORTY^
Half-Breed Normandy Horses,

j

I

BERIII A SliiAK 9POOA9.

;

"I

MRS.

in tin* business

lo
\|\
HAN 1.
.11 M
\ I' I »l I*
l.AU'.l.
Stock of' <, 1. ASS I >
full liin- of the above tvii
I'ln\ are m-\er sold bv
hrated s|'|V 1 A< l.l.'v
1 Villa rs

an«l

GO,000

AG KN IS WANTED to SK 1.1. Ill If El'S
Liberal Premiums xvill be paid.

\

STOCK

Eiisi” !

A. J
MERRILL
ed a lurgo and carctulh -ohr!.-d -i >--k
'he nfi'fis at prions to suit cu-tonni~
11a

..

<

Op<

and

Millinery

<

W
lien-, I w.-etls ami Fur
yuoil a sorhm nt
hiu.Lt (iuiH1- constantly on liaml.
a",
nioiiev !,
You will
railing on u- Pefore purchasing e' e\\ ||i
A.
ANDREWS.

lliirnc-

...

MiHinm

.11

I lay ford Block. Bella

Number of Gifts 6,500 !
Tickets limited to

Twelve

“ill, Mil'll

ni-

worth .$(300!
Urn* Fine-toned Posewond Piano, worth £.'».V>!
Ton Family Sewing Machines, worth
$1»hi each!
l i\o Gold Watches and Chains xvorth siioo each'
Five Gold American Hunting Watches worth sij.i
each!
Ten Ladies’ (iold Hunting Watches, worth $lou
each!
WOO (iold and Silerr l.i-rer llmuiny Watch, in
all,) worth from $-jo to $:iou each
Gold Chains, Silver ware, .lexvelrv, &c., &c.

Single

ami

S'iSilS !

TIUNMKl>

n.\n

>’

la

Prizes

..

i.x/. i

sr ITS

assortment

AN!'

an.I

srirs

It

The Above Will bo Hold i.OW

.1

OX/ }

.V' .s'

••

j P

Five

!

s

E % I

,,

u

i-

-.01,1.

Pam
'oat.-.
jell Mill,
M:*n‘s Pant ami \
\ line
eeiveil.

u Id,

|M'ii

Ml. Mil'll

-.''.-Ai.

$5,000 each in Greenbacks!
Two Prizes $1000

0.1 TS

\t

,|

ur

'a. | Ts

1/

To be drawn Monday, June 8th, 1374.
1! A XI

<

..<»«}

--

'Mm ,11

■' < I.M 1
> iviliu’i >1

mi <•

iiii./ii;t\
I /.,,.

<,

.liliin

<

,i!

/;(>) ',S'

SINEWS

D.

«

!
n

•••-.

ii.i

.-11

>

M/'.X's
>•!.'«

TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN

Xj

II

••

J»r 1 in•<l

E

J. C. THOMPSON'S.

CLOTHING!

•*

( In
)

A..

<1

n

r~

\

•'

ARRIVED

a

Findings.

IN VALUABLE GIFTS!

TWO

I
April,

•I A, K

h

Hayford Block. Church Street.

I.

GIFT ENTERPRISE
Hie

uf

District

is
rpuis
been

1'CViCn,nttArof;,USEl'11
SON, Bankrupt.

Maltingn

A

I.KUWOOI., ISuutrupt

l.i

i..

A LARGE LOT

<

NOTICES.

ii■

i

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

k!

1

>

liivl M

o

>

STO
^PHOTOGRAPH
•IjNcw

-t

April joth, Schr. Ocean Queen, Parker, Bangor.
[tn
i
••
Niger, Talbot, Bangor.
FoRl), Bankrupts.
A. Jameson, Candage, Rockland.
DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.- At Belfast, the Jc*d
-’-'l,
Earl, Cunningham, New Eork.
of
A.
D.
1871.
day
April,
A. W. Ellis, t'erguson, do
undersigned hereby gi\ es notice of hi-aprpllE
Wild Rover, Fuller, St. OeorgJL pointment as assignee of the joint and individJ. P. Merriam, Clark, Boston*.
ual estate of IstpicC. Nesmithand Thuddeus I. llux
•.Tth,
Banner, Coombs,
tip
lord, of Brooks, in the County of Waldo, and State
of Maine, within said District, who have been adOrion, Osborn, Eddvville.
W- O. Laddie, Ryder, Dix Island. judged Bankrupts upon their own Petition, by the
,l
tf
Ralph Howes, Burgess, Jackson- District Court of said District, tiled March :.*U, I'd.
ville.
JOSEPH W1LLJ A MSON, Assignee.
:hv i::
M
Prescott llaxejtiue, McDonald.
gstlj,
Jacksonville.
Jn the J)istrict Coart of tin l'nit<d States for the
Brig 1. W. Parker, Brackett, Savannah
District of Maine.

JL^JUST
l 1
and

SON,

t w!

w

Belerring to the a hove, the iindei-igiietl vv u 1 i inform his friend- and the trade in general, that thank
ful for past favors, lie cheerfully recominemls the
former patrons who. with enlarged
new Firm t<> If
accommodations ami facilities, will be able to m* et
the want* of tin- community promptly and at satis
II. II JOHNSON
factory prices.

t).

r

o

II Main Street,

Ily

\\

11

Hosiery-

1 v•/ < ‘i mi i. or a i.i n t
/ li.ee i;. etaved an !
Hi::.
n'
i-a.r Worth ! w ent\ liv

Feat tier-. Mraw

Co-partnership.

<

’:
m.

Pound Prints,

PRILLS!

and

have thi* da} formed a partnership for the
transaction ol the 1 >ry (iootb busim-.s under
the name of II II. .It Hl.NsO.N ,v < < >
Having opened a room with -pt-cial reference to
WdloLhs Vl.l, I BA1»F, '\e have purchased the
Stock in store on such term-a will enable n- to
give good bargains, and 'ball open till week a New
ami desirabb-stock ot S aim.i and F.\\« v Clonus.
W’e would call intention of the ladies to our
Si'Kixt. Fashions in M 11.1.1 N LIIV (i<>ol>s.
A. L. W Hi ll..
I-.. JOHNSON,

.->uni«,

I

}►•

w liich haxi-ftl bet w ei u
the. da;, dissolved by mutual
11. II. Johnson,
P JOHNSON.

District Court of tin l nit« .1 StateMaine.
Jn the matter of I.M! R Y A. < A I.
1,1

11,

1 41 J J

’Ilfi

bail tipis it tin

/><of.;

•..

IIM< it
I..il .o

>«

CiiYu ns a Call and we will Sare yon Mmi

Co-partnership,

BANKRUPT

LIMA
Iiein11.1

injierleet.

of any rcnreni in Kastevn M.-Onr.

Konu-mbcr the place.
W. r.
OLBI'BN.
'.vvd .*

six months are allowed to -aid auditors t" bring in
and prove their claims, ami that we .-hall attend
that service at the >tore ot All ert Longfellow, in
>aid Palermo, on the first Monday* of dune and
clock A M.
Jr.lv next, at ten
olJUl MID
.ULLLY.
MV id
VLB KIM* I.oN'HFI Ll.oW

is

I

SEE!

Shoe

and

-tamly

con

represented insolvent, do herein, give notice that

I'M! F. » o-parnier.'!
lied
the under

ill

Stock I

LOU KST

L)IKI).
Obittmi‘H itiifn'i Sy bi i/nint

OK

■

Mightiv
it

mil'

and sKi.i. a r i in:

LADIES AND GENTS

|;;

VirL ll“‘ '‘il'-ei :'*« I'- having lean aj. pointed 1. v
tile Ilf"
TT
l._. Ilf l’l .‘.bale, to reo iv and
.\ainiiie the clain. of creditors of the estate •!
I Ml.m HA 1.1.. late ot Palermo

Dissolution of

ii

: ■.*<* to

11"0•

-•

I

Woillli
** *
Ueef i’. d,
v' )'
l ine oualitv,

to

Largest

tin dr

1

>

Linen Hdfchs*

FINALLY

pi; Tun HAYi. thk

i

Cloths*

\\i)

«

;% S-:

I.

Commissioner's

>n;\

i-

milting.

>.

yd. worth

otton- at

I
iii't received a Large and fa.-liionaid-Stork of
hPIKI Vi; A V Bl *1 VEVIB Bl
( mods, ami i.- prepared to oiler (1B K \ !' B AB< A I N >
to all purchasers in his line.
By long experience in the busir.e-cs he i- oniidei.r
that he i< able to make bis purchases as judieiou>l>
as any other dealer, and therefore CAN Sfl.l. and
Wi LL Sf LL, as Lc»V\ if not Li >W KU. 1 ban
be bought in this city.

A. hi. DURHAM.
Bella.'!

*,

h

v

1 I

QUIMBY.

Travelling Bags, k,

ii

*

in

■

I. Colburn, at No. 3
g? W.City
Block, High Street.

that i< Us nail} found in a lir.-t rluss (.rocerv "tort
All or.h
pr.-inj•!iv alb-ml. .1 to, ;,:ul g.B delivert-d in an\ part of tin .it v.

Brought in

1

BELFAST.

Green
Fresh

I

1

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS,
TRUNKS,

•.

keeps slocked up in

Sugar. Molasses, Pork,

1

iV

•..

POTF &

1 II <"\
iiin-

vi:i:

Cotton

Makers

Belfast, March b», ’-TL

1

\\ r. iimi
r.ov s\vi:\i:
1 >.,leetedja I.urge A>'ortnient of < .J-s/d/y i:I
will
trusting our s /o/'A and /’A'/' /
< / .\
/ v t .\r/\/:i> before r i
i: < u
1
i s* / ir // /: /;

i taoi;

Prices

K si Ole ii

We would give notice to all parte
under-landing
the making ot BOY S SUITS or, desirous of
learning, that we have gone into the manufacture of
that branch of Clothing, in connection with <>ui
Vest Business, and want a large number of

to

Muiiing

V.’ l-.Y i>*r

at

STOCK Woolen

AND AT \\ 11A 1

(tO

a

parties tak" tin- goods

j

f

<

AN

W11.1. SK1.1.

AND

Bov's Suit Makers ! !

Will let responsible
lionie- to make.

M

flannels,

MuUI, III

i:uam
m.i.uno
mi. i;i>i
...
U> u7 I! /*/:/• /
.l.-.
liu<
quoted before. owing to the r.reie
111e.-»• ‘iit.id-, w«- have |mrrha;-'d oi iinu/ t/HI/;
s / Of A
iud intend e|o-i>
them out at a
M.\l:> l\
0 V
I* i: .. |
i |

be-t

tl'.s

Suit

\\ 11 A 1

11A \ i

Tili'.Y

-aii-

it

1.

I"

\\ri.
>V of

!

WANTED I

Ooocl

alibut,

H

l

persist in -m.giving the

-1:1:

It ii i siniis LOU

-0-

A. S. DURHAM

a**—

Shirting
\ l>
l.l)

>e|!ing

TO

It X oli iiol'S

WM. H. SIMPSON

4'

\

wearing through.

s

in t!

w

from

Stockings

GO

f.uijuire of

Belfast, March

Ml

|

Bleached cfc Brown* ('nttui)N

Hay, Produce, Lumber

a

the wharf will be

tenant

■juired.

WM. o. poor & son s.

—THAT—

good tenant.

condition, and additional buildings erect'd

\i:w!!

a

heels of

laying
alonglargest
large and convenient Store House-.

satchel-, W illow Baskets,

fWhat

which prevent the

public.

simpson's Wharf,

to a

tin-

and flour business

factor}'

.1-

term of years

a

\ND Dl A 1.1 HI's r,i\
IA Altlil VI M.

KIND'

V

Checked

ters and HEEL PADS

which the Cortland

at

land, known

facilities for

good

Corn

III'NTKIIM,
mu^rLB: iilstkiin.

i

■

Loons!

well known Wharf

Steamer-,

No better location tor

U SIS'li*

fill

Siek.

i II this City, Ap
n lb v
W F Prow n, Mr
\ enill <1 ones and Mr* Nauiuih 1*. .lorn
both of
Belfast.
In Plymouth, April Isth, Mr. lidwiu.F l'inkbam
ami Miss Fizzie ,J, Presc >it, both of Plymouth.
D» Rockland, April ,'lsr, Mr. 1 ml. >. Rose md Mi*Fva A. Allies, I>oth of Rockland
In Warren. April l-Jth, bv R*.\. N. I Dutton. Mr.
Herbert F. Vaughan and Miss Kezzie Cre;gl,toii.
In Swanville, April l.'th.bv \ F. Nickerson. T*..
Fyrus A. Hartshorn of Morrill ami Mr.-, hlizu F.
Cunningham of Stockton.
In So. Deer Isle, April l'.'th, by (P-o. loleniau,
Fsip, Abial N Sylvester and Burtlia A. firav, bub
of Deer Isle,
In Poston, April jjd, by Mr. N. A. Apolloni**.
dohn ,F Shaw of Non hport. and Nellie ;. Snow
of Ptirlington, \'t.

ever

1 si»

a

l.l.

1

Wharf to Let! Dinsmore & Son
has

just imi
lf

WAR,

Alpacas,

[•’or Corn and Bunion Plas-

Material

Clothing

side, with

I

I

DINSMORE & SON

or

will be let for

Squnre,

Hail.ling.

Black

I A\«‘i:
Tlrl
I'lMI.Vi K Id sKI.I, I H« »> I
> l m. liitvMis of i/./'.h /s jc \f< tll.tr
W'i h fll .n-t
lohraiod lor ilii-ir (iOitJ)
I >\\
that th.
/ t <77,
at l*!tl( I s
«• ntiot
ho mot hv ( o.Ml'K. I ITlON.

Dress Goods.

.'.mo.s:;h

Shoe Line!

1

HAMBURGS

o Jk. s h:

CUTTING in nil ii- BRANCHES prompt
ly done, including < ontlemen’s SH 1 It i s.

in the

No. 28 Custom House

and in some instances
at LESS than COST,
and which for

The Best Stock
.\

01ST

thing

and

will sell at tho Lowest
Prices that has over been oft'er-

that he Inc

Stick xei !

For any

TO TIIK (IIMIM KD DKMAND «•!
wo are obliged to ret *ivo a //.*/>/.'
//. I
/’ I »v oath Steamer.
lU'llCS aro our </'/.7/ I/. I ) and wguarantee the III’. </’ A <.<D/,' 7\l/7
and l.l>\n:.<T I'Hiri.'s'in Ih lia-t.
m
ho IM \ KitsAl. \ KitDIC I id- the Kadi.-tantiato this •datenieut. Do not lAryet in !
at our Sl’LKNDID ASSOlHAIKNl' «*i

OWIN(i
Hainhurgs,
f s'D/,’y.l/A A

before,

ever

CUTIS. Tims. ecTSINCE THE

>. OF rilOSK JAl’ANKSK STItIl’i l>
Dress (ioods .lust ID «. j\« l,
\
wide. Soiling at la- j>t r '. aril.

s

They have bought Boots

Kill’A

>

1

HAMBUKCS.
JE-I

anti of every tiling in his line, has the pleasare to inform his friends and Customerthat he has now

BOOT OR SHOE!

CALF

it

7

paying

Shoes less than

\ V><

i

1

For they have just returned from Boston, where

They

OTST

G AY L X_i

i

ARRIVED.

is

'irill!,K IMlMUNi. ALWAYS
< hoice Stock >>t
▼ V

Fl KMsiiivt.

'-'‘)tli,

you want for

There

Japanese Goods,

assort-1

O Jk.

Old

Household

cases-

>

LOBSTERS

A pi il

1,10

I

of

MAURIEl ).

1m74.

$8.C0i. 10

remedy

STIOKNEY !

want a

Made to

of Miller & ( ros*
-:»in41

( orner
to.

destroy Worms with out injury to the child, be
III I F, and tree from all coloring **t
ing pertectly
other injurious ingredients usually used in worm
proparat ions.
( F1MT> x BROW N,
Proprietors,
No.
Fulton Street, New \ ork.
Sold by Druggist* ami i'bemi*ts, and dealer* in
w
Meiiicim-s at 1
n
v-ITv i: (
n s a Pun.
n lsp

y

I I k! I IA C U T
IL I| N11 II M
L N I
m ft-

FRENCH

for no other causes than having worm.* in tin
stomach.
BROWN'S VKIIMIFHIK COM FITS

Panacea and Family
Liniment is of all others

[AM
I H IV) I L

line

llEiMSY L. Loitl)

CULLNAN.

freely

persons suffering
Rheumatism, Xeu.
ralgia, Cramps in the
limbs or stomcah, Bilious
Colic> pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would
the

If you

The standard remedies for all diseases of the lung
k'. Pi i.mo.ni* Sviii r,
him k’> Si a
Wi.i.i* T«>\i* and >* iii:m k's Manukaki Pii i.-.,
and if taken before the lung-* are destro\ed, a speeih
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. d. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia owes his unrivaled success in the treat
nient of i>ulinonary diseases.
Tin Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
tin- lungs nature throws it oil by an easy expectoru
tion, for v. ben the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it otf.'the patient has rest and tielungs begin t<» heal.
lo allow th* Pulmonic syrup to do this, Sehem k'*
Mandrake Pills and Schenck'* Sea Weed Tonic must
be
used t* cleanse the stomach and liver.
"••In nek s Mandrak*1 Rill* act on the liver,
removing
all obstructions, relax tbe gall bladder, the bib
"tarts freely, and tbe liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea-Weed Ionic is a gentle stimulant
an*l alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed
mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It a"i"t* the digestion, by tonin*? up the stomach to a
heatlhy condition, so that the food and Pulmonic.
Syrup will make good blood; then the lungs heal*
and the patient will surely get well it car* is taken
to prevent freuh cold.
Dr. Schenck can he consulted at theOninev House,
Poston, on Wednesday. Mar. JNt!i, Apr. ‘.'th'aml AM
Mav l-'tth and ‘J?th.
Advice will he given free, hut for a thorough ex
ainination with tin- Ri-spiroim-ter, tin- charge i*
£.1.00.
Schenck
Medicine* are sold bv all Druggisi
throughout tbe country.
Si-h.-nck'* \linanae can be ba«l of all
Druggist*,
frbo.
ly:;iisp

To all

say,

a

k Retail.
Don’t forget to call and tr
IA Corey's Cigar Holder, one cent
each. IIavi<»ni> Block.

OIST

OATHS A STIOKNEY!

ai'e Si hkm

NOTICES.

I 11 I

GALL

DR. SCHENCK’S STANDARD REMEDI

from

Q

and

Be Ye Clothed !

CALL

.»f the best Female Phvsithe Fnited States, and has been
used tor thirty \ears with never failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
tin- treble infant of one week old to the adult, it
corrects aridity of the stomach, relieves wind
colic,
regulates tin- bowels, and gives re*t, health and coin
fort to mother and child. We believe it to be tin*
Be<t and Surest lb-im dv in the World, in all cases of
DVSFNII li \ ami Dl A Kit IP FA IN ( HIFDRFN,
whether i' arises from
thing or from any other
cause,
full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
None Pennine unless the facsimile i.f
FI R I IS x PF.KKINS i< on the outside
wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
In l-p

of
prescription
and Nurses in

Weekly for the. Journal.

I- u

A.

Experience

PRICE CURRENT.

ll \J

Confectionery,

Meerschaum. Clay and Brieri!
r.nt
i ipes-also a nice lot of
Imported an d/I
Domestic Cigars at Wholesale and
Jm

CO., Agent

'-Mins

s-'u.wai.i.uw i>(>1111(1

ft.

Done-tie
Dates, Raisins

es,

Nurse.

HOUSEHOLD™1^'""
u v

Foreign
Fruity lL'
Ants, Figs.
Canned
bruits, Sardines, Rickies, Oyster:, Jel-W

ON

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup is the

1WMWW ]
IlOg,
$10a30 j
§1.00 Clear Salt Pork,
salo
S 1.25a 1.30, Mutton per lb.,
Rye Meal,
Hall
§ 1.00a 1.10 Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
-5
a 00
§1.00 Turkey per ll».,
Corn,
17u30
1.2>al.40 Chicken per lb.,
Barley,
15aIs
2.50a3.25 Duck per lb.,
Beans,
13a 15
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50 (Jeese per lb.,
$ 13a 15
ti5a00 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$1.35a0.C0
75a00 Lime,
Potatoes,
ICatO
Dried Apples,
10a 12 Washed Wool,
3CaC0
OOaOO Unwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples,
-tOui.O
:t5a00 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
7aW
20aC0 Hides,
Cheese,
i:,alfi CW Skins,
HaW
Eggs,
Lard.
J2a00 Sheep Skins,
$1.0; a '.GO
Beef.
7al0 Hard Wood,
$5.0Ca7.00
Baldwin Apples, 2.00»2,26 Soft Wood,
$4.00ai'.Cc
Ha'J Dry Pollock,
4 l-^a5
Veal,

u

■O

1

Dealer ill
and

the LOWEbT!

as

•j

by

manlier

the house,

PORT

II

Button in lllii' k :iwl

t ami

6*c per pair, worth
1 \ f It «Ai:l!AMi:i'.

!!:uu

«• o-

O

^^

ranted to Fit & Wear.
Thirty

which is
liu* bowels, mre w ind-eolii* and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
Children
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
lylH
need not err and mothers may rest.

SPECIAL

-H I 3

Purchasing Elsewhere,
And Satisfy Yourself.

Fainting,
Paper Hanging,
Graning & Glazing

streets, promptly attended

«

7ii8 Straw

HOWES &

A.

M.

\i-more iti:ai ;i Miiciimir l‘oi
N the only so/c article in existence
certain to assimilate the food, regulate

Dry Cod,

>/.. kid (.l.ovi> .ll'ST i;i ri i\
y
*
1

I

Before

10USE

||
||

Ac., gratis, to any one requesting it, One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
ami mules, or lbr screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them.
“White wrapper for family us#:" Yellow w rapdo
Sold by all Druggists,
animals.
for
per
cents per bottle; large bottles, $1.00. .1. 11.
f>:i
New
York.
Co.,
Rosf. A:
Uroadway,

j. lour,
Con) Meal,

Gloves,

2£id

Bound to Sell

are

As LOW

I t'oi sale b> all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
W KEKN
POTTER.UA Wawliln^ton
St., Roston, (iIvd'I

cipe.

Wednesday, April

GALL

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ac., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the re-

liKi.KAsT.

Dinsmore & Son!

found in Bel-

compound.

stiller from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than

('orrected

—

TO

'•

0ATK>. A'

its action on tin
circulation. It should therefore’ be taken ju-t be
fore retiring for the night, as bv its tendenev to tin
skin it promotes perspiration, quickens the blood
warms the body to the farthest extremities to suck
an extent as to relax e\ ery muscb* and fibre of tinbody, and devclope in tlie aged a feeling of youth
and elasticity to be obtained from no other medical

now

BELFAST

CHILLS,

SLEEP,

wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe i- published around each bottle. The\ sell
as ici articles even* before sold, and they sell because they do just what they pretend to do.

is

and Summer

Booh, Shoes, and Rubbers!

gynth natural, healthy sleep, by

throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the

CastoUI.v
It
tor Oil.

A T

—

,

C3rO>

1

edies since the world began. They are counterirritant, all-healing pain relievers,
('ripples

Those who

New Prices!!

and at Treasonable

They

will

all overflowed. Scud us gkiiHHi
rations by the Owaehita Belle, if possible.
The colored population in particular are
in distress." Large quantities of provisions
were shipped to the sufferers to-day. The
relief committee have fairly got to work.
Demands upon it are much greater than
"Have you got a little Indian there?” .-aid the
was expected and is
increasing daily as
with her
the water from the crevasses continues engineer, as we passed aa voting squaw
depot on tin* Pacific
pappoose. standing at
spreading. Another great rise is coming Railroad. ••No," -aid she: "half Injun, halt*
out of the Hed and < hiachita rivers.
Jnjuneer!"
Mayor Cobb of Boston, to-day telegraphed Mayor Wiltz to draw at -sight for
Centaur Liniment?*.
£10,bob, making £;!o,Ono contributed by
Bostonians for the overflowed.
There is no pain which the
Mayor Wiltz yesterday reported $:k),(mm
cvntaur Liniments will not rein the bank to the credit of the relief fund.
lieve, no swelling they will not
THE lUVEIt I A 1.1.1 Ml.
subdue, and no lameness which
New Oki.eans, April flG. The river is
This i*.
they will not cure.
lulling now and is now two feet below
strong language, but it i» true.
t.tiljVfJOE
high water mark. Five to seven day
They have produced nnnv cures
mails are due from northern, eastern and
of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy,
western cities. The New York mail of the
caked breasts, scalds, burns,
loth and of the goth have been received. sprains, swellings,
>.-dt rlieuin, earache, Are., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, Ac., upon animals
A Shocking Crime.
ill one year than have all other pretended remWe

P11PI

*

no

COLD AND

The Times
Orleans, April i’.i.
Wh\ i< a young widow like a pool*- coal/
• iv« the extent
of damage which resulted ! Because die wants to In* iv-paircd.
troiua great overflow is just beginning to
Without doubt hundreds of people who w ill
'•e fully understood.
That was readily read this item are sutVering with
Kidney Dis■reived, but that it should involve ease in some form, which might be cured with
a
bottle
or
two
of
Jn/tnxun's
'.turn."00 of acres and a population of
AiioJyur- /./.,/
17s.min, was apparently beyond reasona- meut, used internally. Win not try it?
ble ad ulation ; but such is really the ease,
What Kind ol a fare should an auctioneer
lit the cotton regions it is now ascertained have? A face that i> for-bidden.
that nine of the largest and richest parishes'
r<irsou's I’nri/titin IJiUs, which are now
producing cotton have been inundated. being extensively sold in this Mate, are purely
Parishes of ( arroll, Morehouse, Kiehland.
vegetable, and are mild and gentle in their opMadison,Franklin, I'ensas, Caldwell, Con- eration. one i> a dose, Hood qualities, cercordia and Catahanla are all overflowed, tainly
and embraces tally two and a half million
How Patrick propose*, to get over his single
acres
The amount ot cotton land in these Messcdues—By proposing to Bridgc-it.
That Iron is Valuable as a Medicine has long
parishes in actual cultivation is ascertained to be
i,0(i0 acres besides 100,000 acres been known, buf it is only since its preparation
in
the
form of Peruvian Syrup that
!
in corn. These estimates include
only the its full particular
over disease has been brought to
large places leaving out hundreds ot small ! light power
Its effect in cases <»t dyspepsia and defarms and all estimates for cattle, hogs
bility is most salutary.
and gardens.
The population of these
Why should a hook with a loose leaf he treatnine parishes is -Jo,.'SO I whites and .'>4,0:5:!
ed like a quarrelsome man? Because it >h mid
blacks according to the census of INTO.
be “hound • ver to keep the piece.”
In the sugar producing parishes ascerThe happiest discovery of the age. AN AK Ktained laets discover an oijual if not greatSis, an infallible cure tor l’l! KS, a scientific
er amount of ruin and
suffering. These combination of poultice instrument and mediparishes are Point Coupe, Fast Baton cine. endorsed by physicians of all schools, discovered
1>r. Silsrkk. a regular phvsician,
ltouge, West Baton llouge, Iberville, As- and usedby
in thousands of case*.
cension, Assumption, St. Joint the Baptist. Sufferers wsuccessfully
ho have tried everything else in \uhi
Louisiana, Fourchc. St. James,St. Charles. will find instant relief and permanent cure. It
Lone Bonne and Plague Mines. The over- is regarded by medical men as the greatest of
flow on these parishes covers nearly 3,000,- modern discoveries, and pronounced' infallible.
81.00. Sold by Will. <>. Poor A > m Beloon acres tilled and untilled
including a Price
fast Me. and Druggists everywhere.
production of 30,000 hhdsof sugar besides
a
“You look like Death on a Pah* Horse.” said
large product of rice and the crops of
gentleman to a toper, who was pale and cmasmall farmers of whom there are many
•iated. “1 don't know anything alumt that,”
hundreds who have lost their stock and
said the toper, “but I'm death on Pale Brands."
[iretty much everything else they posTREATING THE WRONG DISEASE.
sessed.
Mir population ol the parishes accordMany times Women call upon their family
ing to the census ol' 1S70 was oo.liijs whites phvsieians. one with dyspepsia, another with
and 7 J,lM 1 blacks, making a total of 1J2,- palpitation, another with trouble of the breast,
here and there, and in thianother with
000, irom which must be deducted the way they all pain
present alike to themselves and
population of K. Baton llogue as only a their easy-going and indifferent doctors, seperato
small portion of that parish lias suffered and distinct diseases, lor which lie prescribe*
from the overflow. That deduction being his pills and potions, assuming them to be such,
made the parishes named contain a popu- when, in reality, they are all symptom.- caused
some uterine disorder; and while they are
lation ol lo;‘,,Gi 10. In all the parishes by
thus only able perhaps to palliate for a time,
named it i- believed more than go,olio ihev are ignorant of the cause, anti encourage
people are now in actual suffering for their practice until large bill- are made, when
are no bcfier in the end.
tin
necessary supplies of life, and in less than but suffering patients
probably worse for •’the delay, treatment,
Go davs a number of those whose circumand other complications made, and which a
stances will require alleviation will in- proper medicine directed to the cause would
crease te more than ob.ooo.
have entirely removed, thereby instituting
lcaltli and comfort instead of prolonged mi-en
At.!. EOIt AID.
A

■ ■

PRICES.

Coldness of the Extremities, Weariness, Eoss ot
Appetite. Enfeebled Digestion, and the hundred ail
ments peculiar to and inseparable from old
age, t‘bidelighttul combination ot tin* True Jamaica t«ingei
and the choicest spices of the East,
carefully pre
served in the best of French Iirandy, ranks
pre
eminent among its thousand anil one eager rivals, i
It produces

w

From Mi-s Lorinda E. St. ( lair. Shade.
(>et. 14th. 1*7*J :
Athens Co.. <
•‘Dr. li. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y. "four
Favorite Prescription is working alino.-t like a
miracle on me. I am better already than 1 ha\ e
been for over two years."
From Ella A. Schafer. Zanesvill.-, lnd., Aug.
1S72:
I )r. Biere.
I received the modidne vuti sen
A-a renil and began using it immediately.
sult of the treatment 1 feel better than 1 ha\e
for three vears.’*
From .Mr-. John K. Hamilton, (Midi, 111..
Mar. in. 1*7-1:
•Dr. Pierce—The Favorit« Prescription hadone me good, which ram very thankful for."

P» ■■■■■! pi nnw

TO

93»

CATES - STICKNEY

AGED

medical preparation of recent tiav.It gently stimulates the slue
compare with it.
gisli circulation, warms the body from head to foot
aud tarnishes that healthy exhilaration and stimu
lus so necessary to both the mind and bodv of tin
aged. For

-•

Ni

III W ■

a'

DINSMORE & SON!

Good Stock of

as

as can be

fast,

cau

■

o'

II P

1

«■

<-nim.* hu«inei tli
inice

found

Spring
Goods

GINGER,

•••

1

Where I

and then let them talk of the
supremacy of other {
days it they can. 1 hey may not be able to wholh j
abandon the habit of referring for protection in all
things to the days of their youth, but what they do j
say will be mild and kindly, tempered and softened
by the delicious llavor of this unequalled compound, I
which, lingering in the mouth, forbids a compari
son of its merits with those of the old-fashioned
remedies. A a wanning and refreshing beverage
lor

-.

i:1

111 ■

■! II

0-0

CITES i STICMET'S

of

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA

...

bin.

Ki

i Am Just From

—

,.

•».

25c

UP.

Hamburgs

have

just
country and
entirely

landed in this
are

N K \V

Ladies

all
1

»

A T 'l' K 1 v* N S!

please

call in and sec,

and then you will “know how
it is yourself.”
Yours Respectfully,
I!.

I

\UIU.S

Hannah Bin ling Shoes

Hydrophobia Disarmed,
!

LUCY lakcoml.

tant

Poor lone Hannah,
sitting at the window binding shoe.".
Faded, wrinkled.
Sitting, stitching in a mounrful mum-.
Bright-eyed beauty once was >he
When the bloom was on the tree;
Spring and winter
Hannah'" at the window binding -hoe".
Not

a

I’assing

mad
A

Lvons, laims that he has discovered a
remedy for hydrophobia. When a person
lias been bitten by a mad dog, he should
for seven successive days take a Russian
vapor bath of lot to It! degrees Fahrenheit.
This hath may he quickly prepared
c

neighbor

nod or answer will refuse
To her whisper,
“I" there from the fishers any news?”
>h, her heart’s adrift with one
On an endless vovago gone!
Night and morning
Hannah's at the window binding shoes.

bv

May is passing:
Mid the apple boughs a
pigeon coos
Hannah shudders.
For the mild southwester mischief brews.
Round the rock ot Marblehead.
»‘utward bound, a schooner sped;
■silent, lonesome.
Hannah's at the window, binding shoes.

Key. Mr

’Tis November:
her wasted cheek bedew-:
From Newfoundland
Nut a sail returning will she lost*.
Whispering hoarsely, “Fishermen.
Have vou. have you heard of Ben?'*
Ud with watching,
Hannah'" at the window, binding shoes.
no

Bl«-a« h

".

Spinning-Wheel.
Appleton's Journal.'

at it.

Look at lier there.
Night in her hair.
The blue ray of day from her e>.- laughin'

<»m

at

me'

to

u*u

That there's a sight
Bates for delight
An ouM Iri'li wheel wid a young lri'h girl at it.
< >h. no!
Nothing you'll 'how.
A-jiiaK her sittin* and takin* a twirl at it.

At Toi'tsiiw nth. on the arrival of a train
of ear.- over the Eastern Railroad. Thursday aftei oeon. a man jumped oil' and demamlei et another standing there that lie
See! the lambs* wool
| "pin that Sto lie owed.enforcing his deTurns coarse an dull
mand with an oath "1 don’t owe you any
B\ them 'vii, beautiful, wre-ii\. white hands
Si".” w;,s the reply : "1 never saw you lieof her:
ion
"Well, you pay it d—d quick, or I'll
hnwii goes her heel.
make you. said the first man brandishing
Holin’ goes the wheel.
Purrin' wid pleasure to rake the commands of
revolver, every chamber of which was
hw.
loaded wdh powder and ball. The gentleTil' ll >how llle a 'gilt
man threatened, seeing at once that his
Bate< lor delight
U'sailant was insane or “in the horrors,’"
Aii mId lri'h wheel wid a young lri'h »u I at it.
instead of try ing to run away or knock the
< Mi. no!
maniac down, either of which operations
Nothing vou'Ji show
A iu.il' her 'ittin' and takin' a twirl at it.
might have resulted fatally, replied, "Well.
1 havn't got the money about me. but l
Talk of Three Fate-*
know where 1
in get it. and if you like
sated on sates,
spumin' and >heariif away till th.Vv. «|..ne i.»r to go with me we'll make it all right.”
llle.
The
debt-collector thereupon
| leased
You may want three
quietly I.Towed his guide to the police
For your massaeree.
But on. fate for me.
and
the one l«»r '(:)'ion. and was locked up by the officers.

PLATED

Vessel

ROOM

20,000 ROLLS!

a

tie was
sort of

among the

ho

reached

a

resting place in his discourse,
when pausing to take breath, he asked
the ijnestion. “And what shall 1 say now?"
another, and bolted together every six A voice from the ■,mgregation earnestly
inches, the bolts one inch in diameter and responded, “say amen."
three feet long. The garboards are bolted

alternately through the keel and each
other. On the flat of the floor she has
timbers of 7 by 12 inches, bolted to the
bottom and ceiled with 3-inch plank, and
these are the only timbers in her. She i12 inches thick throughout, and her iro i
fastening is the only substitute tor timbers.
Her stem, apron, cut-water, sternpost and
rudderpost are oak. The main transom is
also oak, FS inches square, and at it the
ends of her after-body terminate. They are
in it. as in other vessels, mortised into the
■ternpost. This gives her a very clean
The dead-wood, which forms the
run.
centre of the run, is scarped to the keelsons.
The first piece extends 14 feet inboard. tin* second 8 feet, the third .7 feet,
and the fourth .7 feet; thus the sternpost
is backed by about 12 feet of solid timber,
The rudder is
bolted in every direction
of a novel construction, securely braced
i he
and hung
ends have pointers
backed by hook. 'The beams are 11 inches
square, the carlines 8 by 10. and the deck
plank is 3 3-4 inches. The beams are let
into the hull, and are also strongly secured

AT PEIRCE’S

A

Tarrant’s Effervescent

Seltzer

Aperient,

FITS and EPILEPSY

BDY J. IP. COATS’ BLACK
THREAD for your MACHIE.

decay,

and if

spring-

leak the leak can be stopped from
ing
the inside. As she is an experiment, lie
has built her of cheap materials, but notwithstanding this he considers her much
stronger and believes she will prove more
durable than if she had been built in the
usual style, with frames, planking and
ceiling. Captain Heorge K. Thatcher will
She will be launched
command her.
about the 24th instant.
a

Lo! the Poor Lobster. Since the
law went into operation regulating
tlie size of lobsters offered lor sale, the
.Valiant fishermen adopt a very ingenious
method ot' getting over the difficulty.
Their plan is as follows: When they get
hold of a lobster who does not come up to
the proper size, they lay him on his back,
tickle him under the ribs with a straw till
he almost bursts himself laughing; and
when he is swelled up to the proper size
he is suddenly immersed in a hot bath
which prevents any further shrinking, and
lhe only sure
is then sent to market,
plan for detecting lobsters submitted to
this treatment, (we publish this for the
especial benefit of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Dumb Animals,)is
to examine the lobster carefully between
the eyebrows and ears; and if you discover
faint traces of a rather melancholy smile
illuminating his angelic countenance, rest
assured that this is a martyr to man’s inhumanity, and a victim of misplaced confidence.
new

CO,

Manufacturers ami Dealers in

®FLORENCE
The

*m\

Loiig*ci>iit<‘»fg'<l Suit of the
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO. l
against tin-Singer, \\ heeler & Wilson,
and < .ro\ er & Baker ( ompanies, involving over
;
s.V)0,000,
In tiually decided hy the
;
Court
of
the
United
Staten
Supreme
in favor of the
Hr tike a (he

THE

FLORENCE,
AfmiOjHii// of

which alone has £
High Prices.
~

NEW~FLORENCE

and Coekins made a specialty. l’i«tiki. Frames
of all kinds on hand and made to order at short no
tice. Si.iri’KR and Wall Poekets made to order.
AI.L KI.XDS OF III: FA IUIX (I DOXF.

PEIRCE'S

BLOCK.
ALVIN BLODGETT,
GEO. DKI‘IiO 1 \.

f.md’J

COAL!
COAL!

3 School Teachers Wanted

Wm. Pitcher <fc Son
—

Constantly

IIA

I

a

Large Stock

good

THE EAST NEW BOOK OUT.
subject i> all important, yet a puzzling one,
It replenishes the Government* Treasury and impoverishes the people; makes the rich poor and the
poor rich; makes fools of wise men; exhausts the
wisdom of Legislation; makes men run mad and
women feel sad.
Tlie crusade has begun; on to
victory. Men or women wanted to canvass every
The

Address

COAL OF ALL

at Wi

Win’itupokt.

si

1

PLUMMER

B.

WAR!

WAR!

WAR!

hav< resumed work in
and want

WF.

our

machine

room

SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.
Belfast, Dec. 10, Is?

1.

spring

Belfast, March LI, 1-n

j

at

houses

REMOVAL!

SIZES,

Man Wanted
Prospect

the

building

m v,

years of age or upwards, to work on
Prospect. Fair wages will be paid.
ARTHUR IIE \GAN.
«*\v-41
Ferry, April U, 1S74.

on

boring

-ail-, he calls attention

to

hi- bu-im

-s,

Phe dl’Xlv

n

and o|.D Ml f A I. lie
Ib lfa-t. Feh. -4. !>;■ t.

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

Penny

a

BELFAST,

made on or before the 1st of any
will he placed upon interest every
month, except May and Xovemhei and the inteje.-t
computed upon the s;tme in dune and December.
i. e> 1 dai 1 v at tin Bunking Boom, ti oin
Deposits r<
‘.Mo 1.' A, M
and "to I IV M
Saturdavs from • to
1J A. M
dnil.N 11 Ql 1M1-.V, IVeaAS V FAl .\ < F, l're.-’t.
Belfast, duly l.i, ls?o.

Wednesday Eyeuim. June 17, 1874.

PIECES.
:-

HUNDRED

AND

EIGIII

AT

Will be distributed among the holders of tickets to
said Ball on the day above named, consisting of
A nice House and Lot, Elegant Chamber Set.-, Tailor Organs, Family Sewing Machines, a Ladies’
and Gents’ Gold Watch, Decorated Toilet
Sets, Silver Butter Dishes, Mattresses,
Splendid Chromos in Walnut Frames,
Corner Brackets, Sets of
Knives and Forks, Fancy Kerosene Lamps, Silver
Napkin Rings, Silver Fruit Knives, Silver Ladles, Fancy Lava Flower Tots, Parlor Spittoons, Glass Sets, Bohemian China and
Fancy Vases, Walnut Picture Frames
and CASH
A full list of the PRESENTS will be found on the
Tickets.
4fc«T*The House and one-half acre lot to be given
away is pleasantly situated at the HEAD of the
TIDE VILLAGE, North Belfast, 3-4 of a mile from
City Point Depot,—is one and a half story 27x43,—
Ell, 18x20, contains ten rooms, is perfectly sound
and in good order, recently painted and is suitable
for two families. There is a good well of water on
the premises; also, about 1.1 Apple 'Trees. A good
title will be given. Distribution of Presents will
commence at 8 o’clock, a. m. Wednesday, .June 17.
Those entitled to GIFTS who are not pre.-ent at
the distribution will be duly notified.
A correct register of the number of the ticket, and
the name and residence of the holder will be kept.
Those out of town who wish for tickets can obtain
them by addressing

FRANCIS J. HUNTER & CO.
Belfast, Maine.
Ticket!) Sl.OO each.
COCK’S Book Store.

For Sale nt M. 1". WOOD
3mos37

New Firm,
C1ATES

X'o.L'S, CUSTOM HOUSK SQl VRK.
(Under Journal < Mice.
<’.
J.
K. K. STICKX KY.
CATKS.Ji:.,
Belfast, Mav -7, Is?.’!.

MACHINIST.
enner

& \\ alker.

No. 46 Main St-,,,v’s“’s
Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c., Repaired.

He keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machine-,
Shuttles, Bobbins, Screw-drivers, Xicdles, Sic, Also
all kinds of keys for locks.

A. A. HURD & GO
Successors to Mace &

,

Hurd,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

Plain and

Fancy Confectionery,
Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,

Sugar

and

Molasses Corn

Cakes, Corn Candy,
Cocoanuts, &c., &c.
Corner .MAIN and CROSS Streets, Belfast, Maine,
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice. All orders by mail promptly
attended to.
A. A. HURD,
tl'tl
J. W COOMB"

S. A. RENDELL.

THE PLACE TO HI T YOCK

Patent Medicine

UKAl.Ki:

IN

PURE DRUGS
and

KXdWLToX, Administratrix of the

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,
Sheet Lead. Fancy Goods,

Holiday Goods, Clocks, &c

;

Recently burned out, Ijus started again with a new
and conipiete stock, in Western Corner Store, upi r
side of Main St., Stockton, Me.
Prices

as

LOW

as

the LOWEST.

at Sight.

Repairing done
fmLLi

BPPhysicians’ prescriptions carefully
compounded.

STEHIilXS, Hartford, Conn.

OR SOUL CHARMING.”
maj fascinate and gain the
of
affections
and
any
person they choose, inlove
mental acquirement all can
stantly. This Simple for25
mail,
cents; together with a
possess, free, by
Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
sold. Address T.
book.
100,000
A
queer
Ladies,
WILLIAM & CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

AMEBICANHOUSE

GASKETS
—

ANl)

GENERAL RENOVATION
Of every

Style

Size

and

on

-A XI)

T RIMMED

SHORT
J.

C.

AT

|

—

NOTICE

THOMPSON’S.

Prices

ROYALHAVAN A LOTTERY

FOR

—

NEW FURNISHING.
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WIRE RIGGING FOR VESSELS
Builders, Owners and Bigger? should address

JNO.. ROEBLING’S SONS,

Rigging

The subscriber informs his old friends and
the public that he has resumed the manage
ment of the American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in all respects make it one of tin
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
lie Hatters hjmseini|i|t travellers 4U(J gU,.SH who
patronize the American House will find a good table,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
It N. LANCASTER.
Belfast, Nov. 2f», 18?.°..
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and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

Improved

Dental Plates.

Particular attention given to making and inserting
artificial teeth.
tftti

lO/.Ds.
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not cure.
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energizing effects

tomers.

Orders left at the office over (ieo. F. White’s,
Phcnix Row, will meet with
prompt attention.
W. V\ CASTLE, President &
Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec'y Sc Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept. «. lS?rt
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See that each bottle has PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass.
Pamphlets Free.
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This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-
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ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to hat e
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s then Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the. body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secre-
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immediate payment, ami those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the* same for settlement
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OX AXX A h MATING, widow of William Kent
V ing, late ofSe arsmont, in said County of Walelo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allow
aiiee- from the* personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Roxanna give* notice t > all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be- published three weeks successively in the Re-pub
lican Journal printe d at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Be lfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of May
next, at ten of the clock before* noon, and slum
cause, If any they have*, why the- prayr of sai l pe-titions should not he* granted.
ASA Till'RUM Gil, Judge
A true copy.
Attest—B. P FI KM), -Register.
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HAM.PA, Administratrix of the <fate of Warren C. Hadley, late- of Jackson, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having
her first account of Administration for allowance-,
together with her private- claim.
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A true* copy.
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That the* said Administratrix give
notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ed
this order to he- published tlire*e- \ve*e*ks sucee-sGve ly in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be* held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday' of May next, at ten of the clock beforenoon, and show cause, it' any they have, why the
same should not lie allowed.
ASA 1 ill Rl.ol GH Judge
A true copy. Attest —li P
Register.
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GREAT DISCOVERY!
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Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
Manager’s office in I'hcuix Row, over <:,o. F.
May still be found at the old stand of White’s store.
l)r. Moore, corner of Church and
W e are prepared to do jig
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
sawing and wood turnimproved instruments for operating upon teeth, in- ing, in any amount and style.
Having just put on
cluding
some new and expensive tools for the
purpose, we
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
can now execute iron
planing to 20 inches, and turn
by which the process is rendered much less painful shafting up to 10 feet lengths.

Dr. Folsom’s

AND
<\

State

loot ot

at

COMMENCING MARCH 19, 1814.
K<*. klaint.
aimlen. Helfast, » astim-, In-, I,|,>e«ljrwiok. So. \\ 11 arbor, "VI t. l>e«ert. \1 illhriili'e
.toiie-port, ami Machiusport.
Heturninfr will leave Maehin-port every Monday Morning at 5 flock, touching as ubov•
arriving in I’ortlaml -aim* ni^lit, usually eoniiectiny
\\ith i'ullinau I rain, amt < arlv
morning li ■, ns
I or

India Street, Boston.
-a hi- A Yami-he-.

A.

SEASON

DEERING.

lO
train fioin Ho-ion,

•I

v i.

J'ric

CHAS.

Thursday Ev'ng,

allowance.

—

COFFINS

CAP.

i.

LIGHTEST

1 ii!i' $3.00
per Doz
A few Fowls to-pare.

RL’FL’S li.

TRUSSES anc^SUPPORTERS
All oi which he offers very cheap lor
cash.
Please call and examine before
purehing elsewhere.

>11

THE

*TE4tfElt

"ill have Kailn»a»l \\ hart,

PAI1MT!

i: i.

OF

LEWISTON,

County
having presentee!
her first uml final account of Administration for

taken upon herself the
estate of

Cor, Main and High Streets,
Who has also a large assortment oi

v

TRIP
THE

“Stock selected with care rogardle-- of L.Ypence.”
N"W Booking orders for I ce for early deli\. rv

s

R. H. MOODY’S

FIRST

a

I’ll

ARRANGEMENT

ONE THIP PER WEEK.

>

Pure Bred Fowls

subscribe*!* hereby give
public notice
r|MIK
JL concerm*ei that she bus been

CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, AC.,

i:

Importer and Breeder of the leading

Rl tate of George
Kuowltou, late of Xorthport, in
said
of \\ aldo, deceased,
!

GEO. T. READ.
(Successor to \

of

At a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tue<dav ol
April, A. i>., 1874.

& STICKXE V dealers in !’<»«. i-,, S in o s,
/
Hr Kill.KS, Sin, K it l- I N I >1 N -. re-pectfllllv
announce to tin- citizens of Belfast am! vicinity that
they are now prepared to give ;i- got id bargains in
the above as can be had in the city, and hope oy
strict attention to business to merit a liberal .-hare >.t
your patronage.
Kent’s ?alf-boots, sewed or pegged, made to order
ou short otice. Repairing neatly and prompt ly done.

will you look like the follow

DESERT AND MACH1AS.

MT.

SPHINO

in

till then,

WINTERPORT, MAINE.,

••

i■

convince you of its wonder.ul

soon

nooiii, Corner tlaia «V lli-ii

WI

DOS ITS
HAYFORD HALL DK month,

FOR

SNUFF

in^

i' it i: ii a rn o o ii

LI.I AM KIXGSBl BY, '-'d, Guardian of Han
unlit and Ira FPendleton, minor heirs of
.lames X. Pendleton, lute1 of Prospect, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his final account of Guardianship for allowance.
(irdered, That the said Guardian giv notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
in- published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, tliat they may anp< ur at a Probate »'ourt, to he held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on tlu second Tuesday of
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
-how cause, if any they have, why the same should
not he allow ed.
ASA Till RKOl'GH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest: li. P. Kii.i.n, Register.

Earned.”

GERMAN

curing- this vile disorder: in
fact you hIM be cured, and then, and not

FOWLS <fc EGGS.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and t’or
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
April, A. D., 1874.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT
“A Penny Saved is

will

■^successively

Highest price- paid for eve,ythiii:.*

I

RytDER’S

VNDRKW

jmblic patron aim

fun.'

it

-hnos:;:;

Bl llKl-TT, Administrator ol the
estate of John B. Dougheritv, late of Sears
mont, in said County of W aldo, deceased, having
presented his first and final account ol Administration on said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Adrnr. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three week
in the Kepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate C«.urt, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, il any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
A8A THCRLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
IT p. Ku |.i>, Register.

Swan’s Wharf.

Having superior facilities for making, repairing
and

any one suffering- from this nasty
foul disease look at the above picture of his nasal organs.
4 short trial
of the remedy,

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
fort lie County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. 1 >. 1874.

Has removed his SAIL l.oFT and ,11 XK SIHH*
to

E.ct

un«i

Manufacturer-A Dealer-in Baint

Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all
nerson* interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks successively in the Repttblican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may up
pear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday of
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA Till'PLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. I*. FlKl.n. Register.
At

and invit'

EIGHTEEN’
a farm in

I'j

CHARLES R. THOMBS

3 65
freight must he accompanied hy Billot I.uding
All freight hill- mti-T he puid on
in duplicate.
delivery of goods.
< iKO
r
Wi l l.' Ageir
Belfast. April ■.*»», W».
All

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL
lor brilliancy of color, covering properties, fmeueund durability. In-aler- and ( onsuniers should use
no other.
Dor <ale hv dealers gem-rail) and at
wholesale b\
J. PORTER & CO..
Soh- Agents tor New l-.ngland.

Waldo, deceased,
County
Prospect,
ing presented his final account of < iuardianship for

WKLLs.
tfds

F

$2 50

LOWELL,

BARI-

most brilliant iu the market.
i.icui
i .\mri:i,u.
utrsru
.\n:i)ti M lurrm it
r/;/ \eii

allowance.

I*.

t:

GREEN,

SWISS

HARBIMAN,
Ida M
ALBERT
Witham, minor heir of--. late
of
in said
of
hal-

MILLINERY!
Children.

it n

ELLIN

Guardian

leave

FARE TO BOSTON

BASSES,

GREEK

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesduy ot

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday "l
April, A. 1). 1874.

IN 11 F. & nl'I.MBY.
ti'Lt

k i.

<

for said County, on the second Tuesday of Mu.
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cau>e it any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
ASA Tlll'RLOrGir. Judge.
B. 1*. FlKl.n, Register.
A true copy, Attest

Vests Victorious!

we are selling at store
in lots to suit customers,

«T>SYCHOMAXf:V.
How either sex
X

Fnpr

by tin* Subscriber,

—OK—

wife is like a snail. Why ? DeOF CUBA.
she keeps in her own house. A good
Prospectus for li*7| l)0W ready. Address GEORGE
?
Because
UPHAM, No. y Weybosset St.. Providence, R. I.
Why
Manufacturers, Trenton, N. J-, or
wife is not like a snail.
she does not carry her all on hei back. A
117 Liberty street. New York,
of Adanaaon'e
bottle
sample
clock.
tlLL Botanic Balaam at all druggood wife is like a town time. A Why?
ists\ Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for The
good
Because she keeps good
Charcoal Wire
Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
wife is not like a town clock. \\ hy ? Be- LargeAsthma,
:u» cts. Dr. F. W. Kinsman, Promade by the Messrs. Roeblings, is guaranteed supe
that the prietor,bottles,
for
case
it
not
Maine.
a
cause she does not speak so loud
$5000
Augusta,
wjjl
cure* Try it.
riof to any other make.
fimos28
town can hear her.
A

For sale

\,
rapt. .1 I*. ,l( H'NSON
Brltast
>r IP -ton n.-rv
M<>N1>\\,
lilt
R'l>\Y
and 'All K1>\Y
WKUNKSliAY,
o’clock I*. M.
at
Returning, will leave Boston ev» rv Mo.NUAY
i* m
ri KsDAY, mnwiAY & Friday at ;• 1
(apt.

Will

LUCAS & CO’S

-OHN

Wool), Executor of the will of
V John Sturtovant, late of Brooks, in said County
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of Executorship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to bo held at Belfast, within and

IJALP1I

n: am Lie

>

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
Win It. UOl

Elwell, residing
Boston,
ounty of Suffolk, < ommon wealth of Massachusetts,
deceased, together with the Probate thereof in the
< ‘«»unty aforesaid, dulv authenticated for the purpose
of being allowed, tiled, and recorded.
Ordered, That the said George 15 Walker give
notice to all persons interested by causing a copy <>t
tliG order to be published live weeks succes-i\ely
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that

at
on

! I.AMI.i;

*

Brices from
to > on.
DRl MS V\D I I l-'L- Ibr the ><ddiers.
I he be-t
I
TABS
for
tiuitar
In
fact
aft
mu.-ical
|
|.l
instruments in common u-. of 11.• he-t material,
imported or manufactured, a id of reasonable prices
\l-o all things needed to replace |o.-t parts of in
struments. Violin and iuii ar ! in.’ and ail Mii-o al
Merchandise.
I "; .-ale 1..
«
.1
II A’l NL
.A cn
.< >pp. < ourt li.m «.
a:; t onrt St.. Ito-ton.

At a Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
April, A. I)., 1874.

BRADLEY’S

!

a cer-

may appear :>t a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday ot June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show eause, if any they have, whv the
>ame should not be allowed, filed, and recorded.
f.w4',>
ASA I HI RLOI GH, Judge,
v true copy.
Attest -15. I*. I'll u>, Register,

Dl

per Week.

Trips

And all other Band fnsiiumcnt-.

thrv

I‘« >>l I > received on terms as liberal and favorable to depositors as am Savings Bank in tin*
State.
(Mliee hour- from b o’clock A. M.. to 4 o'clock I’.M.
.) AMDS 11 Dl.NDl.l in.N. 1’re-t.
-'.mb'
(HAS. F. (10UD0X, Treas.

A _TOS,

the Route! Four

«r,

I

Exchange.

or

TONES,

(

Bank.

Searsport Savings

CORNETS,

to

St.,

Thu Steamers

!

merit

at Belfast, within and for
on the second Tuesday ol

EORGE B. W ALKER

RECEIVED, ALL THE
JUST
Latest St\b-s
Hut-tor Ladies, Misses and

.—

hand

on

—

cause

No. 23 Main

s

having presented
be the last will
(''IT tain instrument purporting
ami testament of Joshua
in

BROKER!

1

Violins, Violas, Violoncello, Double
Basses, uml all Orchestral and Solo Instruments
Splendid Large Music Boxes.

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
April, A. i)., 1871.

to him.

--0-0-0 O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-Of

1..

tf

-: o :-

in each county for the .Spring and Summer. $150
per month. Send for circular giving full particulars. ZIEGLER & M< (.TUDY, Spriugtiield, Mass.

town.

< 'ot»

a

%

i*

Miller it
press sts.

< orncr

April g(i, Is?.!. —tITS

close attention to business we hope to merit
Give us a call before
a share of your patronage.
purchasing elsewhere. Remember the place.

By

In the OXL1 machine that newn ®
hack n ark ft: fonvaril, or to rig-ht A X
left.
Miuaplent—Cheapont -Bent.
So 1.1) roit (’AMI ONLY.
Sl’lXTAI. TLHMS TO
CLUBS and DEALHRI.
April, 1*7-4.
Florence, Bunn.
£
•o-o-o

K

BELFAST.

All kinds of Furniture,
Cloth Goods, Chamber Suits, Cane and
Wood Seat Chairs of all kinds, Lounges in
HAIK
liens and Damask, Bedsteads of all kinds. Cask)

VALUED

GLADIOLAS

she cannot

&

PRESENTS!

FLOWERS^

frames,

BELFAST.

BLODGETT

THREE

liaekmetack hanging and lodging
curt <1.
The worst cases, ol’longest standknees, bolted every G inches. The hang- positively
ing, by using DR. HEBBARDS CURE. A bottle
addre->ing .1. E. I H an 1.1:1;, Druging knee- are sided 7 inches, have 4 1-2 sent Ml OthtoAall
ve ,\ Y
feet bodies and 2 1-2 teet arms; and the gist,
-tanehions are o by 11 inches, clasped and
bolted with iron above and below. Her
bulwarks are about three feet high, built
solid. She will have a trunk cabin, low
C'. Mj. ALI,CX oilers his surplus stock of
enough above the deck to give scope for
working the mizzen boom, and the ao- CHOICE MIXED
ommodations for the crew will be for- at wholesale for Mi per loo, S-h per 1,000. Sent by
xpr-upon receipt of price. Semi for catalogue.
ward.
Address
c. 1. ALLESI,Qu4*en«.l«.l'.
She will haye three masts, fore-and-aft
and
and
rigged,
eighty-one, eighty-two
eignty-three feet long; the bowsprit will
be twenty feet outboard, the jibboon sixteen feet outside the cap, and the other
spars in proportion. She will have wire
standing rigging, cotton duck sails, and
be otherwise fitted out in first-class style.
Mr Hibson, who designed and lias personally superintended her construction,
says that twenty-six tons of iron have
been used in her construction, but forty
per cent, less timber than in any other
vessel of her capacity, with a corresponding reduction in labor, and that, having
with

no

BLOCK,

-: o

a-:1d best and most reliable medicine ever offered
to the p.-opli for the above class of diseases.
The
nursing hah*', its brothers ami sisters, ijs parents
and grand parents, will all find this pleasaiit remedy
well adapted for their different complaints. For
-ale by all druggists.

Al.DWKI.I.’S Book
Stow, Main St.
<

tit1

New Furniture Store

EIGHT

Tin* VJ i><* Wen of the laml, tlit* Divine
th< Tin .• tin. ihe .Judge, use daily, in their own
homes, and recommend to all invalids and sufferers
front Dyspepsia, hick. Headache, Sour stomach, Costivenes*. Heart hum, Indige>tiou, l’iles, Ililious Attacks. Liver < oiupluints. Hout and Rheumatic Affections. Nature’s own great and good Remedy.

HKSinKX<

21 IvTain Sr.., Belfast

WHITTESf ORCHESTRA

|tch) Jhhcrtiscwents.

Maine.

OFFK'K

Office,

Fancy Goods, &c.

or

teens

AUSTIN

M. D.,

Belfast,

CURTAINS & FIXTURKS. INSURANCE

upright

12 inches square, and assistant keelsons of
lo by 12 inches.
From the keel to the
leek she is built of ingle logs of spruce,
each 12 inches square, placed one upon

WADE, named Executor in a certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Ralph Wade, late of Lincolnville, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Austin give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to bo published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved ami allowed.
ASA THURLOUtiH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. FiKl.n, Register.

i^r^vFLiisrE

17V)R delivered

stern-post, and a full, rounded body indiIt is related of a certain minister of
cating large capacity and buoyancy. Her
keel is of hard pine. 12 by 14 inches; she Maine who was noted lor his long sermons
tia^ three depths ut midship keelsons, each with many divisions, that one day when

St..Belfast,

Al‘!l\N<iKMKNTS FOR THE SEAMS OF IS7F

j1

I will sell the Barm on which 1 now
live, or will exchange it for city or
vessel property. It i.* situated about
1 l-'J miles from the B. <). in thi*
city, at the intersection of the Kittle Kiver road. so
called, with the road leading through Northport to
It contain.* W acres of tinLincolttville Corner.
best of land, divided into tillage and pa*ture; i* under good improvement i* well watered and well
fenced; has a young, bearing orchard of engrafted
apple and pear tree* and an abundance of small
fruits upon it.
The buildings are a -tory and half house, with ell.
wood-house, carriage house and barn—all connected,
finished, painted and in good repair. Bor pleasantness of situation and convenience this place is unsurpassed. Call and
K M. BOA It OMAN.
tflu
Belfast, April1*; l.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. L). 1874.

OF 1874. I. M. BOARDMAN.

SPRING

Frame.

raking

Over

STYLKS for tho

Of th»- latest

of May next, ar ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be granted.
ASA I HURLOI OH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —B P. Fll I.D, Register.

at Law!

ELMER SMALL

Farm for Sale

Tuesday

Physician>Surgeon

PAPERS

35tf
proprietor of the at reasonable rates.
Indiunapidis Sentinel, wnggered $100 with
n
young Indy niece that she couldn't “hold
LOST.
her tongue 'for a week.
The young lady
Ear .Jewel set with
\ BLUE Enamelled
“took
him
and
unThe tinder will be suitably rewarddiamonds.
jt\.
up.”
very unexpectedly
less she speaks within the next two hours ed bv leaving the same at the office of this paper.
35 tf
(it is now 4 o'clock P. M.) Mr. l'’ishbaek

.him li-dibaek.

.Mr

will have the Sinn to pay. During the
to the opera,
1 ln- Advertiser says that Xehemiah week ho lias escorted her
Hibson ut' Huston is building a vessel of and although he lias done his best to get
her to speak, and hired other members of
a
peculiar design, which, if successful,
will modiiy the system now in general the family to ••trap" her, yet she has reI hi I
hursday last
use.
.She is 122 feet 0 inches long on the sisted all their efforts.
offered
to compromise the
the
journalist
138
lias
keel.
feet on deck,
32 teeth inches
breadth of beam and 12 teet 2 inches depth matter and give her $."><), but the proposition was scornfully rejected.
of hold, with a
stem, an
Without

No. 10 Main

fJMIK

Upon
foregoing Petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested bv
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second

JOHNSON,

Attorney

PRICES!

LOWEST

E.

CATARRH!
Behold Zt as Zt Zs.

well known .•*. S. Hersey
X house, -ituated on High street,
Belfast. H is a well built two story
house, with Ell and barn, and suit
able for two families.
lias five
eights ot an acre of land, reaching
to I'nion street; this laud ha* a line orchard, pro
dueing a good crop of apple*. I sms will 1
made
favorable to purchaser*.
.1. V Mi (LIN lot K. \gi-nt toy nwuer
:iw ;
Belfast, April vM, 1S7I.

the

S,

CATARRH!
!
j1

House for Sale.

At a Court of Prohate held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday
of April, A. 1>. 1874.

n E N T I S T
Hayford Block, Church Street,
u:«l
BELFAST, ME.

IN THK (iRKATKST VARIETY AT Till

Family Use, which

Isn't that fate
Pictured eoinplate.
An ..uld Irish wheel wid a young lri'h girl at it.
Oil. no!
Nothing you'll show.
A.pials her sittin* and takin' a twirl at it.
A

WARE!

Hadley
Jackson,
County, deceased,
respectfully represents that the goods, chatties and
credits of said deceased are not sufficient to answer
his just debts and charges of Administration,
by the
sum of nine hundred dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of said
real estate of said deceased,
(including the reversion
of the widow’s dower thereon,) as will
satisfy his
debts and incidental charges, and charges of Admin
istration.
ORZ1LLA HADLEY

Counsellor at Law,

i ",I STODDARD, 0, D,
G.

Probate fdr tHe* County

IIADLEf of

No. 7 Pemberton Square.
II OS TON.
ROOM 11.
3m38

GLASS,

only

me.

Attorney &

Farm i'or Sale!
.Situated in Belfast, a 1-. miles from
tlu. city, on the Augusta road, contains 07 acres of land. Buildings nearly new and in
well
watered; leu cords’hard wood,
good repair;
and cuts about 1? ton- of hav. <jood orchard.
of
HOIEYCE BANKS,
Impure
+3w4’»
Boor’s Mill

Unity, in the County of
M aldo, Administratrix of the estate of Warren
ORZILLA
late of
in said

NICKERSON

S.

Judge

of

C.

~

F.

CROCKERY,

j

hoy*.

at Law!

To tlu* Honorable
of We tdo.

flt^AU business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

ST., BELFAST.

Announces the Business of
the above concern will be continued as formerly-

■

Show lue a sight
Bates for delight
Vu "Uld Ii i'h wheel w id a young lri'h girl at it.
Mi, no!

Fai \. an' a foot.
JVrfect of cut.
l’eepiu* to put an end to all doubt

the

Lothrop. an eccentric parson
wlio otlieiated in West Springfield: “A
young lady, a member ot Dr. Lothrop's
church, wept on a visit to a neighboring
town, and while there attended a party
and daneed.
Tidings ot her sin reached
home before her
On her return she was
\ idled and called to most severe account
for the disgrace she had thus brought upon
herself and the church, and which had
been found out, notwithstanding it had
been done among strangers.
One staid
maiden was especially earnest in her rebukes. and made the poor girl feel very
bad
What shall 1 doshe asked.
‘You
had potter go and see Dr. Lothrop.’ She
did go. and told him all about it. -And
so. ni) dear you went to the party, and
daneed, did you:1' lie said. Acs. sir.’
And did you have a good time?' 'Yes,
Weil. I am glad ot it. and 1 hope
-ii-.'
you will go again, and enjoy yourself.
And now 1 want you to tell me the name
of the woman who has been making you
all ibis trouble.' She told. 'Do to that
woman, and tell her trout me that, if she
wants to get to heaven, she hud better
make more use id' her feet, and less of her
*
tongue

The

Nothing you'll 'how
V'jiial' he sittin* ami fakin' a twirl

to

THORNDIKE,

of Rev. l)r.

icw-;

Twentv seasons!
Never one has brought her any news.
>till her dim eyes silently
(’base the white sail's o'er the sea :
Hopeless, faithful.
Hannah*" at the window, binding "hot

Nightingale contributes

PROBATE NOTICES,

j

HABADIK BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

Springfield Republican the following story

tear

Twenty winters
and tear the ragged shore -In*

putting

WALLACE,

Attorney

o :-

-:

21 MAIN

a

GEO. B.

1859. Established 1859
T.

three or four red-hot bricks intub of water, over which the patient
must sit in a eane-bottomed or willow
chair for tilteen or twenty minutes. After
the disease has declared itself, one vapor
bath is sufficient, but tlie patient must be
strictly confined to his room until the cure
is complete.
Dr. lhiisson says that lie has
applied this method of treatment to more
than eighty persons bitten by mad animals. and that he never lost a single ease.
Be discovered the remedy when taking a
vapor bath himself for the purpose of killing himself by suffocation after he had
caught the hydrophobia from the saliva of
a patient.
When the bath was at about
ft Fahrenheit all the symptoms disappeared as if by magic and never returned.
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Fair young Hannah,
Ben.the sunburnt fisher, gavly woo- ;
Hale and clever.
For a willing heart and hand he sues.
May-day skies are all aglow.
And the waves are laughing so!
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